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Attention: Florence E. Harmon, Deputy Secretary
COMMENT LETTER AND PETITION FOR DISAPPROVAL

Re:

Notice of Filing and Immediate Effectiveness of Proposed Rule Change by
NYSE Area, Inc. Relating to Fees for NYSE Area Depth-of-Book Data, File
No. SR-NYSEArca-2010-97, Exchange Act Release No. 63291 (Nov. 9,2010)
(the "Notice")

Dear Ms. Harmon:

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the above-captioned notice, under which
NYSE Area, Inc. ("NYSE Area" or the "Exchange") proposed a rule change to authorize
market data fees for the receipt and use of depth-of-book market data that NYSE Area

makes available.' The proposed rule change became effective upon filing with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission (the "Commission") under Section 19(b)(3)(A) of

the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, asamended (the "Exchange Act").2 The
Commission published the Notice for comment on November 17,2010.3 For the reasons
set forth below, and because NYSE Area's actions are inconsistent with the recent
decision of the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in

NetCoalition v. Securities and Exchange Commission ("NeiCoalitiori")* we respectfully
petition the Commission to temporarily suspend the proposed rule change under recently-

amended Section 19(b)(3)(C) ofthe Exchange Act5 and institute proceedings to
disapprove (orproperly approve) those changes under Section 19(b)(2)(B) of the
Exchange Act.

SelfRegulatory Organizations; Notice ofFilingandImmediate Effectiveness of
ProposedRule Change by NYSE Area, Inc. Relatingto Feesfor NYSE Area
Depth-of-Book Data, Exchange Act Release No. 63291; File No. SR-NYSEArca
2010-97 (Nov. 9, 2010); 75 Fed. Reg. 70311 (Nov. 17, 2010).
15 U.S.C. § 78s(b)(3)(A) (2010).
See 75 Fed. Reg. 70311 (Nov. 17, 2010).
615 F.3d 525 (D.C.Cir. 2010).
15 U.S.C. § 78s(b)(3)(C) (2010).
15 U.S.C. § 78s(b)(2)(B) (2010).

I.

BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW

In NetCoalition, the D.C. Circuit held that the Commission lacked a sufficient basis to

approve NYSE Area's proposed rule change as "fair and reasonable" under the Exchange
Act. While purporting to comply with the NetCoalition decision, the proposed rule raises
the same arguments that were rejected by the Court, refuses to follow the Court's
teaching that costs should be considered in assessing the reasonableness ofthe fees, and
supplies no new or substantialevidenceto supportthe conclusion that the proposed fees
are "fair and reasonable" and otherwise compliant with the Exchange Act. NYSE Area
also erroneously suggests that the Dodd-Frank Act insulates the proposed fees from
Commission scrutiny.
In re-proposing the same fees that were previously rejected as unsubstantiated, NYSE
Area shows total disregard for the ruling of the D.C. Circuit. Based on the "seriousness
of [the] order's deficiencies," the appeals court vacated the Commission's earlier Direct

Order approving the NYSE ArcaBook fees8 and remanded for "further proceedings
consistent with this opinion."9 NYSE Area, supported by the Commission, then sought
panel rehearing, arguing that the relief ordered by the Panel - vacatur as opposed to
remand - was unwarranted and that NYSE Area should be allowed to supplement the

record on remand while continuing to charge the disallowed fees.10 OnOctober 25,
2010, the D.C. Circuit denied the petition for rehearing, and on November 9,2010, the
Court's mandate issued. The effect of the Court's vacatur is that the prior order is

"annulled, voided, rescinded, ordeprived offorce."" Nonetheless, NYSE Area proposes
to continue to assess the very samefees that have been in effect since the Direct Order.12
The result is that investors continue to be subjected to fees that have not been determined
to be "fair and reasonable," as the Exchange Act requires.

As we have previously conveyed to the Commission, time is ofthe essence in the need
for the Commission to suspend the effect of these and other similar market data fee rule
changes proposed by self-regulatory organizations based on invalid grounds and without

Under the Exchange Act, the SEC has a duty to ensure that the proposed fees are,
among other things, "fair and reasonable." See 15 U.S.C. § 78k-1(c)(1)(C) (fees
must be "fair and reasonable" and not "unreasonably discriminatory"); 15 U.S.C.
§ 78f(b)(4) (exchange must also "provide for the equitable allocation of
reasonable dues, fees, and other charges among ... persons using its facilities").
See SelfRegulatory Organizations; NYSE-Arca, Inc.; Order SettingAside Action
by DelegatedAuthority and Approving Proposed Rule Change Relating to NYSEArca Data, Exchange Act Release No. 59039 (December 2, 2008), 73 Fed. Reg.
74770 (December 9,2008) (the "Direct Order").
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615F.3dat544.

See Int. Pet. Panel Reh'g, Case No. 09-1042, Doc. 1266631 (Sept. 17, 2010);
Resp't Resp. to Pet. Panel Reh'g, Case No. 09-1042, Doc. 1271143 (Oct. 12,
2010).
See AFL-CIO v. Chao, 496 F.Supp.2d 76, 85 (D.D.C. 2007).
See 75 Fed. Reg. at 70312.

any consideration ofcost data.13 The proposed rule constitutes an end-run around the
remand process contemplated by the D.C. Circuit and, if allowed to stand, would be in
direct conflict with the Court's ruling. We therefore urge the Commission to act
immediately to suspend these and other similar fee rule changes until the Commission
and the public have had ample time to determine whether they should be disapproved.
II.

THE DODD-FRANK ACT DOES NOT IMMUNIZE THE PROPOSED
FEES FROM SCRUTINY.

Before discussing the merits, we address the Notice's erroneous contention that the recent
amendment to Section 19(b)(3)(A) ofthe Exchange Act in Section 916 of the DoddFrank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 (the "Dodd-Frank

Act")14 reflects a presumption that all fees are constrained by competition and that the
Commission is therefore relieved of its obligation to ensure that the data fees are "fair

and reasonable" within the meaning of Sections 11A(c)(l)(C) of the Exchange Act.15
Neither the plain language of the recent amendment to Section 19(b)(3)(A) of the
Exchange Act, nor the available legislative history of that amendment, supports the
contention that the amendment reflects any such presumption. It is true, as the
Commission knows, that Section 916 of the Dodd-Frank Act amended paragraph (A) of
Section 19(b)(3) of the Exchange Act by inserting the phrase "on any person, whether or
not the person is a member of the self-regulatory organization" after "due, fee or other

charge imposed by the self-regulatory organization."16 As a result, all SRO rule
proposals establishing or changing dues, fees, or other charges are effective immediately
upon filing regardless of whether such dues, fees, or other charges are imposed on
members of the SRO, non-members, or both and also regardless of whether such dues,
fees or other charges are or are not consistent with the provisions of the Exchange Act
applicable to the Exchange. To protect against the evident risk of abuse, Section 916 also
amended paragraph (C) of Section 19(b)(3) of the Exchange Act to read, in relevant part,
as follows:
13

See SelfRegulatory Organizations; Notice ofFiling and Immediate Effectiveness
ofProposed Rule Change by NASDAQ OMXPHLX, Inc. Relating to MarketData
Feeds, Exchange Act Release No. 62887; File No. SR-PHLX-2010-121
(September 10,2010) ("PHLX Notice"); 75 Fed. Reg. 57092 (Sept. 17, 2010);
SelfRegulatory Organizations; Notice ofFiling and Immediate Effectiveness of
Proposed Rule Change by The NASDAQ StockMarket to Establishan Optional
Depth Data Enterprise LicenseFee, Exchange Act Release No. 62908; File No.
SR-NASDAQ-2010-111 (September 14,2010) ("NASDAQ Notice"; 75 Fed.
Reg. 57321 (Sept. 14, 2010); SelfRegulatory Organizations; Notice ofFiling and
Immediate Effectiveness ofProposedRule Change by The NASDAQ StockMarket
to Modify Rule 7019, Exchange Act Release No. 34-62907; File No. SR
NASDAQ-2010-110; (September 14, 2010); 75 Fed Reg. 57314 (September 20,
2010). By letter of October 8, 2010, SIFMA and NetCoalition commented on the
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PHLX and NASDAQ Notice and those comments are incorporated herein.
Pub. L. No. 111-203, H.R. 4173 (June 29, 2010).
15 U.S.C. § 78k-1(c)(1)(C) (2010).
15 U.S.C. § 78s(b)(3)(A) (2010).

At any time within the 60-day period beginning on the date of filing of
such a proposed rule change in accordance with the provisions of
paragraph (1) [of Section 19(b)],the Commission summarily may
temporarily suspend the change in the rules of the self-regulatory
organization made thereby, if it appears to the Commission that such
action is necessary or appropriate in the public interest, for the
protection of investors, or otherwise in furtherance ofthe purposes of
this title. If the Commission takes such action, the Commission shall

institute proceedings under paragraph (2)(B) [of Section 19(b)] to
determine whether the proposed rule should be approved or

disapproved.17
There is no basis for NYSE Area's statements in the Notice that Congress amended
Section 19(b)(3)(A) of the Exchange Act to deem the fees an exchange imposes to be
subject to competitive forces and thereforeper se fair and reasonable. The plain
language of Section 19(b)(3)(A)(ii) does not refer to competitive forces in permitting
rules imposing exchange fees to become effective upon filing with the Commission.
NYSE Area does not cite to, and we are not aware of, any legislative history ofthe DoddFrank Act that suggests that proposed exchange rules establishing or changing fees may
become effective immediately because such fees are deemed to be subject to competitive
forces. The Dodd-Frank Act, moreover, did not amend Section 11 A(c)(l)(C), which
imposes on the Commission a duty to ensure that fees imposed by an SRO, such as

NYSE Area are, among other things, "fairand reasonable."18
Furthermore, NYSE Area asserts that the NetCoalition decision "does not address the

statutory amendments encompassed by the Dodd-Frank Act in any way," and that "[n]o
questions relating to the operation or effect of those amendments were before the D.C.
Circuit" in connection with the decision.19 But if NYSE Area believed that the DoddFrank Act gives an exchange unfettered authority in charging market data fees, and
effectively moots any challenge to or review of an exchange's proposed fee filings, it
behooved NYSE Area to have made that view clear to the D.C. Circuit at some point

before the Court's decision became final.20 Instead, NYSE Area actively litigated the
NetCoalition matter on the merits, hoping to prevail, then sought rehearing after it did
not. Never once did NYSE Area (or the Commission) suggest, including on petition for
rehearing, that the Dodd-Frank Act rendered the D.C. Circuit's decision largely
17

As discussed below, Section 19(b)(C)also provides that a proposed rule change
that has become effective immediately may be enforced by the self-regulatory
organization "to the extent it is not inconsistent with any provision of [the
Exchange Act], the rules and regulations thereunder and applicable federal and
state law." Accordingly, such a rule could not be enforced, and fees could not
lawfully be collected, ifthe rule did not meet those standards, including, for
example, applicable federal and state antitrust law.
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15 U.S.C. § 78k-1(c)(1)(C) (2010); see also NetCoalition, 615 F.3d at 534.
See 75 Fed. Reg. at 70314 n.17.
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The Dodd-Frank Act took effect on July 21, 2010, prior to the D.C. Circuit's
decision in NetCoalition.

meaningless on the grounds that the exchanges could simply ignore vacatur, by-pass
remand proceedings altogether, re-file the same proposed fees with the same purported
justifications as before, and continue to charge those same fees, as if the NetCoalition
decision did not exist.

III.

NYSE ARCA HAS NOT SHOWN THAT MARKET DATA FEES ARE
CONSTRAINED BY COMPETITIVE FORCES.

As the Commission itself has acknowledged, "it obviously would be inappropriate for the
Commissionto rely on non-existent competitive forces as a basis for approving an

exchange proposal."21 An exclusive processor, such asNYSE Area,22 enjoys a
government-conferred regulatory monopoly over market data that broker-dealers are
required by law to provide to them for free; accordingly, its fee proposals should be
granted, if at all, only on the clearest evidencethat actual, not theoretical, competition
effectively constrains the exchange's pricing power.
Yet again here, as in NetCoalition, NYSE Area relies entirely on unsubstantiated and
analytically flawed theory and speculation to support its contention that significant
competitive forces constrain its pricing of its ArcaBook product. Again here, NYSE
Area refuses to support its proposal with any evidenceof the cost of collecting and
distributing the market data that comprise the ArcaBook product, despite the
NetCoalition Court's admonition that such costs are directly relevant to whether an
exchange is able to charge a market-based rate or a supracompetitive rate for ArcaBook.
Again here, NYSE Area argues for the existence of "alternatives" that the NetCoalition
Court found were not substitutes at all.

NYSE Area also continues to advance the conclusory argument that "order flow
competition," and a related theory of"platform competition," justify the proposed fees,
despite the fundamental errors in these theories and the lack of evidence to support them.
Moreover, those theories essentially eliminate any oversight function by the Commission
of any fee charged by any exchange. Because the alleged constraints of order
flow/platform competition will always exist, acceptance of NYSE Area's argument
means that any fee proposed by an exchange for the use ofany of its facilities, whether
market data or otherwise, will be deemed valid and not subject to challenge. The result
would be a lack ofany semblance of review by the Commission and an abdication of its

supervisoryrole in assessing the fairness and reasonableness of an exchange's facility
charges.

A.

NYSE Area Should Have Submitted Cost Data To Support Its Fee
Proposal.

Although NYSE Area once again fails to submit cost data to support its assertions of
competitive pricing, it does not and cannot dispute the relevance of such data. As the
Court in NetCoalition held, the costs incurred in collecting and distributing depth-of-book

21

73 Fed. Reg. 74770, 74787 (Dec. 9, 2008).
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See 15 U.S.C. § 78c(a)(22)(B); NetCoalition, 615 F.3d at 531.

data itselfare relevant in assessingthe reasonableness of the fees an exchange charges for
the data because "in a competitive market, the price of a product is supposed to approach

its marginal cost, i.e., the seller'scost of producing one additional unit."23 As theCourt
stated:

Supracompetitive pricing may be evidence of "monopoly,"
or market power... Thus the costs of collecting and
distributing market data can indicate whether an exchange
is taking "excessive profits" or subsidizing its service with
another source of revenue .. ?*

Thus, the cost of producing market data would be direct, if not the best, evidence of
whether competition constrains NYSE Area's ability to impose supracompetitive fees.
Moreover, as the NetCoalition Court found, the need for cost data "appears to be
elevated" because of the risk that NYSE Area, as an "exclusive" provider of its

proprietary depth-of-book market data, could exercise market power.25
Rather than complying with the NetCoalition Court's admonitions about the relevance
and need for cost data, the Notice continues to assert that the alleged "impractability" of

"cost-based pricing" justifies ignoring costs.26 As in NetCoalition, this argument attacks
a straw man, as it has never been our position that the Exchange Act requires strict, cost
of-service ratemaking. Thus, the "several documents attesting to the difficulty of cost-

based pricing in this area" cited in the Notice27 sweep wide of the mark. Rather, we have
consistently maintained that a proposed fee's relationship to cost is relevant to the
competitive-constraint theory, particularly where, as here, the market is essentially a new
one and the proponent ofthe fee has proffered little or no evidence of actual market
behavior.

Moreover, citing NYSE Area's own words, the NetCoalition Court noted that the
Exchange must have taken into consideration, in setting its fees, the very costs that it
claims are too difficult to obtain. See 615 F.3d at 538 (citing statements that "NYSE
Area believes that the proposed market data fees would reflect an equitable allocation of
its overall costs to users of its facilities," that, in setting fee levels, NYSE Area
considered "the contribution that revenues accruing from Area Book Fees would make
toward meeting the overall costs of NYSE Area' operations," and that "market data
revenues compare favorably to the markets' cost ofproducing the data") (emphasis

added).28 Indeed, the Commission conceded, atoral argument in the NetCoalition case,
that NYSE Area does, in fact, have the ability to assess the cost of its ArcaBook product:
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615F.3dat537.
Id.
Id. at 538.

See 75 Fed. Reg. 70311 at 70317.
75 Fed. Reg. 70311; 70317 & n.44.
See also Comment Letter of Mary Yeager, Corporate Secretary, NYSE Area, Inc.
at 12 (Feb. 6, 2007) (NYSE Area's market data fees "enable [it] to recover the

JUDGE EDWARDS: - obviously the folks who want to
increase the fee have figured out something because they
said we want to charge fees because our costs have gone
up. So, they figured out something.
MR. PENNINGTON: But they haven't done any kind of an
allocation that would be a rate making 
JUDGE EDWARDS: Well, then how do they know their
costs went up?

JUDGE EDWARDS: No, but what I'm saying is they made
the proposal on a significant, significantly because they
said they were incurring increased costs, so obviously 
MR. PENNINGTON: Yes.

JUDGE EDWARDS: - someone figured it out in house,
and I bet you they can figure it out in house.
MR. PENNINGTON: Well, they can 
JUDGE EDWARDS: I'd be stunned if they couldn't.
MR. PENNINGTON: No, they can figure it out. I'm sure
that whatever their increase[d] discrete cost is they know
that.

JUDGE EDWARDS: Right.29
In any event, as the NetCoalition Court rightly held, "an agency may not shirk a statutory
requirement simply because it may be difficult." 615 F.3d at 539; see also NASD, Inc. v.
SEC, 801 F.2d 1415, 1420-21 (D.C. Cir. 1986) ("[t]hat it may be difficult to allocate
costs does not provide an excuse for refusing to do so").
In all likelihood, the reason NYSE Area has not been willing to provide data to the
Commission, at least for publication in their market data rule filings, is not the difficulty
of determining those costs but rather the reality that the costs of collecting and
disseminating depth-of-book data are insignificant. Indeed, the whole NYSE Area
pricing scheme may well collapse of its own weight if the true costs were known. One
would have thought that the marginal cost to NYSE Area of implementing a depth-of
book product using its existing infrastructure, which is already funded amply by
consolidated book and other market data revenue, would be de minimis. This is
especially true where NYSE Area or its predecessor had distributed the product free of
charge for a long period of time, as a form of advertising. One cannot reasonably
conclude that NYSE Area's marginal cost is greater now than when it charged nothing.

Following the NetCoalition decision, NYSE Area cannot maintain, either in accordance
with binding law or credibly, that "[n]o one has demonstrated why the Commission needs
to be the arbiter of [an exchange's costs] to enforce its responsibilities under Section 19

resources that [it] devoted to the technology necessary to produce Area Book
data") (attached hereto as Exhibit A).

29

Oral Arg. Tr. at 34-35 (attached hereto as Exhibit B).

ofthe Exchange Act."30 The Commission should suspend this and similar proposed rule
changes31 and require the exchanges to submit cost data sufficient todemonstrate the
fairness and reasonableness of theirproposed fees. To thatend, we urge a straight
forward and specific definition of which costs should be included in such an analysis:
The cost of collecting, consolidating, and distributing the data. Other costs should be
funded by listing fees, trading fees, and regulatory fees, not by fees for exclusive market
data products sold to a captive audience.
B.

NYSE Area Does Not Support Its Contention That There Are
Reasonable Substitutes For Its Dcpth-Of-Book Data.

In NetCoalition, the exchanges and Commission posited the existence of several so-called
"substitutes" for depth-of-book data that allegedlyconstrainan exchange's exercise of
market power, namely (1) core data; (2) depth-of-book data from other exchanges; (3)
"pinging" orders and (4) the threat of independentdistribution of order data by securities

firms and date vendors acting in concert.32 The D.C. Circuit rejected each ofthese
arguments, holding that "the SEC had insufficient evidence before it to conclude that a
trader interested in depth-of-book data would substitute any of the four alternatives (or

simply do without) instead of paying a supracompetitive price."33
While continuing to maintain that ArcaBook fees "are fair and reasonable" because

"market participants have alternatives to purchasing ArcaBook data,"34 the Notice, by
conspicuous omission, effectively abandons core data, "pinging," and potential
collaborative ventures as proffered meaningful alternatives. Instead, the Notice purports
to cite new anecdotal "evidence" (and a hypothetical) to support its claim that depth-of
book data from other trading venues, such as BATS or Nasdaq, effectively constrains
NYSE Area's pricing of ArcaBook. The Notice falls well short of making the required
showing.

According to the Notice, for a one-month period in June 2010, "ten of the top 30 users of
intermarket sweep orders" ("ISOs"), which are typically used by institutional rather than
retail investors, did not subscribe to ArcaBook, supposedly evidencing that "they believe

they have adequate sources of data to submit ISOs without purchasing ArcaBook data."35
This anecdotal evidence actually undermines the "substitutability" claim. The same
evidence cited in the Notice indicates that 20 firms, accounting for 93%of all PNP ISOs
(and over half ofNYSE Area Tape A and Tape B trading volume), do purchase

30
31

32

33
34
35

75 Fed. Reg. at 70318.
See n.13, supra.
See615F.3dat542.
Id. at 544.

75 Fed. Reg. at 70314.
75 Fed. Reg. at 70315.

ArcaBook.36 The ten firms that do not subscribe account for only 7% of ISO orders and
1% ofTape A and Tape B trading volume.37
NYSE Area's anecdotal evidence thus corroborates the notion that most professional
traders do regard the ArcaBook product as essential and that, in NYSE Area's own
words, the product was created in responseto "customer demand for depth-of-book data,'

was "a new standard," and is"what investors want and need intoday's marketplace."38
Certainly for most serious investors, who are seeking to maximize trading profits,

ArcaBook isa unique product for which no substitutes exist.39
Moreover, for the ten firms that did not subscribe to ArcaBook,the Notice provides no
information indicating whether those firms ever subscribed to ArcaBook, when or why
they stopped subscribing if they previously did, and whether they are, in fact, purchasing
depth-of-book data from alternative trading venues. It may be that firms are doing
without the data (which is not the same as substitution) because its supracompetitive

price hasdriven them outof the market.40
36
37

38

39

Id.

According to the Notice, the top 30 firms (including the ten who did not purchase
ArcaBook) comprise 56% ofTape A and B volume, and the 20 who did subscribe
account for 54.72%, leaving the ten non-subscribing firms to account for about
1% ofTape A and B volume. See 75 Fed. Reg. at 70315.
Press Release, New York Stock Exchange, The New York Stock Exchange
Receives SECApprovalfor NYSE OpenBook Real-Time (April 4, 2006), available
at www.nyse.com/press/1144146242211 .html (emphasis added). Similarly,
NASDAQ touts its exclusive TotalView product, which displays depth-of-book
data for execution in NASDAQ, as "the standard-setting data feed for serious
traders," and asks: "Can you really afford to trade with anything less than
TotalView?" See Best View ofNASDAQ (Sept. 2007) (attached hereto as Exhibit
C).
See FTC v. Whole Foods Markets, Inc., 548 F.3d 1028, 1038 (D.C. Cir. 2008)
("[I]n appropriate circumstances, core customers can be a proper subject of
antitrust concern. In particular when one or a few firms differentiate themselves
by offering a particular package of goods or services, it is quite possible for there

to be a central group of customers for whom 'only [that package] will do.'")
(citing UnitedStates v. Grinnell Corp., 384 U.S. 563, 574 (1966)).
40

See William M. Landes & Richard A Posner, Market Power in Antitrust Cases, 94
Harv. L. Rev. 937, 960-61, 978-79 (1981) (explaining that, at certain prices, every

monopolist faces elastic demand for its products). See also Pacific Mailing
Equipment Corp. v. Pitney Bowes, Inc., 499 F. Supp. 108, 111 n.3 (N.D. Cal.
1980) ("The Court does not consider the alternative of doing without mailing
machines to be properly includable within the relevant market... That choice is
available to some degree to consumers in nearly every market; to incorporate it in
the relevant market would lead to ridiculous results."). NYSE Area contends that
the fact that it lost subscribers when it began charging a fee for ArcaBook
establishes that its current fees are at the competitive level because it cannot raise

The Notice "does not reveal the number of potential users of the data or how they might

react to a change in price,"41 or "how many traders accessed NYSE Area's depth-of-book
data during theperiod itwas offered without charge - and thus how many traders might

be interested in paying for ArcaBook."42 Nor does itprovide any empirical evidence of
"whether the traders who wantdepth-of-book data would decline to purchase it if met

with asupracompetitive price."43 In short, NYSE Area has done nothing to supply the
kind ofactual "evidence oftrader behavior" that the NetCoalition Court indicated was

needed to support its untested theories.44
NYSE Area's "hypothetical" does not demonstrate that alternatives constrain the fees for

depth-of-book data.45 The hypothetical assumes a 40% cancellation rate, and overall
revenue loss, following a price increase from $10 to $15. But in a truly competitive
market, a price increase of that magnitude - 50% - should cause almost all users to
switch. The test for whether there are substitutes for a product is whether users will

switch when faced with a "small butsignificant non-transitory increase in price,"

generally assumed to be around 5%.46 The hypothetical figures selected by the Exchange
are of no consequence.

Depth-of-book data from other trading venues simply are not an economic substitute for
NYSE Area's depth-of-book data. Each exchange's dataare unique to that exchange.
Every vendor, Internet portal or broker-dealer mustobtain NYSE Area's depth-of-book
data from NYSEAreaalone. And while market data for each exchange are sold as a
package, trading is done by security, so a trader will need to buy several data packages to
have a full picture of liquidity for a given security he or she wishes to trade. Thus a
trader who buys only Nasdaq's depth-of-book feed will be at a significant disadvantage
when trading in NYSE-listed stocks as to which NYSE has greater depth of book. As
even NYSE Area acknowledges, "the displayed depth-of-book data of one trading center
does not provide a complete picture ofthefull marketfor the security.,A1

Furthermore, it is not correct that retail investors do not need or want access to depth-of
book data. Retail investors generally rely on their brokers to select an execution venue
its pricesany higher. See 75 Fed. Reg. at 70315. As indicated above, given high
enough prices, every monopolist faces elastic demand for its products. Thus, the
fact that NYSEArea is allegedly constrained at its current price from increasing
its fees says nothing about whetherthe current fees are set at the competitive
level.
41
42

43
44
45
46

615 F.3d at 542-43.
Id.
Id.
Id.

75 Fed. Reg. at 70314.
See 2010 Horizontal Merger Guidelines at 8-13 (Aug. 19, 2010), available at

http.y/www.ftc.gov/os/2010/08/100819hmg.pdf; see also NetCoalition, 615 F.3d
at 542.
47

Comment Letter of Mary Yeager, Corporate Secretary, NYSE Area, Inc. at 17
(Feb. 6,2007).
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for theirorders, but they very much relyon depth-of-book data to valuetheir portfolios
and to assess the quality ofexecutions their brokers achieve.

In sum, to have a reasonably comprehensive pictureof liquidity below the top of the
book, investors need depth-of-book data from all exchanges with substantial trading.
There can be no dispute that NYSE Area is a significant trading venue with substantial

liquidity.48 As the Commission itself has recognized, "an SRO with a significant share of
trading in NMS stocks could exercise market power in setting fees for its data. Few

investors could afford todo without the best quotations and trades ofsuch an SRO that is
dominant ina significant number of stocks."4
The availability of depth-of-book data from other trading venues therefore does not
effectively constrain the prices that significant venues such as NYSE Area can charge for
their own depth-of-book data. The Notice's continued assertion that depth-of-book data
from other trading venues is a substitute for NYSE Area's depth-of-book data is without
legal or factual basis.

C.

NYSE Area Still Provides No Evidence That Order Flow Competition
Constrains Market Data Fees.

The Notice does not claim, nor could it, that order flow is a substitute for depth-of-book
data. Rather, the Notice resurrects the argument, rejected by the court in NetCoalition,
that competition for order flow and trade execution provides an effective constraint on
the level of fees the Exchange can charge for its market data products. That reasoning
remains flawed: the fact that an exchange competes for order flow to increase liquidity
and transaction revenue does not, and cannot, demonstrate the separate and disconnected
proposition that depth-of-book data pricing drives order flow.
In fact, there is no "direct connection" between the price of depth-of-book data and the
level oforder flow. While increased liquidity increases the value of and importance of
the depth-of-book data, there is no basis for the assumption that causation operates in the
other direction. As the Court in NetCoalition held, the Commission failed to establish

that "the connection works both ways."50 That is because the price ofdepth ofbook data
does not and could not affect marginal decisions to send orders to a particular exchange.
Trading orders are placed on a transaction specific, security-specific basis. As a result,
48

According to the Commission's own statistics in the NetCoalition case, NYSE
Area reported 16.5% ofthe share volume in U.S.-listed equities during June 2008,
the third highest among all exchanges. See 73 Fed. Reg. at 74783, Table 1. If
considered together with affiliate NYSE, NYSE and NYSE Area enjoy even
greater liquidity: approximately one-third of share volume in all U.S.-listed
equities, and almost 45% of volume ofNYSE-listed equities. See id. But
whether considered by itself or with its affiliate, NYSE Area has substantial
liquidity, and it has an economically relevant monopoly over its own depth-of
book data. See id.

49
50

70 Fed. Reg. 37496, 37559 (June 29, 2005).
615F.3dat539.
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the factors considered in placingtradeson a particular exchange are transaction fees
(including rebates), as well as other factors potentially affecting trader choices at the
point of trade, such as the exchange's execution speed, ease of access, and customer
service.51

In contrast, depth-of-book data are not paid for on a transactional basis, but instead are
sold in monthly subscriptions, typically based on a fixed monthly fee per device or

subscriber.52 Data fees are thus a fixed or sunk cost that has already been incurred prior
to the point of trade. That cost does not vary based on the extent to which those data are
used to place orders, or whether the trader examines the depth-of-book data for one
security, all securities, or some number in between. An increase or decrease in the

monthly subscription fee for depth-of-book data therefore does not change a trader's
marginal cost or incentiveto purchaseor sell a particularsecurity on a particular
exchange. Depth-of-bookdata is thus not a marginal cost of trading but a fixed cost - a
necessary fixed input for the optimization of trading profits - for which a monopoly price
can be charged.

Again, the Exchange's "new" evidence undercuts its own position. The Notice contends
that "more recent data" shows that competition for order flow "has intensified," creating
even more volatility in the shares of total trading volumeon each of the various trading

venues.53 Ifthat is true, itonly serves to emphasize the need for traders to buy depth-of
book data, and pay the fixed monthly subscription fee, prior to the point of trade
execution. As discussed above, traders need to buy the unique depth-of-book data of any
exchange with significant liquidity. The more volatileand unpredictablethe liquidityof
each exchange, the greater the need to buy all venues' data, in advance, to ensure a full
picture ofthe liquidity available'for a particularsecurity on a particular venue if and
when it comes time to place an order for that security. Greater demand for an exchange's
unique depth-of-book data can only serve to increase that exchange's market power over
the pricing of such data.

The "hypothetical" NYSE Area supplies to support its order flow theory is no more
probative than the one it supplied regarding substitutability. NYSE Area's hypothetical
"suppose[s] that [an] increase in the price of depth-of-book data caused a reduction in

order flow and net trading revenue." 4 Ofcourse, that merely assumes the very
51

See David S. Evans, An Economic Assessment of Whether "Significant
Competitive Forces" Constrain an Exchange's Pricing ofits Depth-of-Book Data
at 15-16 (July 10, 2008) ("Economic Assessment") (attached hereto as Exhibit D).
See also David S. Evans,Response to Ordover andBamberger's Statement
Regarding theSEC'sProposed Order Concerning the PricingofDepth-of-Book
Market Data at 9 (Oct. 10, 2008) ("Response") (attached hereto as Exhibit E).
Both reports were submitted by Petitioners in NetCoalition and were part of the
record on appeal.

52

ArcaBook is offered on a monthly subscription basis. See 75 Fed. Reg. at 70312
13. See also EconomicAssessment at 16; Response at 10.

53

75 Fed. Reg. at 70316.
75 Fed Reg. at 70315.

54
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conclusion NYSE Area is trying to establish. And the figures are not based on reality;
they are simply conjecture. Moreover, the hypothetical blithely assumes "the availability
of alternatives to an exchange's depth-of-book data," and as we have shown, that
assumption is unsupported. Thus, even if it is true that "users of depth-of-book data
account for significant trading volume, even though they only amount to a small

percentage of all traders,"55 those core traders cannot simply forgo buying the market
data of an exchange with significant liquidity; they need the data in order to optimize
trading profits. And their ability to switch orders to another trading venue does not
prevent an exchange from charging supracompetitive prices for its unique depth-of-book
data.

The Notice also recycles two anecdotes it claims support its order flow argument, but as
the Court in NetCoalition held, neitherofthem remotely provesthe point. Once again,
NYSE Area claims that the example of how Island ECN lost 50% of its market share
eight years ago when it stopped displaying its order book to the public, somehow proves

that NYSE Area is today required by competitive constraints to charge a competitive
price for its data. But as the NetCoalition Court properly concluded, the Island example
merely shows that "depth-of-book market data is apparently important enough to at least
some traders that it must be made available;" it "say[s] nothing about whether an

exchange like NYSE Area is constrained to price its depth-of-book data competitively."56
That is, at most, the Island example suggests that an exchange cannot go completely
"dark" with respect to market data (or charge an infinite price that no one would pay)
without jeopardizing its trading volume. It does not alterthe fact that an exchange with
significant liquidity, such as NYSE Area, can charge supracompetitive prices and that it
is currently doing so.
That the Island example is documented in a study by "well respected academics," even an

"exhaustive, refereed, published, and publicly available" one, is beside the point.57 The
study was directed at the single example of Island ECN.58 Whether or not the study
adequately and exhaustively describes the Island experience, it still fails to demonstrate
the Notice's theory of competitive constraint. Indeed, reliance on this same study was a
key component of NYSE Area's petition for rehearing in NetCoalition, which the D.C.
Circuit denied.

Finally, the fact that BATS, a "recent entrant," has pursued a strategy of providing its

depth-of-book data for free in order to gain order flow59 proves only that the value of
market data from trading venues that supply little liquidity is very limited and that the
cost of collecting, consolidating and disseminating this data is likely trivial. As the

55

56

Id.

615F.3dat541.

57

75 Fed. Reg. at 70316.

58

See 75 Fed. Reg. at 70316 (citing Terrence Hendershott & Charles M. Jones,
Island Goes Dark: Transparence, Fragmentation, and Regulation, 18 Rev. of Fin.
Studies 743 (2005)).

59

Id.
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NetCoalition Courtobserved, it doesnot rebut the point that an exchange with significant

liquidity can charge supracompetitive prices for itsexclusive depth-of-book data.60
In sum, the Notice provides no new or substantial evidence that competition for order
flow acts as a meaningful competitiveconstrainton an exchange's depth-of-book data
fees.

D.

The "Joint Products" Theory Does Not Support The Contention That
NYSE Area's Data Prices Arc Constrained By Competition.

In an offshoot of its order flow argument, NYSE Area, based on a NASDAQ-

commissioned study, claims that market data and trade executions are "joint products"
with "joint costs" that are linked on a "platform basis" and that competition among
different trading "platforms" somehow constrains pricing for each exchange's unique

depth-of-book data.61 Under this theory, an exchange could price its data fees higher and
execution fees lower, or vice versa, but would allegedly be constrained by competitive
forces from pricing those fees in the aggregate above the price ofjoint products on other

exchanges ortrading venues.62 Like the theory that order flow competition constrains
depth-of-book data fees, the joint products theory is fundamentally flawed and does not
support the proposed fees.
First, the platform competition approach is inconsistent with the "fair and reasonable"

requirement of Section 11A(c)(l)(C) of the Exchange Act.63 The theory isthat exclusive
processors may set depth-of-book data prices that exceed competitive levels so long as
they charge less for other services. Allowing so-called platform competition to immunize
monopolistically-priced data fees from review by wrapping them together with fees for
other services would nullify the "fair and reasonable" requirement.
Second, while the NetCoalition Court did not need to address the platform theory because

the Commission did not rely on it in the proceedings below,64 the Court made clear that
in assessing the fairness and reasonableness of market data fees, the pricing and
accompanying costs of market data itself, not some aggregation of market data with the
fees for all of an exchange's other products and facilities, is what is relevant. See 615
F.3d at 537 ("Thus, the costs of collecting and distributing marketdata can indicate
whether an exchange is taking 'excessive profits' or subsidizing its service with another
source of revenue"); id. at 538 (noting "the risk that NYSE Area could exercise market
power appears to be elevated in the pricing of'itsproprietary non-core data").

60
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63
64

615F.3dat541.

75 Fed. Reg. at 70317.
See 75 Fed. Reg. at 70317 (adopting the discussion of"joint products" set forth in
the Notice ofFiling and Immediate Effectiveness ofProposed Rule Change by
NASDAQ OMXPHLX, Inc. Relating to MarketData Feeds, Exchange Act
Release No. 62887; 75 Fed. Reg. 57092 (Sept. 17,2010)).
15 U.S.C. § 78k-l(c)(l)(C).
615F.3dat541n.16.
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Third, the platform theory is flawed as a matter of economics. Order-execution services

and marketdata are boughtand sold separately, at different times in different proportions
and by different consumers. Indeed, for firms that act as intermediaries between trading
platforms and the public but do not trade themselves, such as Google and Yahoo!, the

price ofdepth-of-book data stands entirely on its own.65 Where two products are bought
a sold separately, the price of each is the result ofthe distinct competitive conditions
confronting each product, and competition for one does not constrain the pricing of the
other.66

Fourth, as with its order flow competition theory, NYSE Area's platform competition
theory wrongly assumes that traders can readily switch orders to another "platform" in
response to a price increase in market data, and thereby lower their overall trading costs.
But directing trade execution to a different platform does not save the trader the costs of
purchasing market data from the first platform if he or she needs to obtain that platform's
market data to optimize trading profits. And for those investors who purchase only
market data from a platform and no other services, there is no aggregate cost of using an
exchange, just the cost ofthe data it purchases. Their only choice is to pay the increased
data prices imposed by the exchange or stop buying the data entirely.
Finally, the evidence does not support the platform competition theory. Although market
share for order flow is volatile and changes dramatically, the Notice identifies no such
volatility in the market for depth-of-book data. That market shares for order flow and
depth-of-book data do not move in tandem further demonstrates that these two products
are not jointly bought and sold, undercutting the entire premise of the "platform
competition" theory.
IV.

NYSE ARCA'S OTHER MISCELLANEOUS ARGUMENTS ARE
WITHOUT MERIT.

NYSE Area advances a number of arguments which purport to be evidence that fees for
ArcaBook are fair and reasonable. Those arguments are flawed and cannot justify the
proposed rule change.
A.

A Comparison To Other Markets' Fees Is Irrelevant.

NYSE Area continues to advance the discredited argument that the fees for ArcaBook are
"fair and reasonable because they compare favorably to fees that other markets charge for

similar products."67 This argument is entirely circular, as itdepends on prices that were
65

Economic Assessment at 14; Response at 9.

66

See Response at 14-15; see also Gartenberg v. MerrillLynch Asset Mgmt., Inc.,
694 F.2d 923, 929 (2d Cir. 1982) ("Competition between money market funds for
shareholder business does not support an inference that competition must
therefore also exist between adviser-managers for fund business. The former may
be vigorous even though the latter is virtually non-existent. Each is governed by

67

different forces.").
75 Fed. Reg. at 70313.
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themselves not set by market forces and were not subject to scrutiny. As a matter of law,
economics, or real-world business, one monopoly rent is not competitive simply because
it is comparable to another monopoly rent.
B.

Alleged Product Innovations Do Not Evidence Competition.

NYSE Area also contends that "the history and continued schedule of product innovation

are consistent with the presence ofcompetition."68 However, exchanges do not create
data. Rather, this input is created by investors in conjunction with their broker dealers
and only then is it provided to the exchanges - for free, as required by law. There is little
innovation in the NYSE Area market data product or any other depth-of-book data
products. The value of depth-of-book data comes not from an exchange's innovation in
terms of creating a new "product," but rather from the exchange's regulatory uniqueness
arising from its status as an exclusive processor of data registered with and regulated by
the Commission. Furthermore, innovation as a defense to a claim of market power "is

often a speculative proposition."69 Moreover, even iftrue, innovation by one with market
power isnot an unqualified good.70 In any event, so-called "innovation" ofdata products
merely underscores the importance of depth-of-book data as a fixed input to optimization
of trading profits and the ability of an exchange to charge a monopoly price for it.
C.

NYSE Area's Attack on Data Vendors Is Baseless.

NYSE Area asserts that the primary objectors to the 2006 Rule Change and Direct Order
were data vendors "whose business interests lie firmly rooted in reselling the exchanges'
market data at significant mark-ups" and who faced "[nlo statutory standard contrain[ing]

theamounts that those vendors may charge investors."7 But SIFMA members and
NetCoalition members are private sector intermediaries who compete without the benefit
of government mandates, without government regulatory power, without antitrust
immunity and without a captive rate base. In short, these private intermediaries are
subject to competitive forces - the very competitive forces of which the D.C. Circuit
could find no evidence in the context of exchange market data products.
V.

CONCLUSION

It is time for the exchanges to accept, rather than continue to resist, the holding of the
D.C. Circuit in NetCoalition. For the reasons set out above we respectfully request that
the Commission temporarily suspend the proposed rules establishing NYSE Area's
ArcaBook market data fees under Section 19(b)(3)(C) of the Exchange Act, and institute
proceedings to disapprove the proposed rule under Section 19(b)(2)(B) of the Exchange
68
69
70

71

Id. at 70314.

FTC v. H.J. Heinz Co., 246 F.3d 708, 722 (D.C. Cir. 2001).
See United States v. Microsoft, 253 F.3d 34, 57 (D.C. Cir. 2001) ("because
innovation can increase an already dominant market share and further delay the
emergence of competition, even monopolists have reason to invest in R&D").
75 Fed. Reg. at 70315.
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Act. We respectfully point out in that regard that it likely would be better to evaluate this
rule filing in the context of a normal notice-and-comment proceeding under Section 19(b)
than to let the 60-day period pass without action, which would prompt consideration of
further action by SIFMA, NetCoalition, and our members to enforce the D.C. Circuit
judgment in NetCoalition.

If you have any questions or you would like to discuss these matters further, please call
either ofthe undersigned or Melissa MacGregor, Managing Director and Associate
General Counsel, SIFMA, at 202-962-7385.

Respectfully submitted,
/s/

/s/

Ira D. Hammerman

Markham Erickson

Senior Managing Director

Executive Director

and General Counsel
SIFMA

and General Counsel
NetCoalition

1101 New York Ave., NW, 8th Floor

400 North Capitol Street, N.W.

Washington, DC 20005

Suite 585

202-962-7300

Washington, D.C. 20001
202-624-1460
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EXHIBIT A

Mary Yeager

msB ^

Corporate Secretary

\1 wall Street

^

New York, NY 10005

I

tel;
fax:

212.656.2062
212.6563939

rqycagei@ngrse.oom

February6,2007

VTA Electronic Submission and U.S. Man

The Honorable Christopher Cox
Chairman

U.Sr Securities andExchange Commission
100 F Street, NW
Washington, DC 20549

Re:

Response to NetCoalition Petition for
Commission Review of SR-NYSEArca-2006-21

Dear Chairman Cox:

On December 27, .2006, theCommission granted aPetition (the "Petition") of
NetCoaltion.com (^NetCoaHtion") for Commission Review ofthe action of the Division

ofMarket Regulation in approving by delegated authority fees that NYSE Area, LLC

("NYSE Area") proposed toestablish for itsArea Book product (the "Area Book Fees"),'
"We thanktiteCommission For thisopportunity to comment on the Petition.

ThePetition uses ashotgun approach in contesting the exercise ofdiscretion by
theDiyision ofMarket Regulation and the Commission. Many of the Petition's points

have no bearing on NYSE Arca'sArea Book fee filing2 Tyhatsoever or apply tomatters
well bsyond an assessment ofwhether Ansa Book Fees meet the statutory requirements
underthe 1934 Act and Regulation MMS.

In this letter, we first describe-the environment for the provision ofmarket data
over theinternet and explain that market-based solutions have mooted the Petition's
concerns. Then, wecomment that, as amatter of law, NetCoalition had nostanding
Under SEC Rules OfPracticfc to bring thePetition. Following that, we voiceour
agreementwith the Approval Order's conclusion thatthe Area Book Feesmeet the

statutory standards for fee filings, asthey are fair and reasonable and not unreasonably
discriminatoryr Finally, ive seek todebunk some ofthe misconceptions that pervade the
Petition.

Release No. 34-54597.; File No. SR-NYSEArca-2006-21 (October 12* 2006; the
"Approval Order").

2

See Release No. 34-53592; File No. SR-NYSEArca>-2006V21 (June 9,2006; the
"Area Book FeePiling").

I.

Industry Responsiveness.

By laying out acomplex web of dissociated arguments, the Petition complicates
what is really a simple comment: The essenceofthe Petition is that Area Book Fees and
other developments have:

A.

hampered theability of investors to access real-time data by
eliminating large internet portals' access to real-time data; and

B.

jeopardized the advertisement-sponsored businessmodels of
internet portals in the market data arena.

To dispel bothofthesenotions, we wish to place the business modelsof
NetCoalition's internet portalsinto the historical context ofthe market data business and

to demonstrate that investors have ready access to real-time prices, generally for free.
We alsowish to describe how the long-standing tradition of market-based solutions has
again responded to the needs ofthe markets' customers.
A.

Market Forces and Industry Dynamism.

The supply ofreal-time data to investors, ifmarket forces were allowedto interact

without interference, would be contingent upon twothings: the willingness of the markets
to maketheirproprietary data available to intermediaries, such asvendors, broker/dealers
and internetportals, and the willingnessofthoseintermediaries to make the data
available to investors. If data distribution does not serve the business interests of both the
markets and the intermediaries,then investors will not receive the data. The combination

ofthe markets' charges and the intermediaries' charges determines the amounts that
investors pay for market data. Notably, Congress and the Commission regulate the
markets' data fees, but allow theintermediaries to charge whatever the market will bear.
In addition, the business of real-time data distribution is dynamic, not static.
Markets craft newmarket data products and find newand more efficient ways to provide
access to thatdata. Intermediaries change their business models. New competitors enter
theindustry. The needs of investors change frequently. The markets develop solutions to
meetthose changing needs. We submit that they do sobest when unencumbered by
industry regulation.
B.

Nonprofessional Subscriber Fees for Consolidated Data.

For trading-quality, consolidated data —data onwhich investors can make trading
decisions - themarkets that participate inthe four national market system plans that

govern market data (the "NMS Plans")3 made important product changes nearly ten years
ago. Those changes promoted the widespread availability of consolidated last sale price
The CTA Plan, the CQPlan, the OPRAPlan and theNasdaq/OTC Plan.

information and consolidated quotation information to nonprofessional investors. It did

so by drastically reducing the fees applicable to the receipt ofconsolidated data by
nonprofessional investors. For example, the Network A Participants did two things:
They reduced the rate payable for consolidated real-time Network A prices and quotes to
$l/month per nonprofessional investor, and they introduced a"pay-as-you-go" model of
$.0075 cents per quote. In addition, they determined tocontinue their long-standing
practice of permitting displays of 20-minute-old last sale prices free of charge.

Broker-dealers have coupled these low fees with other trading tools as astrategy
to encourage customers to self-direct their accounts. The move toward self-directed

accounts has enabled broker-dealers toeliminate ahuge expense byvastly reducing the
number of brokers that they require, toreduce commission rates substantially, and to
provide real-time consolidated NMS Plan data toinvestors for no charge. Broker-dealers
absorb theNMS Plan nonprofessional investor fees because doing sois intheir economic
best interests. Providing investors with free access tothe data has stimulated trading
activity andcommission revenue. In turn, the significant risein broker-dealer
commission revenues has contributed to the furtherreduction in commission rates. There

is noeconomic dysfunction and theinvesting public has benefited.
C.

Internet Portals.

At the same time, a newcategory of intermediary has entered into the
marketplace: internet portals. Yahoo Finance, Google Finance, anda host of other

internet sites with notrading or order-entry capabilities now provide avery efficient
means for providing investors theability to monitor stock prices and other financial news.
They compete not for trading commissions but for eyeballs totheir sites. For many
investors, internet portals have replaced the newspaper stock tables of an earlier era.
The internet portals convert their site visitors into revenue through advertising
revenue, "click" revenue, ormark-ups onmarket data services. Until recently, visitors to
internet sites onlyhadaccess to the trading-quality real-time consolidated NMS Plan data
described above. Some internet portals, likeYahoo, decided to pass theNMS Plan fees
along to consumers witha mark-up. Yahoo packaged Network A data withNetwork B
data and data made available under theOPRA Plan and the"Nasdaq/UTP Plan"4 and
charged each investor $13.95 per month, $9.95 more than Yahoo paid to theNMS Plans
for that package ofdata. Because theCommission does notregulate vendors and their
right to mark prices up, market forces drove Yahoo's success atattracting investors to its
$13.95 service. This is as it should be. Yahoo provided investors with the alternatives of
purchasing the $13.95 real-time service from Yahoo, accessing delayed prices that Yahoo
and hundreds of other internet sites make available without charge, orreceiving real-time
data from theirbroker-dealers without charge.

That is, theJoint Self-Regulatory Organization Plan Governing the Collection,
Consolidation and Dissemination of Quotationsand Transaction Information for

Nasdaq-Listed Securities Trading onExchanges on an Unlisted Trading Privilege
Basis.
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Several years ago, certain electronic communications networks C'ECNs") began
tomake their real-time quotes available for free inorder togain visibility in themarket
place. The quotes didnot represent the high-quality, consolidated information thatthe
Commission requires for making trading decisions. However, some internet portals
determined thatthe free availability of thesequotes made them suitable for distribution to
visitors to their internet sites. These internet portals displayed thereal-time ECN quotes
along with delayed data from the NMS Plans.

At certain times, the ECNquotes aligned relatively well withthe prevailing NMS
Plan quotes; atother times they did not. Despite the fact that thequality of thereal-time
ECN quotemay haverendered it moremisleading thanhelpful, the real-time banner
associated with it wasimportant to thebusiness models of theinternet portals. It was
another way in which they attracted viewersthatthey could convertinto revenue.
D.

The NYSE Internet Proposal.

As internet access wasdeveloping, theCommission proposed and adopted
Regulation NMS. Rule 603 of Regulation NMS amends its predecessor statute so asto
allow marketsto vend their own last sale price information outside ofthe national market
system plans, so long as the single-market pricesarenot made available in the context of

trading ororder-routing functionality (an "SRO-Only Prices Service").5 NYSE Area and
other markets applaud this change because it allows us to createnew and innovative
products for investors.

With this new distribution right in hand, NYSE contemplated the implementation
of NYSE-only last sale priceservices. In a practice thatis consistentwith the advent of
many marketdata products over the years, Google andCNBC approached NYSE about

their internet portal needs.6 They asked NYSE to craft areal-time last sale price product
that they could use without the administrative burdens that the NMS Plans attach to their

products. Because neither ofthem supports trading ororder-entry functions, they also
made clear that they prefernot to pay for the trading-quality consolidated data stream that
the NMS Plans make available. Though Google andCNBC had accessto real-time
quotes from ECNs, they considered NYSE real-time prices to be superior. For them,the
NYSE brand has considerable value and furthers their ownbusiness objectives.
See Rule 603(c)(1) underRegulationNMS.

It is worth noting thatneither NetCoalition norany ofits members (other than
Google) everapproached NYSE Area orNYSE to ask for a real-time product for
theirinternetneeds. By goingdirectly to the Commissionwithout first
approaching the markets, NetCoalition has hampered the markets' ability to
respond, hasimpeded NYSE Area'sability to compete with other markets, and
has chilled the willingness ofmarkets to propose new products. Fortunately, one
NetCoalition memberhad the foresight to approach NYSE directly, an action that
has resulted in a market solution rather than a regulatory mandate.
4 

Inresponse tothat dialog with Google, CNBC and other internet portals, NYSE
recently submitted to the Commission a proposed product (the"NYSE Intemet
Proposal") thatwould meetthe needs of internet portals and add to the number of choices

that are available tointermediaries and investors for their receipt of real-time prices.7
The NYSE Intemet Proposal responds tothe requests of theintemet service providers for
a product that provides unlimited real-time prices at a fixed price and thateliminates the
administrative burdens associated with NMS Plan products. Both Google (aNetCoalition

member) and CNBC have enthusiastically endorsed the NYSE Internet Proposal and
have indicated that theywill provide NYSE last sale prices for free ontheir intemet sites.
NYSE Area, like NYSE and othermarkets, continuesto have incentives to
promote the widespread distribution of its information. When the data-distribution

models currently available to access real-time data nolonger suit themarketplace, orif a
category ofintermediaries feels that current methods do no fit itsbusiness needs, NYSE
Areawill work with themto craft new ones. Market forces, not regulation, will best
respond to changing market needs.
E.

Mooting NetCoalition's Argument.

The confluence ofinvestors' pervasive access to internet portals, the
Commission's recent green light to SRO-Only Prices Services, intemet portals' search for
means of access to data thatis suitable to their business models, andthe markets' search
for innovative new products that meet the needsoftheir constituents hasresulted in

NYSE's submission of the NYSEInternet Proposal. At least one other exchange has
responded as well,8 evidencing that competitive forces are alive and well.
Most importantly, theNYSE Internet Proposal provides a significant benefit to
investors. It adds to thedata-access alternatives available to them and improves the
quality, timeliness andaffordability ofdata that they can receive overthe internet. For

the markets and the rest ofthesecurities industry, not tomention the investing public,
that is a significant development. It alsoindicates that marketscan find solutions to
issuesif giventhe opportunity to do so.
One can measure whether prices comply with the "fair" and"reasonable"

standards inmany different ways. In the realm of proprietary market data products,9 the
laws of supply and demand provide an appropriate basis for determining whether fees are
fair and reasonable. In response tointernet portals' request for a product suitable for
internet service providers, NYSE submitted the NYSE Internet Proposal tothe
Commission. After discussions with those internet portals, NYSE established the price
Seg File No. SR-NYSE-2007-04, which NYSE submitted to the Commission on

January 12,2007. the Commission has yettorule on the NYSE Internet Proposal.
See FileNo. SR-Nasdaq-2006-060.

That is, products that individual exchanges make available outside of NMS Plans
and thatare not essential to makingtrading decisions.
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and other terms and conditions for which itwas willing tomake its proprietary
information available. Some major internet portals determined that paying that price and
complying with those terms and conditionsarein their best business interests. This

interaction ofmarket forces makes the price fair and reasonable. For intemet portals, this
approach would enhancethe ability for hundreds of millions of investors to access real

time prices free ofcharge. Eveiybody wins. Let the markets work.
In sum, the NYSE Internet Proposal moots the Petition. NetCoalition can no
longerclaim thatNYSE Area's businessdecision to convertArea Book into a fee-liable

product harms visitors to internet sites orjeopardizes the internet portals' advertisement
sponsored business models. It also stands astestimony to the success of market-based
solutions to industryneeds.
II.

NetCoalition Has No Standing to Petition the Commission.

Rule430 of the SEC Rules of Practice (the "Rules") allows a party to an action
made pursuant to delegated authority, orany person aggrieved by that action, to seek
Commission review of theaction by filing anotice of intention to petition an action taken
by the staffof theCommission pursuant todelegated authority. On November 6,2006,
NetCoalition.com ("NetCoalition") submitted such a notice to seek Commission review

ofthe Division ofMarket Regulation's approval of Area Book fees on authority
delegated by the Commission. The Commission's grant of the Petition triggered an
automatic stay ofthe approval ofthe AreaBook fees pursuant to Rule 431. As a result of

thestay, NYSE Area finds itselfat acompetitive disadvantage relative to exchanges that
the Commission has allowed to charge for market data products that are substantially
similar to Area Book.

NYSE Area submits that NetCoalition's Petition does notsatisfy thestatutory
requirements for the submission of a petition underRule 430 and that the Petitionis
therefore invalid as a matter oflaw.
A.

NetCoalition Is Not an Aggrieved Person.

NetCoalition isnota"party to an action made pursuant to delegated authority"
and is not "a person aggrieved by such action," as required by section (b)(1) of Rule 430
ofthe Rules. Under that section, NetCoalition must show, not onlythat it is a person, but

that itisaperson aggrieved. This, it has failed to do. In fact, the Petition fails toidentify
a single NetCoalition member that wasreceiving Area Bookdata atthetime that NYSE
Areasubmitted the AreaBook Fee Filing.
Commission opinions addressing Rules 430 and431 have not focused on whether

the party seeking review ofadecision made pursuant to delegated authority was a

"person aggrieved."10 Arguably, this is because few parties have brought petitions
10

See, e.g., GB Holdings, Release No. 34-49549,2004 WL 1207928 (Apr. 9,2004)
(reversing thedecision of the Commission, pursuant todelegated authority, on the
-6 

pursuant to Rules 430 and 431,and thosethathavewerepersons thatthe Commission
action directly affected; i.e. people who wereclearly aggrieved.
Nevertheless, the Commission has, itself, argued in other contexts (i.e., matters

notinvolving Rules 430 and 431) that whether a person is aggrieved is, fundamentally, a

question ofstanding.'' The Commission's position in these cases isthat aperson must

have standing tobe"aggrieved", and without standing, there is nobasis for achallenge to
Commission actions.

Standing requires ashowing of(1) an injury infact,12 that (2) is causally
connected tothe challenged conduct,13 and (3) for which a favorable decision will redress

the injury." When an organization or association wishes to assert associational standing
on behalfofits members, asNetCoalition seeksto do, it mustdemonstrate that:

ground that theDivision of Market Regulations had mistakenly concluded that
there had been noobjections tothe application of GB Holdings to withdraw
certain notes from listing and registration on the American Stock Exchange;
objection had been made by, and petition wasbrought by, 10percent owner ofthe
stock ofGB Holdings); Knight Trading Group, Inc., Release No. 34-46609,2002
WL 1961282 (Aug. 23,2002); Inre. SEC. exrel Glotzer, 374F.3d 184, 188
189 (2d Cir. 2004).
u

See. e.g., Indep. Investor Protective League v. Securities andExch. Comm 'n, 495
F.2d 311 (2d Cir. 1974) (holding that investor league which challenged the
Commission's grant of exemptions to various applicant companies under the
Investment Company Actof 1940 was not "aggrieved" within themeaning ofthat

act, and therefore had nostanding tochallenge the Commission's actions); Option
Advisory Serv., Inc. v. Securities and Exch. Comm'/?, 668 F.2d 120 (2d Cir. 1981)
(per curiam) (same); Fund Democracy, LLC v. Securities andExch. Comm Vi, 278
F.3d 21 (D.C. Cir. 2002)(same).
12

An "injury in fact" is "an invasion of a legally protected interest that is concrete
and particularized and, thus, actual orimminent, not conjectural orhypothetical."
DH2, Inc. v. United States Securities andExch. Comm., All F.3d 591, 596 (7th
Cir. 2005).

13

Causal relation requires that "the injury can be fairly traced tothe challenged
action ofthe defendant." Id

14

DH2, Inc. v. United States Securities andExch. Comm'n, All F.3d 591, 596 (7th
Cir. 2005). 1nDH2, the plaintiffchallenged a Commission rules release which

required mutual fund companies to estimate current fair prices of securities when
the market price at which those securitiesclosed had become unreliable. The

plaintiffargued that such a rule would cause it economic harm, because the
companies inwhich it invested would berequired, under the rule, to engage in
subjective, estimated pricingof their securities. The court held that the claimed

injury was too attenuated, and dismissed the case for lack of standing.

its members would otherwise have standing to sueintheir ownright, the
interests it seeks to protect are germane totheorganization's purpose, and
neither theclaim asserted nor the reliefrequested requires theparticipation
ofindividual members in the lawsuit19

InIndep. Investor Protective League, thecourt held that aclaim that "it is quite
conceivable that in the future" its members would be investors was an insufficient basis

for standing. Rather, "a plaintiffmustallege thathehasbeenorwill in fact be

perceptibly harmed by thechallenged agency action, not that hecan imagine
circumstances in which he could be affected."16

The market for Area Book quotations, andtherefore the individualsand
organizations thatthe AreaBook Fees will directly impact, are the broker-dealer
members of NYSE Area and other market professionals and institutional investors.

NetCoalition, bycontrast, isa"public policy" lobbying group for certain major intemet
companies, including "CNET Networks, Bloomberg L.P., Google, IAC/Interactive Corp
and Yahoo!"17

In another case,the Court of Appeals for the Districtof Columbia Circuit

considered whoorwhat constitutes a"person aggrieved" the 1934 Act. InNat 7
Ass 'n ofSecurities Dealers, Inc. v. Securities andExch. Comm 'n, 431 F.3d 803

(D.C.Cir. 2005), NASD, via its National Adjudicatory Council ("NAC"), had
disciplined two ofits members for, among other things, engaging ina
manipulative scheme. The disciplined members sought review before the
Commission, which reversed the decision ofNAC. NASD then petitioned for
review in court, claiming that its Market Regulation Department ("MRD") would
be frustrated in its mission if the Commission's reversal were permitted to stand,
because theMRD would beunable totake disciplinary action against members

and associated persons, except in the very narrow circumstances covered by the
decision of the Commission.

The court refused to consider NASD's petition onthemerits, because it
concluded thatNASD lacked standing to sue, and it therefore dismissed the case.

Specifically, the court held that NASD was not a"person aggrieved," within the

meaning of§25(a) ofthe 1934 Act,14 and therefore could not establish standing.
NASD had claimed that itwas a"person aggrieved" because the definition of

"person" inthe 1934 Actincludes juridical persons (i.e. companies).14 The court

rejected this argument, concluding, first, that NASD was not a"person" because
the 1934 Act separately defined "self-regulatory organization^]" such as
NASD, and, more importantly, NASD was not aperson aggrievedbecause any
adjudicative authority that NASD had was entirely derivative ofthe authority
vested in the Commission.

15
16

17

FundDemocracy, LLC, 278 F.3d at25.
495F.2dat312.

Petition, p. 1, note 1.
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At best, thePetition makes the unsubstantiated claim that "[fjhe instant proposal
imposes fees that putNYSEArca quotations beyond the reasonable economic reach of an
advertiser-supported medium liketheInternet, thereby harming theinvestors and the

intemet service providers that are Petitioner's members."18 This claimed "injury" is
speculative at best, and certainly does not rise tothe level of acognizable injury in fact.
Similarly, NetCoalition cannot assert institutional standing because noneof its
members have standing intheir ownright.1' In fact, NetCoalition concedes that the

proposed Area Book Fees may not be prohibitive toinvestors,20 in which case advertising
revenues will not be lost and NetCoalition's members will suffer no harm.

Combining NYSE's suitable proposed alternative (i.e., the NYSE Internet
Proposal) with thePetition's failure to citea single NetCoalition memberwho used Area
Bookdata for intemet displays atthetimethat NYSE Area proposed the Area BookFees
leads to theinescapable conclusion that theArea BookFees imposed no harm on either

NetCoalition orits members. NetCoalition must domore to establish standing than
"imagine circumstances in which fit] could beaffected" by the proposed fee. Indeed, it
must allege that it"has been or will in fact beperceptibly harmed by thechallenged"
fee.22 This, it has notdone.
Therefore, NYSE Area respectfully submits that NetCoalition lacks standing asan
aggrieved person to challenge the Commission's actions pursuant todelegated authority,
andthat the Commission erred in granting the Petition.
B.

The Findings Are Those of the Commission. Not the Staff.

The Commission derivesits authority to delegate certain functions to the Division
ofMarket Regulation pursuant to paragraph (aX12) of Rule 30-3 ("Delegation of
Authority to Director of Division of Market Regulation") ofthe Commission's Rulesof
Organization andManagement. That delegation authorizes the Division of Market

18

Petition, p. 3.

19

SeeFund Democracy, LLC, supra.

20

See, e.g.. Petition p. 15 ("Relatively few of our members' customers are going to
purchase market data at $75 per month [an amount proposed for access toNasdaq
data]. It is unclear howmany would buy NYSEArca data at$9 per month, but
clearly even at$1per month - where one might expect more userparticipation 
the Commission staffis authorizing atransfer from retain investors to a for-profit
monopoly of hundreds of millions of dollars annually, with literally zero showing
of any cost basis.") (emphasisadded).

21

Indep. Investor Protective League, 495 F.2d at 312.
Id (emphasis added.)
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Regulation to act onthe Commission's behalfto"publish" and "approve" SRO proposed
rule changes.23
However, the Petition alleges thatthe Division of MarketRegulation did more
than publishand approve the Area Book FeeFiling. It intimates thatthe Division of

Market Regulation, and nottheCommission, made thedeterminations and findings set

forth in the Approval Order.24 That reading ofthe Approval Order conflicts with its plain
language. The Approval Order statesthat the Commission, not the Division of Market
Regulation, made, interalia, the following findings andconclusions:

1.

Area Book Fees areconsistentwith the requirements ofthe 1934 Act and
the rules and regulationunder the 1934 Act;

2.

Area Book Fees are consistent with section 6(b)(4)of the 1934 Act;

3.

NYSE Area has not failed to justify NYSE AreaFees; and

4.

Area Book Feeswill not diminish markettransparency or impede
competition.

After attributing those findings to the Commission, the Approval Order attributes the

issuance of the Approval Order to "the Division of Market Regulation, pursuant to
delegated authority."25
Aside from the fact thatthe statutory delegation ofauthority does not delegate to
the Divisionof Market Regulation the authority to make findings and conclusions on
behalfofthe Commission, the history ofthe Area Book Fee Filing beliesthe Petition's
notion thatthe Division of Market Regulation made the findings andconclusions. The
AreaBook Fee Filing wasthe result of a deliberative process, a process in whichthe
Commissioners playeda role. The process included several commentsletters, two
23

17CFR 200.30-3. That delegation ofauthority reads as follows:

[T]he Securities andExchange Commission hereby delegates... the following
functions to the Director ofthe Division ofMarket Regulation to be performed by
him orunder his direction by such person orpersons asmay be designated by the
Chairman of the Commission:

(a)

With respect to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934...

(12)

Pursuant to Rule 19b-4 (§ 240.19b-4) ofthis chapter, to publish
notices of proposed rulechanges filed by self-regulatory
organizations and top approve such proposed rule changes.

24

Petition, p. 2.

23

Approval Order, p. 2.
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responses to those letters from NYSE Area, numerous discussions between NYSE Area
staffand Commission staff, reports to NYSE Area staffof conversationsbetween

Commission staff and Commissioners, and afour-month interlude between filing and
approval. NetCoalition waswell aware of this process, asit submitted one of the
commentsletters. We believe that it is disingenuous ofNetCoalition to ascribe the
Approval Order's findings and conclusionsto Commission staff.
ID.

Applying the Statutory Standards.

The 1934 Act and Commission rules under the 1934 Act subject market data fees
to the following standards:

A.

NYSE Areamust provide forthe "equitableallocation of
reasonable dues, fees, andothercharges amongits membersand
issuersandotherpersons using its facilities."

B.

Rule 603(a)(2) of Regulation NMS requires NYSE Areato provide
market data on terms that are notunreasonably discriminatory.

C.

Rule 603(a)(1) of Regulation NMS requires that market data fees
must be fair and reasonable.

The AreaBook Fees meet all ofthese standards. For onething they represent the
first time thatNYSE Areahasestablished a fee that a person orentity other than an Area
member or listed companymust pay. By imposing fees on those who use the facilities of
NYSE Areabut do not otherwise contribute to NYSE Area'soperating costs, the Area
Book Fees provide anequitable allocation of fees and charges.
The Area Book Fees subjectall professional subscribers to the same fees and all

nonprofessional subscribers to thesame fees. The only "discrimination" that takes place
is thatprofessional subscribers wouldpay higher Area Book Fees than nonprofessional
subscribers. However, the Commission and the industry have longdeemed
discrimination in favor of nonprofessional subscribers to be reasonable.

That leaves the"fair" and "reasonable" standards. ThePetition goes onatlength
about the failure of the Area BookFiling to justify Area BookFees. We disagree. The
Area BookFiling states that thelevel of theproposed Area BookFees is justified
because:

A.

they compare favorably to the level of fees that other U.S. markets
and the CTA andNasdaq/UTP Plans impose for comparable
products;

B.

the quantity and quality of data the NYSE Area includes in Area
Book compares favorably to the datathat other markets include in
their market data products; and

-11

C.

the fees wi II enable NYSE Area to recover the resources that

NYSE Area devoted to the technology necessary to produce Area
Book data.

These justifications are consistent with industry norms. The Commission has approved a
number of filings with these sorts ofjustification arguments. In the Approval Order, the
Commission stated, "the Commission disagrees with commenters' assertion that the

Exchange has failed tojustify itsproposed fees."26
In setting thelevel of Area BookFees, NYSE Area did notact arbitrarily or
capriciously, as thePetition suggests.27 Rather, NYSE Area studied what other markets
charge for comparable products and took into consideration a number of additional
factors, including:

(1)

consultation with some of theentities that NYSE Area anticipated would be likely
to take advantage of Area Book Fees;

(2)

the contribution that revenuesaccruing from Area Book Fees would make toward
replacingthe revenues mat NYSE Area standsto lose as a result ofthe removal of

theNQDS service from the Nasdaq/UTP Plan;28
(3)

the contribution that revenues accruing from AreaBook Fees would make toward

NYSE Area'smarket data business;29
26

Approval Order, p. 11

27

Petition, p. 6

28

As a consequence ofthe Commission's approval ofthe exchange registration of
the Nasdaq Stock Market, Inc. ("Nasdaq") in 2006, the NQDS service moved
from the Nasdaq/UTP Plan) to Nasdaq. (See. ReleaseNo. 34-53128; File No. 10

131 (January 13,2006; the order by which theCommission approved Nasdaq's
registration as an exchange) and Release No. 34-53250; File No. S7-24-89

(February 7,2006; the order by which the Commission approved the move of the
NQDS service from the Nasdaq/UTP Planto Nasdaq).)
NYSE Area's portion of the revenues attendant to the NQDS service under the
Nasdaq/UTP Plan amounted to approximately $8 million peryear. Becauseofthe
move, NYSE Area loses those revenues. NYSE Area projects that Area Book
revenues will initially enable NYSE Areato recapture only a portion of its lost
NQDS revenues.
29

While NYSE Area cannot predict the amountof revenues that NYSE Area will
collect from Area Book Fees, NYSE Area anticipates that its market data revenue
as a percent of its total revenue is likely to remain close to its 2005 total, which

wasabout 17 percent ofNYSE Area'srevenues, slightly lessthan industry norms.
S§§ Section IVP)(d) ofthe Self-Regulation ConceptRelease. The rest ofNYSE
12

(4)

the contribution that revenues accruing from AreaBook Fees would make toward
meetingthe overall costs ofNYSE Area's operations;

(5)

projected losses to NYSE Area'sbusiness model and order flow thatmightresult
from marketplace resistanceto Area Book Fees; and

(6)

the factthat AreaBook is primarily a product formarket professionals, who have
access to othersources of market data andwho will purchase AreaBook only if
they determine that the perceived benefits outweigh the cost.

In short,NYSE Area's review of the arguments that the Petitionmakes does not
change NYSE Area's view that AreaBook Fees reflectan equitable allocation ofNYSE
Area's overall costs to users of its facilities.
IV.

Debunking Misconceptions.
A.

There Is No Cost-Based Pricing Mandate.

The Petition would have the reader believe that Area Book Fees must be

subjected to a"rigorous cost-based analysis."30 Out ofthe Securities Exchange Act
Amendments of 1975, the hundreds of pages of legislative history underlying those
amendments, the manyconcept releases, committee reports and rules proposals regarding
marketdata, andthe hundreds of Commission orders approving SRO and NMS market
data fee filings that pre-date the Petition, NetCoalition is ableto cite only one instance to

support this claim.3 In its 1999 Concept Release on Market Data Fees and Revenues, the
Commission proposed a framework for setting market data fees that it would baseon a
flexible application of costs. In the context of promoting that flexible cost-based
approach, thatCommission added a sentence that noted thatCongress did not impose a
cost-of-service standard,but that "the Commission... believes that the total amount of

marketinformation revenuesshould remain reasonably related to the cost of market
information."

Area's 2005 revenuesconsisted ofrevenues from transaction fees (82 percent)
and revenues from listing and other sources (one percent).
30

Petition, p. 10.

31

The Petition alsocitestheConcept Release concerning Self-Regulation (Release
No. 34-50700; FileNo. S7-40-04 (November 18,2004; the "Self-Regulation
ConceptRelease"))to support the notion that the Commission has concluded that
a cost-based standard is required to justify a market data fee. However, the SelfRegulation ConceptRelease saysno suchthing. SfiS Section IVfpXd) ofthat
release.
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ThePetition states that Commission "staffhas departed markedly from thiswise
counsel,"32 interpolating the Commission's 1999 statement to mean that theCommission
has somehow imposed a strict cost-based standard for market data fees since the 1999
Concept Release.

We disagree. ThePetition's intimation that the staffhas failed to apply the
Commission's standard since 1999 and that theCommission has failed in its oversight of
the staffs application of the standard is simply untrue. Neither Congress nor the
Commission has ever adopted such a standard. Nor shouldit. The Petition fails to

mention thata significant portion ofthe industry soundly rejected cost-based marketdata

pricing in response tothe 1999 Concept Release,33 that the Commission raised the subject
again in 2000 by forming acommittee of industry experts34 to study that and other market
data questions andthatthatcommitteesoundly rejected the concept of cost-based

pricing.33 The Commission again raised the question ofaflexible cost-based pricing

32
33

Petition, p. 11.
See, for example, letter from Michael Atkin .Vice President, Financial

Information Markets, Software and Information Industry Association, to Jonathan
G. Katz, Secretary, Commission, dated March 30,2000; letter from SaraBanerjee
and Ralph Bassfeld ofTelekurs Financial Information Ltd to Jonathan G. Katz,

dated March 28,2000;letter ofKenneth S. Spirer ofMerrill Lynch, Pierce,
Fenner& Smith Incorporated to Jonathan G. Katz, dated March 31,2000; letter of

Wendy L. Gramm and Susan E. Dudley of The Regulatory StudiesProgram ofthe
Mercatus Center at George Mason University to Arthur Levitt, Chairman,
Commission, datedMarch 31,2000; letter of Thomas J. Jordan, President, Jordan
& Jordan to Jonathan G. Katz, dated April7,2000, and letterof James E. Buck,

Senior Vice President and Secretary, NYSE, to Jonathan G, Katz, dated April 10,
2000.
34

The Advisory Committee on Market Information (the"Advisory Committee")
included high-ranking representatives ofacademia, securities markets, market
data vendors, online and traditional broker-dealers, institutional investors, a
consulting firm and an industry tradeassociation. Gerald Putnam, then the Chief
ExecutiveOfficerof ArchipelagofNYSE Area's predecessor), was one ofthe
representatives. The industry trade association that participated took an active

part in the Advisory Committee's deliberations and today is part ofthe Securities
Industry and Financial Markets Association, atrade association that has joined
NetCoalition in opposing Area Book Fees.
35

The Advisory Committeerejected utility rate-making in general and the flexible
cost-based approach in particular. It dismissed the approach as"unwise,"
"unworkable," "disfavored," "resource-intensive" and "distortive." (See"Report
ofthe Advisory Committee on Market Information: A Blueprint for Responsible
Change" (September14,2001) at p. 93.)
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standard as part of its Self-Regulation Concept Release and aspart of its Regulation NMS

initiative.36 Once Again, asignificant portion ofthe industry opposed the concept.
NYSE Area concurs with the many others commenters who oppose the

establishment ofacost-based approach.37 In its April 10,2000, response tothe 1999
ConceptRelease (the "NYSE Response"), NYSE commented that the cost-based
approach that the Commissionhas proposed "simply will not work. It would

inappropriately burden boththe government and the industry, stifle competition and
innovation, and in the end,raisecosts and, potentially, fees." NYSE Areashares this
view and refers the Commission to Part 1(B) oftheNYSE Response and to Appendices
C, C-l and C-2 to theNYSE Response for a solid explanation of themany reasons why
NYSE Area believes that NetCoalition's assertion that market data fees should be cost

basedis not in the best interests of the industry.
B.

Comparisons Are a Proper Basis for Justifying Fees.

The Petition wouldhavethe reader believe thatthe ArcaBook Filing failed to
provide adequate justification for thelevel of theproposed Area Book Fees. In light of
the Commission's finding in the Approval Order that the AreaBook Filing adequately
justifiedthe proposed level of AreaBook Fees, the Petition seeminglyasks the
Commission to substitute NetCoalition's judgment for that of the Commission.38 It
asserts that justification of fees by comparing them to other fees does not satisfy the
statutory requirement.

We disagree. The Area Book Feescompare favorably to those thatNYSE
charges for OpenBook andNasdaq charges for TotalView. It alsocompares favorably to
the fees that the American StockExchange hasrecently proposed for its depth-of-book

product.39 As theCommission has written, the fees that United States securities markets
chargecompare favorably to those that foreign exchangeschargeand market data
revenues constitute a smaller portion ofthe total revenues ofUnited States securities

markets than those of foreign countries.40 The revenues that all securities markets collect
from the saleofmarket data compare favorably to the revenues that market data vendors
receive for acting asintermediaries in providing themarkets' data to their subscribers.41
36

Release No. 34-51808; File No. S7-10-04 (the "Regulation NMS Adopting
Release").

37

See footnote 32.

38

The Approval Order concludes, "Accordingly, the Commission disagrees with
commenters* assertion that the Exchange has failed to justify its proposed fees."
See FileNo. SR-AMEX-2006-100.

39
40

See Section rV(D)(d)of the Self-Regulation ConceptRelease.

41

NYSE Area notes that NetCoalition lists Bloomberg LLP as a Trustee. On

average, a brokerpaysNetwork A approximately $25 permonth perdevice for
the receipt and use ofNetwork A data. That broker typically paysBloomberg
15

The markets' revenues represent atiny fraction of thevendors' revenues.42 The revenues
thatmarket data currently contributes to the markets' collective revenuepool compare
favorably with their historic contribution.
Most notably, market datarevenuescompare favorably to the markets' cost of
producing the data. Although the Petition asserts that increases in transaction fees have
generated sufficientfees to offset the modest costsof consolidating and disseminating

market data, the reality is that, iftheCommission were to require markets to cost-justify
their market data fees, the costs would be far from modest. Because producing market
data is a primary exchange output, most amounts that anexchange spends on systems,
infrastructure and development is properly allocated to market data production. The
production costs represent the costs of attracting order flow to that market. ForNYSE
Area, market data covered approximately 18 percent of total NYSE Areaexpenses for
2005.

In ourview, these comparisons arenot misplaced. They providea sound and
appropriate basis for assertingthat fees are fair and reasonable.
C.

Area Book Fees Are Not an Exercise of Monopoly Power.

If the scattered approach of the Petition can be said to focus on anyonething, it is
the allegation that Area Book Fees amount to anexercise ofmonopoly pricing power.
This is a misconception. Marketscompetewith one another by seeking to maximize the
amount of order flow thatthey attract. The markets base the competition fororder flow
on suchthings as technology, customer service, transaction costs, ease of access, liquidity
andtransparency. In recent months, significant changes in market share, the rush to
establish trade-reporting facilities for the reporting of off-exchange trades, frequent
changes in transaction fees andnew market data product proposals have provided
evidence of the intensity ofthe competition fororder flow.
The following description of how many brokerage firms typically handlethe
orders thatthey receive illustrates oneaspect of competition in the securities industry:

$1500 to $2000 permonthto actas an intermediary in getting the Network A data
(and other markets' data)to the broker.

We alsonote that supporting the broad-based pricing initiatives set forth in the
Petition, such ascost-based pricing, comports with comments thatBloomberg has
made for years and serves Bloomberg's business modelnicely.
42

IntheCommission's Self-Regulation Concept Release, the Commission pointed
out that "in 1998, the total SRO marketdata revenue... represented a very small

portion of the securities industry's total expenses for theyear —less than 1/4* of
one percent." See Section IV(D)(d) ofthe Self-Regulation Concept Release.
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•

When a brokerage firm receives an order, its first preference is to
internalize its execution. This allows it to avoid exchange fees andto earn
a "dealer" profit.

However, internalization requires a priceon which to base the trade. The

price that themarkets discover under theNMS Plans is always a safe price
for the brokerage firm to use.

If successful in internalizing the order, thebrokerage firm can simply post
the trade to the NASD.

•

If the brokerage firm is unable to internalize the trade, typically, it next
takes theorder todark pools, crossing networks, ECNs, alternative trading
systems, or other non-traditional execution facilities to search for an
execution.

If the brokerage firm is unable to executethe order atany of those
locations, it resorts to its safety net: traditional exchanges. Currently,
eleven exchanges trade listed securities in the United States.

If NYSE Area is successful in havingthe brokerage firm chose to send the
order to it rather thananother exchange, the orderfollows one ofthree
paths:

1.

NYSE Area will createa trade price and execute the order
immediately;

2.

ifthe order cannot be executed immediately, the brokerage firm
may elect to have NYSE Area display the orderin Area Book,
which containsa compilation of all limit ordersthat broker-dealers
have submitted to NYSE Area for display; or

3.

the brokerage firm may electto haveNYSE Area hold a portion of
the order ashiddeninterest that NYSE Area holds in reserve,
whichmeans that NYSE Area will not include the undisplayed
portion ofthe order as part ofthe AreaBook display.

As a resultof all ofthe choices anddiscretion thatareavailable to brokers, the

displayed depth-of-book data of onetrading center does notprovide acomplete picture of
the full market for thesecurity. It displays only aportion of all interest in tiie security. A
brokerage firm has potentially dozens ofdifferent information sources to choose from in

determining if, where, and howto represent an order for execution. Singling outdepth
of-book information for utility-type regulation harms themarkets providing the
information to investors, and furthers the business agendas of brokers who wish to use
the depth-of-book information to compete against the markets that provide it.

17 

The Commission has prescribed top-of-the-bookconsolidated market data as the

data required for bestexecution purposes and theNMS Plans makethatdata available.43
While some brokersmay wish to supplement that data with depth-of-book andother
information to facilitate their order-routing decisions, no regulatory requirement makes
this anything other than optional. In addition, those who choose to use Area Book data as

part of an orderexecution strategy have no obligation to sendtheir orderflow to NYSE
Areafor execution. For instance, they mayopt to internalize the order, essentially free
riding on the Area Book information, rather than to send their order flow to NYSE Area.

The marketplace is the best determinant ofthe amountof reward for quality and
innovation. If NYSE Area wereto set Area Book Fees too high, broker-dealers and other
professionals would forego AreaBook data and would choose to receive the depth-of
book service of othermarkets. If too many market professionals rejectArea Book as too
expensive, NYSE Area would have to reassess the Area Book Fees because Area Book

data provides transparency to NYSE Area'smarket, transparency that playsan important
rolein the competition fororder flow. In short, the monopoly powerthatthe Petition
asserts does not exist

More importantly, any suggestion thatNYSE Areaor any otherexchange holdsa
monopolyin the order-execution business is simply wrong. The order-execution business
is highly competitive. Firms choose how to execute their orders and have no obligation
to routethem to a particular exchange for execution. While the Area Book Fees entitle
the recipient to receive ArcaBook limit order information for Network A securities,
Network B securities and Network C securities (i.e., stocks listed on Nasdaq), NYSE

Area does notmaintain adominant share of themarket in any of thethree networks.44
Assuming arguendo, thatNYSE Area holds monopoly pricing power, the
Petition's assertion that the exercise ofthis power harms investors is also misplaced. The
overwhelming majority of retail investors are unaffected by theinter-market competition
overproprietary depth-of-book products. For them, the consolidated top-of-the-book
data thatthe markets makeavailable under theNMS Plans provides adequate information
onwhich they can base trading decisions. The industry makes that market data widely
43

In connection with its adoption ofRegulation NMS, the Commission reviewed,

and submitted for comment, whether tomandate themarkets' distribution of top
of-the-book data and depth-of-book data. It affirmed (again) its long-standing
policy of requiringthe markets to make consolidated national best bids and offers

available, but leaving distribution of a market'sdepth-of-book data to the
market's discretion, subjectto standards of fairness andreasonableness. See
Section V(A)(4) ofthe Regulation NMS Adopting Release.
44

During 2005, NYSE Areaenjoyed the following percentages of shares traded:
Network A: 3.6 percent
Network B: 30 percent

Network C: 23 percent
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available, and atnodirect cost tothe investor.43 Products such as that proposed inthe
NYSE Intemet Proposal provide them with a source of price information that keeps them

sufficiently abreast ofthe market. The few retail investors who feel they needdepth-of
book information can simply purchase it. In the Area Book filing, that would cost the
investor as little as $5 per month.
The Commission designed RegulationNMS, in part, to promote innovation in the
market data arena. This initiative has already yielded positive results, as markets have

proposed several new and innovative products since the adoption of Regulation NMS.46
This burgeoning creativity benefits the marketplace but contradicts the Petition's
assertions of monopoly powerin the market data industry. Ironically, the Petition has
blocked this progress by preventing new marketdata products from reaching consumers.
D.

Area Book Fees Will Not Impose a Burden on Competition.

Area Book Feesdo not discriminate unreasonably and therefore do not impose a
burden on competition on broker-dealers, othermarket professionals or any other party
that wishes to receive Area Book data. Eachrecipient must pay the same fees as every
other recipient
The Approval Order specifies that "the Commission does not believe that the
impositionof fees for NYSE Areadata will diminish markettransparency or impede
competition." We agree. In fact, the establishmentof Area Book Fees representsthe
epitome of competition. It reflects the interplay ofmarket forces at work. NYSE Area
believes that the revenues that NYSE Area receives from Area Book Fees will enable

NYSE Area to compete better with markets that have largerrevenue sources than NYSE
Area. So does the NYSE Intemet Proposal andotherinnovativemarket data products
that markets have recently introduced or will soonbe introducing.

In turn, the establishment of AreaBook Fees will reduce burdenson competition
for markets that elect not to charge for their depth-of-book data. They will have less
competition when seeking partiesto take their data.
E.

Per-Tcrminal Fees Are Not Intended for Unregistered Use.

The Petition would have the reader believe that Area Book Fees would impose
exorbitant charges on internetusers. It suggests thatthe exchanges would receive about
4S

Forexample, the ten largest online brokers provide CTA and CQ data to their
clients free of charge.

46

For example,the NYSE Internet Proposal, the NYSE RetailTrading Product and
Program Trading Product (FileNo. SR-NYSE-2006-32; Release No. 34-54055),
the AMEX depth-of-book proposal (FileNo. SR-AMEX-2006-100), and
Nasdaq's proposedNasdaq Custom DataFeeds (Release No. 34-54959; File No.
SR-NASDAQ-2006-056).
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$44billion dollars in revenue asthe result of per-terminal intemet fees.

Of course, this

is nonsense.

NYSE Area targeted the Area Book service primarily for professional subscribers.
Current consumption of order-book productsby nonprofessional investors demonstrates
that very few nonprofessional investors find value in these products. While internet
portalsmay elect to make it availableto nonprofessional users at the nonprofessional
rates,NYSE Area only imposes the nonprofessional subscribercharge in respect ofthose
investors who wish to receive it. To receive the service, an interested investor must
register to use the product and execute an agreementto do so. In addition, NYSE Area
imposes the nonprofessional fees on the vendorintermediary ratherthan on the end user.
As is the case today with nonprofessional subscriber fees under the NMS Plans, the
intermediaries may absorbthose fees, may pass them through to the end-users, or may
mark them up, as NetCoalition-member Yahoo does. In performing its math, the Petition

assumes that all 49 million Americans that visit financial sites would subscribe and pay.48
That calculation misconstrues the process.
F.

NYSE Area Will Not Impose Fees Retroactively.

The Petition would have the reader believe that NYSE Area would impose the
Area Book Fees retroactively. NYSE Area has never representedthat it would do so and
has no intention of doing so.
G.

Market Data Revenues Have Remained Stable.

A letter of the Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association ("SIFMA")

comments onthePetition.49 In that letter, SIFMA comments that market data revenues of
NYSE Group (the parent company of NYSE Area and NYSE) for the third quarter of
2006 rose 33.7 percent from the year-earlier (i.e., 2005) three-month period. However,
that statistic does not mean that NYSE or NYSE Area recognized a significant increase in
market data revenues during 2006. It only reflects that 2005 market data revenues for
NYSE Group, unlike its 2006 counterpart, does not include NYSE Area market data
revenues (since NYSE Area's merger with NYSE had not yet been consummated). In
fact, the combined market data revenues for NYSE and NYSE Area showed a slight
decline from 2005 to 2006.50

47

48
49

50

Petition, p. 14
Id

See letter from IraHammerman, Senior ManagingDirector and General Counsel,
SIFMA, to Nancy Morris, Secretary, Commission, dated January 17,2007 (the
"SIFMA Letter").
Pro forma results disclose that NYSE Area and NYSE received a combined $242

million in 2005, while NYSE Group received $235 million for 2006.
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H.

Users Receive COS Data and Area Book Data at Similar Speeds.

The SIFMA Letter comments about the speed with which the Area Book data
feed will allow recipients to receive Area Book data, noting that NYSE Area has
advertised that the unconsolidated Area Book feed is faster than the consolidated feed

that the markets make available underthe CQ and Nasdaq/UTP Plans. However, the
variations in speed are measured in milliseconds, a time difference that only the most
sophisticated order-routingengines would notice. From a display perspective, the
differenceis imperceptible. Furthermore, the CQ Planparticipants have undertaken a
technology upgradethat will reducelatency for the CQ data feed. It will thereby reduce
the difference in speed between the Area Book feed and the CQ Plan feed. The CQ Plan
participants currently anticipate thatthey will complete the upgrade laterthis month.
They anticipatethat the upgradewill reducethe latency ofthe CQ Plan feed from several
hundred milliseconds to approximately 30 milliseconds. As data-distribution speed
continues to grow in importance, market forces will motivate markets to devote the
resources necessary to increase further their distribution speeds, to the benefit ofthe
investing public.

Area Book Fees fit comfortably into the matrix of fees that other markets charge
for depth-of-book data. They are fair andreasonable andrepresent an equitable
allocationofNYSE Area dues, fees and charges. As a legal matter, NetCoalition had no
standingto submit the Petition. In addition, the Petitionreliesupon a panoply of
misconceptions, including that NYSE Area exercises monopoly pricing power and that
market data fees are subject to a cost-based standard. It seeks to impose government rate
regulation,which would stifle innovation ofmarket data products that provide value to
the marketplace. It fails to recognize the availabilityof alternative sources of information
for NetCoalition's internet service providers.

The Petition's more "cosmic" market data-pricing arguments go well beyond the
question of whether NYSE Area is proposingto set Area Book Fees at an appropriate
level. Those arguments are not appropriate considerations in the context of what is
essentially a "me too" fee filing. The NYSE Intemet Proposal makes moot the one
argument in the Petition that is relevant to a determination ofwhether Area Book Fees
comply with regulatory standards. Namely, it eliminates NetCoalition's argument that
Area Book Fees jeopardize the advertisement-sponsored business models ofinternet
portalsin the market data arena and hamperthe ability ofinvestors to access real-time
data by eliminating large intemet portals' accessto real-time data. The stay places NYSE
Area at a competitive disadvantageto those markets that the Commission allows to
charge for depth-of-book services and violates the 1934 Act goal of"fair competition

... among exchange markets."51

51

See section 1lA(a)(l)(C)(ii) ofthe 1934 Act.
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For all of these reasons, we urge the Commission to affirm its approval of Area
Book Fees and to remove the stay.

Sincerely,

Cc:

The Hon. ChristopherCox, Chairman
The Hon. Paul S. Atkins, Commissioner
The Hon. Roel C. Campos, Commissioner
The Hon. Annette L. Nazareth, Commissioner
The Hon. Kathleen L. Casey, Commissioner
Erik Sirri, Director, SEC Division of Market Regulation
Robert Colby, Deputy Director, SEC Division ofMarket Regulation
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PROCEEDINGS

THE CLERK:

2

Case number 09-1042. et al.,

3

NetCoalition, Petitioner v. Securities and Exchange

4

Commission.

5

for the Respondent; and Mr. Henkin for the Intervenor.

JUDGE HENDERSON:

6
7

Mr. Phillips for the Petitioners; Mr. Pennington

think

Mr. Phillips, good morning.

I

—

8

ORAL ARGUMENT OF CARTER G. PHILLIPS. ESQ.

9

ON BEHALF OF THE PETITIONERS

MR. PHILLIPS:

10

Good morning, Your Honors.

May it

11

please the Court, my name is Carter Phillips, and I'd like to

12

reserve three minutes for rebuttal, please.

13

JUDGE HENDERSON:

14

MR. PHILLIPS:

All right.

I'd like to start,

I think, where we

15

have common ground among the parties.

16

accepted by all sides that the New York Stock Exchange Area is

17

an exclusive processor of information, and therefore subject

18

to regulation by the Securities Exchange Act under Section 3A;

19

and second, that the depth of book data fees that are at the

20

issue in this are in fact reviewable under a fair and

21

reasonable standard, so that there is some form of rate making

22

that has to be applied.

23

extent.

24

25

First of all, it is

All of the parties agree to that

The point at which we come to disagreement,
obviously, is the extent to which a fair and reasonable
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1

assessment can be made without any regard to costs whatsoever,

2

particularly in a market that is a brand new market, where

3

we've never had any efforts to sell this particular type of

4

data before, and we're trying to evaluate whether or not the

5

fees are fair and reasonable.

6

And it seems to me that the sort of fundamental

7

question you would ask yourself in that situation is if you

8

had a reasonable allocation of the fees and you said, you

9

know, that this basically represents a 10 percent profit and

10
11

90 percent of the costs then you would say okay, that's a

[pretty reasonable way to proceed.

But if you on the other

12

hand thought that this was 10 percent of the cost and 90

13

percent of the profit then the only conclusion you would draw

14

from that is obviously that this is a not fair and reasonable

15

fee under those circumstances, or at least you would have to

16

take a harder look at the basis on which those fees are being

17

determined.

18

And that's particularly true, it seems to me, in

19

this case where New York Stock Exchange Area specifically said

20

in its application that part of the reason why we're asking to

21

put in fees, because we didn't charge anything for this

22

historically, the reason we're doing this is because of

23

increased costs that we've incurred.

24

those circumstances perfectly sensible in the absence of a

25

completely deregulated environment to say fine, if there are

Now, that seems under
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1

additional costs that justify these particular data being

2

charged then put forward those costs, let us see what they

3

look like,

and then we can make an assessment of whether or

4

not it's a

fair and reasonable evaluation.

5

It seems to me that is the fairest and most

6

reasonable understanding of what a rate making rule requires.

7

Just and fair and reasonable rates typically start with the

8

notion of cost,

9

occasions.

as courts established that on a number of

Historically that's what Congress would have

10

understood in 1975 when it imposed this kind of a requirement.

11

We're talking about exclusive processors.

12

The legislative history is quite clear that they

13

should be treated like any other kind of regulated industry

14

where it's, you know, you have essential information that's

15

not accessible by any other source, and under those

16

circumstances the right solution is to regulate it.

17

turn out in time after you've regulated for awhile that you

18

can comfortably conclude that there's a place to deregulate,

19

and you've certainly seen that in the electric and natural gas

20

oil pipeline situations where because there were clear

21

substitutes available that ultimately the agencies that

22

regulated those particular activities could conclude that they

23

could rely on the market.

24

25

It may

But here we don't have any direct market substitutes

for this exclusive data that NYSE Area has put forward in the
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1

circumstances of this case.

2

that we can turn to that says yes, we are confident that these

3

prices will be constrained then it seems to me a complete at

4

least abuse of discretion, if not contrary to the statute

5

itself for the SEC not to insist on having some cost

6

information made available to it so that it can evaluate that,

7

and then be in a position to make a judgment, at least in the

8

first instance that these are just and reasonable rates.

9

JUDGE EDWARDS:

Mr. Phillips, part of what —

10

JUDGE HENDERSON:

11

JUDGE EDWARDS:

12

JUDGE HENDERSON:

13
14

15

And in the absence of something

Is that the same case —

I'm sorry.
Is that the same case with

NASDAQ's total view that the SEC approve that in 2002?
MR. PHILLIPS:

Those are the,

yes,

the same basic

problem is embedded in that.

16

JUDGE HENDERSON:

17

this is a brand new field.

18

SEC, the SEC approved exactly this type of market based

19

approach with respect to the NASDAQ depth —

20

MR. PHILLIPS:

21

JUDGE HENDERSON:

22

MR. PHILLIPS:

23

So, I thought you began by saying
Am I incorrect that back in 2002

Depth of book.
—

Right.

of non-core date?

In 2002 the portion of the

SEC acting on delegated authority —

24

JUDGE HENDERSON:

Right.

25

MR.

approved this,

PHILLIPS:

—

and it wasn't
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1

subsequently reviewed under those circumstances, so it was

2

allowed to go into effect.

3

this case that some form of cost analysis is appropriate for

4

any kind of rate setting for fees for depth of book it would

5

be available to the parties to go back and ask the SEC to take

6

another look at it, and frankly, it would be in the authority

7

of the SEC to take another look at it, and candidly I assume

8

that they would.
I mean,

9

If the Court were to conclude in

it's interesting that the rationale that was

10

put forward by NYSE Area in this case in the first instance

11

was, you know, our fees are reasonable because they're less

12

than the fees that were charged by other monopolists under

13

these circumstances.

14

particular perspective, and I think that makes a lot of sense.

15

But, you know, the reality is, is that we're talking about

16

three major players in this field who have significant ability

17

to influence or control the costs that they're going to impose

18

on users of this information,

19

ultimately to say well, I just don't know how much everybody

20

needs this

21

Now,

the Commission didn't embrace that

and the Commission's answer is

information.

Well,

that's all well and good, but we know that at

22

least 19,000 subscribers are out there, and significantly want

23

the information.

24

my clients that there are lots more who would do so if the

25

prices were more reasonable than they are today.

I can represent quite confidently because of

And if you
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1

look back and you think about sort of the regulatory history,

2

I mean, my guess is that whenever the railroad started up

3

there were probably not 19,000 people using the railroads,

. 4

there were probably just a few hundred, and everybody else

5

used wagons to get things across, and over time it became more

6

and more popular.

7

So, it is in the nature of this kind of undertaking

8

when you start a new market, and you create a new opportunity

9

people have to learn about it, they have to develop the

10

expertise in order to be able to use this particular tool as

11

they go forward in their investment decision making.

12

And so, you know, to sit here and say well,

13

just leave it in the hands of the market rather than take some

14

evaluation of the actual costs it seems to me to simply sort

15

of cast all of those people aside and to constrain a market

16

that would otherwise be in a position hopefully to develop in

17

a proper way so that you can make an assessment down the road

18

whether or not

19

we'll

—

JUDGE EDWARDS:

Let me see if I understand some of

20

this.

21

is too large or too high they'll go to one of the other

22

processes for the same, similar data.

23
24
25

Part of what I think the Agency says is if this price

MR. PHILLIPS:

Right.

But while they will say —

[mean, they don't actually say that —
JUDGE EDWARDS:

Right.

I
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MR. PHILLIPS:

1

—

because you can't do that, because

2

their data is their data.

3

knows what's on their market,

4

its.

5

the other,

6

ability to constrain, so you can at least get some —

so they just say it has some sort of generic

JUDGE EDWARDS:

8

MR.

9

JUDGE EDWARDS:

PHILLIPS:

MR. PHILLIPS:

12

JUDGE EDWARDS:

—

So, you're —

information.

—

rejecting that suggestion that

Right.

—

Clearly, that's not —

because they're not offering the

same thing.
MR. PHILLIPS:

14
15

All right.

you can move from process A to process B —

11

13

and NYSE Area knows what's on

They don't, you know, buying one isn't a substitute for

7

10

I mean, the New York Stock Exchange

Right.

It's not the same data,

it's

fundamentally different data.
JUDGE EDWARDS:

16

And then I think you're also saying

17

to the,

18

that they are offering some things that are similar, they all

19

have rocket power, for want of a better term, the price is set

20

too high then there are groups of people who will be excluded

21

from using all three, they just can't.

22

I want to make sure I understand this, to the extent

MR. PHILLIPS:

Right.

Absolutely.

And some of them

23

can't even use one, much less all three.

But the reality is,

24

you know, if you want to be in a position to make use of this

25

tool you really do need from all three, and so therefore you

10
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1

really are at the mercy of whatever race they said.

And the

2

notion that the three of them now are basically in this

3

situation where they're pegging against each other and saying

4

well,

5

rates it will just continue to escalate up and the rates will

6

continue on, particularly given the ruling now from the

7

Commission that's under review in this specific case,

8

contrast to the ruling that came out in the previous decision

9

by the Division.

as long as my rates are slightly less than the next

in

Because now they have said we have concluded

10

that because there is competition for orders all of the

11

exchanges are subject to some kind of a constraint on the

12

costs they're going to be able to impose,

13

presumptively whatever number they come up with is basically a

14

number they get to make the call on, and then we'll see

15

whether or not there are any supervening considerations that

16

would justify a different undertaking in this context.
But the Court,

17

I mean, the Commission, you know,

18

doesn't come to a, you know,

19

issue,

20

and therefore

to the,

you know,

leaves that

you know, basically now to the market.
JUDGE EDWARDS:

Well, your order flow argument

21

you're saying I think the Commission will hear from them,

22

they're relying very heavily on that, and you're saying that

23

doesn't really constrain the fee setting at all.

24
25

MR. PHILLIPS:

No,

because the decision as to where

you're going to place an order is securities and transaction
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1

specific.

If I want to buy Goggle, I want to buy Google.

2

know, somebody, you know, I'm a broker/dealer, my customer

3

says I want to buy Google, so what am I going to do?

4

going to go look and see where I can execute the best

5

opportunity for Google.

You

I'm

The question of whether or not I'm going to get

6
7

depth of book data for a particular exchange is something I

8

will have made months ago because I have to subscribe on a

9

monthly basis.

10

And so,

available to me.

Will I use —

JUDGE GARLAND:

11

I have to have that information

Okay, isn't their argument that if

12

you want to buy Google and you want the best deal, and you

13

think depth of book is required that you'll go to the exchange

14

that offers depth of book, and you'll ignore NYSE because

15

they're not making their exchange attractive?

16

argument,

17

That's their

right?
MR.

PHILLIPS:

I guess that,

I mean,

I don't know

18

that they make that precisely that way, because the problem

19

is, is that that doesn't make any sense because without —

20

you go to the place that gives you the depth of book it may be

21

the smallest exchange, and its depth of book could be 10

22

shares.

23

Whereas, for Google, which I think is a NASDAQ, on the NASDAQ,

24

let's assume that for purposes of argument, you know, that's

25

where all the liquidity is, and if you really want to buy

if

They may not have any more than 10 shares available.
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1

thousands of shares of it, the only place you can find that

2

out is by going to the NASDAQ —

3

JUDGE GARLAND:

4

MR.

5

JUDGE GARLAND:

PHILLIPS:

So, their —

—

depth of book.

Assuming I'm understanding their

6

argument, their argument that this is an element by which

7

exchanges differentiate themselves and make themselves more

8

attractive doesn't really work, that is that depth of book is

9

not the relevant factor with respect to where you're going to

10

11

trade?

MR. PHILLIPS:

Right.

I think at the margins it can

12

be a relevant factor for the unusually small exchanges and

13

operations.

14

and the NYSE Area, NASDAQ, New York Stock Exchange clearly are

15

in that category where nobody can make, or you don't have the

16

option of saying I'm not going to trade on those exchanges,

17

that's just not something any realistic person can do.

18

so, you're going to have to buy the depth of book, and since

19

it is an exclusive processor for each one of them, and since

20

just a reasonable rate, or fair and reasonable rate making is

21

the statutory requirement then it seems to me it's incumbent

22

on the Commission to say look, we'll look at the cost data,

23

we'll make an assessment, and then we'll decide whether or not

24

these are fair and reasonable rates.

25

simply leave it —

But once you get to a certain level of strength,

We're not going to

And
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1

JUDGE GARLAND:

2

MR.

3

JUDGE GARLAND:

PHILLIPS:

Well, can I ask you on —
—

unregulated.

—

on that point,

are you

4

withdrawing, or am I misconstruing your argument from numeral

5

one,

as compared to your argument in roman numeral three?

6

That

is —

7

MR.

8

JUDGE GARLAND:

9

PHILLIPS:

Yes.

You're nodding to suggest at least

you understand what I'm asking which is —

10

MR. PHILLIPS:

11

JUDGE GARLAND:

Right.

—

the way you're putting the

12

argument now is that yes, perhaps competition could be a way

13

of guaranteeing just and reasonable rates, there isn't enough

14

evidence here that there is competition, therefore arbitrary

15

and capricious, that's roman number three.

16

MR. PHILLIPS:

17

JUDGE GARLAND:

18

read it was

20
21

22

23

Roman numeral one,

at least as I

—

MR. PHILLIPS:

19

Right.

Is a statutory interpretation

argument.

JUDGE GARLAND:

—

statutory has to be,

can't be

dependent on competition.
MR. PHILLIPS:

Right.

What the Court said in

24

Goldstein v. SEC is pretty much the way I come out in this

25

particular case, because in that case the Court said even if

14
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the Act doesn't foreclose the Commission's interpretation, the

2

interpretation, you know, is outside the bounds of

3

reasonableness, and so it doesn't matter whether you sort of

4

look at it as the statute —

5

JUDGE GARLAND:

6

MR. PHILLIPS:

7

JUDGE GARLAND:

8

—

MR. PHILLIPS:
doesn't matter

Of course it does matter, but it

12

MR. PHILLIPS:

Yes.

—

for the specifics of this case.

Right.
JUDGE GARLAND:

Which unfortunately matters to us

15

because we're writing an opinion.

16

MR. PHILLIPS:

17

it

—

JUDGE GARLAND:

14

you're looking at —

But it matters for the long haul,

11

13

it —

matters in a sense if we held the way —

9
10

Well,

Well,

it would matter to me, too,

and

my client —

18

JUDGE GARLAND:

Yes.

19

MR. PHILLIPS:

20

JUDGE GARLAND:

But

21

JUDGE EDWARDS:

What Goldstein was saying no matter

—

in the long run.

So —

—

22

how you look at it, it fails, which is also to say fails under

23

Chevron I/II.

24

MR.

25

JUDGE EDWARDS:

I mean,

I remember it quite well.

PHILLIPS:

Right.

What Judge Garland is asking you,

15
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1

are you pretty much moving away from the Chevron I/II

2

argument, and resting primarily on arbitrary and capricious

3

and lack of —

MR. PHILLIPS:

4

Yes.

I'm not abandoning the Chevron

5

I argument,

6

Edwards you asked about earlier, how do you write this

7

opinion?

8

don't need to decide whether or not the statute precludes

9

that, that's an argument for another day,

it just seems to me for purposes of what Judge

If it were me I would write this opinion to say we

but we do need to

10

decide that cost is a fundamental element of any kind of fair

11

and reasonable rate making, that's statutorily mandated.

12

until we are fully convinced, and the Commission can make a

13

showing based on a mature market that cost isn't a

14

consideration, or it doesn't need to be a consideration, the

15

statute demonstrably pushes us in favor of regulation.
JUDGE GARLAND:

16

All right.

And

But that's still a

17

different question.

So, under what I regard as roman numeral

18

one, cost is relevant because in regulated industries we look

19

at costs and we give some return above cost, that's how it's

20

done.

21

argument is cost is relevant because super competitive profits

22

indicate lack of competition.

23

ways to —

If I look at your roman numeral three argument, the

24

MR.

PHILLIPS:

25

JUDGE GARLAND:

Those are two very different

Well,
—

I agree with that.

look at

cost.
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1
2

MR.

PHILLIPS:

I agree with that,

Judge Garland.

|And, you know, my basic, you know, my first argument is still

3

I think that Congress intended that there would be in fact

4

cost regulation.

5

situations where fair and reasonable rate making is part of

6

the practice,

7

But I recognize that even in other

at some point it is possible that the Commission

[might be in a position where it could deviate from a pure cost

8

based analysis to something else, because there's a lot of

9

precedent that suggest that.

I don't think that's the way

10

this statute was teed up, but if the Court were not prepared

11

to accept my statutory argument then at a minimum it has to

12

recognize that the statute provides more than indifference as

13

to whether or not there ought to be a regulatory scheme in

14

place that protects consumers and ensures that the rates are

15

fair and reasonable under those circumstances.

16

JUDGE GARLAND:

Can I ask you one more question?

17

I understand it depth of book information,

18

required it to be published, is that right?

19

MR.

20

JUDGE GARLAND:

PHILLIPS:

That

the SEC has not

is correct.

So, if you were to win, and they

21

were to decide okay, we're just not going to produce this

22

stuff, could they do that?

23

MR. PHILLIPS:

As

Yes, they could do that.

Obviously,

24

we would have to go back to the Commission and make a pitch

25

that we think that's a terrible mistake,

and that the
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1

Commission —

2

JUDGE GARLAND:

3

MR. PHILLIPS:

4

JUDGE GARLAND:

5

MR.

6

PHILLIPS:

So, what if they were —
ought to add it —

—

Right.

—

to the depth of, ought to add it

to the consolidated data.

JUDGE GARLAND:

7

But at least they could do it during

8

the period of the rate making, or whatever it is we are going

9

to call this proceeding.

So, you could —

and given our

10

experience with rate making in other cases this could be

11

multiple years before you come out with a rate that you regard

12

as having been, and forget about whether you regard it, but

13

the Agency regards it as —

14

MR. PHILLIPS:

15

JUDGE GARLAND:

Right.

—

being just and reasonable, other

16

than purely competitive, is that right?

17

three or four years from now before any depth of book data is

18

published.

19

MR. PHILLIPS:

Yes.

I mean, we could be

Although I don't know that

20

that's necessarily the assumption I would make.

Because

21

again, remember, when they filed the application, NYSE Area

22

specifically said that we were doing this to recover specific

23

costs that we have in mind.

24

particularly different if they had that information back when

25

they filed the application why they couldn't simply release

I don't know why it would be

18
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2
3

those data now —

JUDGE GARLAND:

Well, you would undoubtedly disagree

with the data, I mean, your argument is about marginal cost.

4

MR. PHILLIPS:

5

JUDGE GARLAND:

Right.

And say almost all economists agree

6

that in the real world it's very difficult to evaluate what

7

marginal cost is, right?

8

9

MR.

PHILLIPS:

Well,

I think it's harder,

actually,

to allocate fixed costs to —

10

JUDGE GARLAND:

11

MR.

12

JUDGE GARLAND:

13

MR. PHILLIPS:

14

JUDGE GARLAND:

PHILLIPS:

Okay.
—

rather than it is to —

Well, we'll add that to it.
—

determine marginal costs.

But —

But that doesn't suggest that the

15

rate making proceeding is going to be very easy, or quick.

16

mean, they may have a view about what their costs are, you are

17

very unlikely to agree with it.

18

MR. PHILLIPS:

19

JUDGE GARLAND:

20

MR. PHILLIPS:

So, there —

Right.

—

has to be a proceeding,

Right.

But I don't know that that

21

necessarily requires that it be a three to four year

22

proceeding, because —

23

JUDGE GARLAND:

24

MR. PHILLIPS:

25

right?

What's the typical —
—

we're not asking for pure rate,

you know, a pure regulated rate making process to be

I

19
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1

undertaken.

2

determination of whether something is fair and reasonable

3

without at least some assessment of what the thing costs to

4

begin with.

is

MR. PHILLIPS:

You know,

I realize that once you

open the box —
JUDGE GARLAND:

9
10

MR. PHILLIPS:

11

JUDGE GARLAND:

12

MR.

13

JUDGE GARLAND:

14

I guess what I'm trying to get at

—

7
8

And, you know, it —

JUDGE GARLAND:

5

6

Our basic position here is that you cannot make a

know,

PHILLIPS:

Yes.

—

you've got the pandora problem.
Exactly.

I

understand that.

And what I'm asking about is, you

we want data to be out there.

15

MR.

16

JUDGE GARLAND:

PHILLIPS:

Yes.

We want —

and there's going to be

17

all different kinds of data over the next few years that may

18

be good to be out there, might not.

19

there has to be the kind of proceeding that you're talking

20

about aren't we slowing down the release of the data?

21

MR. PHILLIPS:

Well,

And if in each situation

I think the alternative way to

22

think about it is that it very well may be that the Exchanges

23

would recognize that their costs for this are virtually non

24

existent, and that they will then adopt the view that

25

previously existed, which was to offer those data for free in

20
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1

order to better serve transparency and protect the consumers'

2

interests.

3

outcome of this as the alternative, which was that we're going

4

to have to slog through all the rate making.

I think that's just as legitimate and likely

JUDGE GARLAND:

5

So, you think that the Exchanges

6

have this sort of elimuneinary (phonetic sp.), or whatever the

7

pronunciation of the word is, attitude about things that

8

they're going to release it for free just because they like

9

transparency?

That's not the approach you're taking in your

brief in terms

—

10
11

MR.

PHILLIPS:

12

JUDGE GARLAND:

13

MR.

PHILLIPS:

No,
—

No.

no.
of their motives.

To be sure.

I understand that.

14

But I think what they'll recognize is this goes back to the

15

same point the Commission made about the relationship between

16

the people who use the exchanges, and the exchanges

17

themselves, there's obviously an interaction there.

18

these are for profit enterprises, so those interactions have

19

changed to some extent, but we're still basically their

20

customers, and if we really want that information, if there's

21

a significant call for it my guess is they will realize that

22

it's in their best interests not necessarily in a profit loss

23

basis, but just simply in the best interests of protecting

24

their customer base to go forward and provide the information

25

for

free.

Now,

21
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JUDGE GARLAND:

Okay.

One more question, this is a

2

fact question I'm not sure I understand.

3

core data —

4

MR.

5

JUDGE GARLAND:

6

PHILLIPS:

MR. PHILLIPS:

8

JUDGE GARLAND:

10

Yes.

—

the brief suggested that the fees

for that are negotiated, not determined on the basis of costs.

7

9

With respect to the

So far they have been,

yes.

And is that because the Agency's

been unable to figure out what the cost is, or —
MR. PHILLIPS:

No, that's because the Agency I think

11

has placed a fair amount of pressure on the parties to come to

12

some kind of an agreement as to the cost, and they've done

13

that so far successfully.

14

negotiations were to break, or those understandings were to

15

break down then I think the Commission would have to undertake

16

a pure cost based analysis in the same way it does with the

17

tape, you know, with the consolidated tape where the

18

exchangers provide the information, and they get it back they

19

have to pay the fees for that.

20

reasonable approach in that situation according to the

21

exchanges absolutely requires an analysis of the costs in

22

order to come up with something that's fair and reasonable.

23

All we're asking is whatever's good for the exchanges when

24

they have to pay a fee ought to be good for their customers

25

when we have to pay a fee.

But obviously if at some point the

I mean, the fair and
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JUDGE GARLAND:

1

2

that?

Are there proceedings to determine

And how —

3

MR.

PHILLIPS:

4

JUDGE GARLAND:

5

MR. PHILLIPS:

Yes, there are proceedings.
—

long do they take?

The Commission's order asking for an

6

analysis of 10 or 12 questions was a year or so ago, as I

7

recall.

8

JUDGE GARLAND:

9

MR. PHILLIPS:

Thank you,

JUDGE HENDERSON:

10
11

Thanks.

Your Honor.

All right.

Thank you.

Mr.

Pennington.

12

ORAL ARGUMENT OF MARK PENNINGTON,

13

ON BEHALF OF THE RESPONDENT

MR. PENNINGTON:

14

Good morning.

ESQ.

Mark Pennington for

15

the Securities and Exchange Commission.

It was thrilling to

16

hear the words elimuneinary and the securities market in the

17

same

sentence.

18

In 1972 when the Commission first recognized that

19

market data technology had reached the point where it would

20

make sense to tie all the markets together and to create a

21

national market system it recognized at that time that there

22

was always going to be this tension between unification and

23

diversity, and their downsides of monopolization and

24

fragmentation.

25

years of implementing the national market system that's the

And as it's gone through the last 30 or 40
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1

issue that comes up constantly, and it comes up here.

You

2

have market data that is useful to investors, you could

3

require it all to be disclosed; you could leave the exchanges,

4

the markets to just decide what to disclose; or you can come

5

up with some balance.

6

concept of core data,

7

requires that to be distributed, and then leaves the non-core

8

data,

9

the individual markets, or up to the individual markets to

And the Commission has come up with the
which is basically "last transactions,"

including depth of book data,

like we have here,

10

decide whether they want to distribute it or not,

11

they want to charge for it or not.

up to

and whether

And it's subject to the Commission's oversight,

12

it

13

has to be among other things the fees have to be fair and

14

reasonable.

15

it has set up a two step test that starts by asking is there a

16

competitive market,

17

exchanges that will keep them from overcharging, from charging

18

monopolistic fees for this data.

19

countervailing arguments then we rely on the market.

And the Commission has not deregulated the area,

are there competitive pressures on the

And if so, and if there's no

Let me talk for a just a minute about the statutory

20
21

issue, which would be roman numeral one I think in both

22

briefs.

23

fees to be fair and reasonable; and it doesn't say there has

24

to be a cost based analysis; and the statute in fact,

25

6(E) (1) (b) of the Exchange Act which was added in 1975 at the

The language of the statute is, is it requires the

Section
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1

same time expressly does say consider costs when you're

2

deciding whether to allow the exchanges to set commissions,

3

Congress had that in mind, sometimes cost based rate making is

4

essential,

5

number of cases, particularly in the natural gas and

6

electricity area that when there's a competitive market the

7

regulator can rely upon market based prices in lieu of cost of

8

service regulations to assure a just and reasonable rate of

9

return.

sometimes it's not.

so

And this Court has held in a

So, we think the statute permits us to do this, and

10

we think —

so I'd like to turn then to the second issue,

11

which is sort of the APA issues.

And I'd like to point out first of all that the

12
13

Commission,

there are no sort of administrative law issues in

14

terms of the Commission here noticed this matter three times,

15

first,

16

the matter from delegated authority; and then third, took the

17

extremely unusual, perhaps unique or nearly unique step of

18

putting out its proposed order and says this is what we're

19

thinking about adopting, give us any further thoughts if you

20

have,

21

Commission has really looked hard at this.

22

been looking at this very issue, how much to charge for market

23

data,

24

in 1975.

25

lot of hard thought.

when it was submitted;

second, when it decided to take

and each time obtained additional information.

So,

What's more,

the

it's

really since the National Market System Act was passed
So, we come to it with a lot of experience,

and a
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And the Petitioners say well, what you're really

1

2

required to do either as an absolute matter of statutory

3

interpretation, or at least until you get some more experience

4

with this type of data is first of all,

5

costs,

6

than you have a yardstick you can measure it against, you can

7

hold it against —

after all,

9

what could be more reasonable than that,

JUDGE GARLAND:

8

MR.

11

JUDGE GARLAND:

PENNINGTON:

12

been retreated to?

13

evaluated for purposes —

Yes.

—

argument, which has basically

So, that is why costs don't have to be

14

MR.

15

JUDGE GARLAND:

PENNINGTON:

Right.
—

really is competition here,

17

MR. PENNINGTON:

18

JUDGE GARLAND:

19

Can you focus on the roman numeral

three —

10

16

just figure out the

of determining whether there
and not whether —
Right.

—

costs have to be evaluated for

purposes of setting up regulatory rate.
MR.

20

PENNINGTON:

Well,

I think the first,

the

21

threshold problem with the Petitioner position is their

22

assumption is it would be easy to figure costs,

23

that out.

24

virtually impossible to figure costs, you may be able to

25

figure out depending on how the market is set up the sort of

just figure

But what the Commission has found is that it's

26
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1

you think of as a market as generating market data, and then

2

the market decides to start selling its data,

3

well, we'll come up with some kind of a connector to connect

4

our market to the world.

5

that's done, to figure out that sort of direct cost.

6

that's not how rate making is done.

7

out costs you have to allocate a reasonable amount of other

8

relevant costs of operating the market,

9

data to the market data.

You might be able,

so they say

depending on how
But

If you're going to figure

which generates the

And that was what the Commission

10

talked about in the 1999 release,

11

this, the parties have always agreed on the prices, would it

12

be helpful if we came up with a, if we laid out some standards

13

for figuring out costs?

14

meaningless exercise.

15
16

17

it said we haven't ever done

And the industry said no, it's a
And the Commission pointed —

JUDGE GARLAND:

Well,

what is to prevent under that

theory cross subsidization?
MR. PENNINGTON:

Well, the theory is, or the belief

18

is if there's a competitive market that acts as a check on the

19

price, that's —

20

JUDGE GARLAND:

But the competitive market is not

21

for depth of book data, it's overall —

22

is it's one exchange against another.

23

MR. PENNINGTON:

your argument about it

Well, our argument is, though, that

24

they won't —

our argument is that the order flow,

and the

25

depth of book are, as one of the commentators said, two sides
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1

of the same coin, that the exchanges use —

2

even separate them out.

3

this data which has value.

4

data you don't get the order flow, and consequently you don't

5

have a business, which is —

6

profits come from the order flow,
JUDGE GARLAND:

7

you can't really

The markets operate and they generate

But if you don't distribute the

and that's by far their largest

Right.

from the order flow itself.
But your own,

you know, part

8

of your argument for why you should let this go is it's not

9

that important, not that many people want depth of book data,

10

only five percent of the NASDAQ customers buy it.

11

MR. PENNINGTON:

12

JUDGE GARLAND:

13

Right.
What else did you —

a similar line

said 99 percent of the shares traded at the NBBO —

14

MR. PENNINGTON:

15

JUDGE GARLAND:

Right.
—

that suggests that depth of book

16

is, to coin a phrase, the tail wagging the dog here.

17

not

It's

—

18

MR.

PENNINGTON:

19

JUDGE GARLAND:

20

MR. PENNINGTON:

Well

—

—

very important for order flow.

Well,

if it's —

well,

but if it's

21

not very important, or if it's not very important,

22

it's not important for, if it's not important to investors

23

then you can't exercise monopoly pricing over it.

24

would be

25

I mean,

if

The point

—

JUDGE GARLAND:

Well,

you can for the investors who
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1

it's important to you can.

2

unimportant doesn't mean that you can't get a monopoly price

3

for it.

4

I mean, just because things are

MR. PENNINGTON:

Right.

And if to the extent that

5

it is important there's a competitive market among the markets

6

the sort of combined product of order flow and depth of book

7

data, which are inter-related, to the extent that it's not

8

important there's no ability to exercise —

9

JUDGE GARLAND:

No,

10

MR.

11

JUDGE GARLAND:

—

12

JUDGE EDWARDS:

That just isn't,

13

JUDGE GARLAND:

I guess it depends on how many

14

PENNINGTON:

—

but —

people it's important to.

monopoly power.

I guess it depends on —
it isn't following.

If it's only —

15

JUDGE EDWARDS:

Right.

16

JUDGE GARLAND:

—

important to a small number of

17

people then it may not matter for order flow, but you still

18

may be able to make a profit off of those people.

19

JUDGE EDWARDS:

20

MR. PENNINGTON:

Right.
Well,

first of all,

let's look at what the

21

evidence ahead —

let's look at what the

22

evidence was that the Commission relied on,

23

know that it got into quantifying that amount, but that —

24

what you have to bear on the other hand is that the cost is

25

not going to be a perfect substitution, it's not going to be a

because I don't
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solution to the problem.

2

there are some people out there who can't get this data that

3

would like it, so why don't we just figure out the cost?

4

we don't think we can meaningfully come up with the cost.

5

you're going to distort the market by coming up with what

6

looks like a cost number, but it's artificial.

7

in an area where you don't know, you can't tell exactly what

8

you're going to do to the market.

9

substantial basis for believing that the competition for order

10

flow, and given how many people are going to want it, is going

11

to be a useful check on the price.

12

JUDGE GARLAND:

Where's the evidence —

13

JUDGE EDWARDS:

Where's the evidence of that?

14

JUDGE GARLAND:

—

15

MR. PENNINGTON:

16

JUDGE GARLAND:

17

MR.

18
19

PENNINGTON:

In other words,

you say perhaps

I mean,

But

So,

you're

But the Commission had a

on how many —

All right.

—

people are going to want it?

Well, the evidence we have is that

not very many people buy it.
JUDGE GARLAND:

20

doesn't help.

21

MR.

PENNINGTON:

Well, there you go.

No.

That hurts,

The evidence that the

22

competition for order flow will be a sufficient check on the

23

price for the data.

24

JUDGE EDWARDS:

25

MR.

PENNINGTON:

Why?
This

is

the

record evidence that
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the Commission relies on, which is testimony,

2

starting with back in 2001 they had the special advisory

3

committee,

4

to enhance shareholder value by the profits, the concern was

5

that the exchanges are now for profit,

6

start charging a lot for this data, because they're not just

7

selling it to their members.

8

shareholder value by increasing market data fees will be

9

checked by the need to make data available to generate order

10

or the —

and they brought up themselves that the motivation

so they're going to

The motivation to enhance

flow and attract listings.
JUDGE GARLAND:

11

Well, that's just a conclusive, but

12

what's the evidence of that, other than this advisory

13

committee statement what's —

14

MR.

15

JUDGE GARLAND:

—

16

JUDGE EDWARDS:

It's a self-serving statement, too,

17

isn't

20
21
22

Well

—

the evidence?

it?

MR. PENNINGTON:

18
19

PENNINGTON:

I mean,

Your Honor, this brings us

back to —

JUDGE EDWARDS:

You wouldn't have expected them to

say otherwise.
MR.

PENNINGTON:

Well,

no,

this was an advisory

23

committee that was put together across the range,

and there

24

was a division within the committee, but it wasn't just the

25

markets, maybe it was just the markets who thought it would be
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1

adequate, but everybody here has an interest.

2

has

The Commission

—

JUDGE EDWARDS:

3

I mean, the reason we're asking this

4

is that when we read the briefs on work flow I'm not getting

5

the argument.

6

when you flip it it doesn't.

7

so that's why I think Judge Garland asked you where's the

8

evidence, what are you pointing to?

9

well, an advisory committee speculated.

I mean, one point of the argument makes sense,

MR. PENNINGTON:

10

I just don't see the connection,

No,

And now you're saying

it was the judgment of people

11

who were experts in the industry that this —

12

are no numbers, so it's a judgment about how much —

13

JUDGE EDWARDS:

14

MR. PENNINGTON:

I mean, there

Right.
—

influence does it have.

Second,

15

when NYSE Area, again, this is certainly self-interested, but

16

when they filed, or in connection with their application they

17

said this is a factor we've considered when we decided what

18

price to set.

And other —

JUDGE GARLAND:

19

Well,

I mean,

that really, with

20

respect, that's not worth anything, that's the other side

21

saying, you know, leave us alone from regulation because don't

22

worry, we're competitive.

23

that doesn't mean they're right or wrong, but it's not

24

evidence.

25

from the exchanges saying how, you know, how important the

I mean, I'm not saying they're,

I mean, your opponent cites a lot of quotations
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1

depth of book data is going to be, and all that stuff, and you

2

blow that off as not important because that's just marketing

3

information.

4

views of the exchanges on this?

5

So, I mean, to what extent are we going to take

MR. PENNINGTON:

Well, they have a reasoned

6

position, and the Commission was persuaded by it, and then in

7

response to the final notice there was an economic study

8

submitted that came to the same conclusion that this would be

9

an effective competitive market, to the extent that it

10

matters, the price will be checked.

11

numbers, but the alternative solution, we don't have cost

12

numbers either.

13

I mean, we don't have

As I say there's going to be —

JUDGE EDWARDS:

Was there any determination made in

14

this study as to the number of folks who might want it, who

15

would be foreclosed?

16

MR.

PENNINGTON:

17

JUDGE EDWARDS:

18

MR. PENNINGTON:

No.

And that —

And the market price will foreclose

19

some people.

Everybody, if you charge something you're going

20

to foreclose somebody.

21

a lot of people because not a lot of people want to stay

22

there, and if they want to get it somewhere else there are

23

available substitutes for it.

24

essential data, and we are satisfied based on the evidence

25

that was available to us that there was competition for order

The evidence is you're not foreclosing

So, our judgment is it's not
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1

flow will be sufficient to check the possibility of monopoly

2

pricing.

JUDGE GARLAND:

3

What was your answer to their —

4

they cite, let's see, on page 46 of their brief, the NYSE

5

Area's marketing document saying now more than ever in order

6

to see and estimate true market liquidity you need to look

7

beyond just the top of book price.
MR. PENNINGTON:

8
9

the

I mean —

Well, the evidence is if you look,

—

10

JUDGE GARLAND:

11

MR.

12

JUDGE GARLAND:

13

MR. PENNINGTON:

So, then it is necessary, it is —

PENNINGTON:

No.

—

now essential.

No, I mean,

if you look at NASDAQ

14

which offers this, and this is the company that has five

15

percent of the people buy the security that was giving the

16

stuff away.

I'm sorry, ISE was giving the data away and got

17

15 percent.

I mean, it's a relevant factor, some people use

18

it, mostly professionals who are in the business, this is not

19

something that's, it's essential to ordinary investors, or

20

most ordinary investors.

21

would like to get this who can't afford the fee and won't have

22

it available.

23

charge for it, in which case you run the risk that it's not

24

going to be distributed, or you're distorting the market by

25

using a cost based mechanism that is not going to come up with

There may be somebody somewhere who

But the alternative is to either say you can't
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1

a number that you can say well, that's useful.

2

if we come up with the cost, I guess, you still have this

3

question of you can't quantify it exactly, the Agency has to

4

make a judgment based on what's the record before it, and

5

what's its experience with this type of data.

6

JUDGE EDWARDS:

I mean, even

See, it really sounds like your

7

argument, you're going back and forth, and I'm not sure, it

8

sounds like your argument it's essential, it's not essential,

9

and we can't figure it out anyway, so let them do what they

10

want to do.

That's what I keep hearing.

11

it's like who cares, and we can't figure it out.

12

MR.

PENNINGTON:

13

JUDGE EDWARDS:

14

MR.

15

JUDGE EDWARDS:

Well,

—

—

I think —

obviously —

Now,

PENNINGTON:

It's not essential,

I think that's right —

obviously the folks who want to

16

increase the fee have figured out something because they said

17

we want to charge fees because our costs have gone up.

18

they figured out something.

19
20
21

22

MR. PENNINGTON:

But they haven't done any kind of

an allocation that would be a rate making —

JUDGE EDWARDS:

Well, then how do they know their

costs went up?

23

MR. PENNINGTON:

24

JUDGE EDWARDS:

25

So,

shouldn't have accepted —

I —

they —

You should have accepted, you
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1

MR.

PENNINGTON:

2

JUDGE EDWARDS:

3

MR. PENNINGTON:

We didn't base it —

—

their proposal.
We didn't base it on their cost

4

representations, we based it on the judgment that we would let

5

the cost be set by a competitive market.
JUDGE EDWARDS:

6

No, but what I'm saying is they made

7

the proposal on a significant, significantly because they said

8

they were incurring increased costs, so obviously —
MR.

9

JUDGE EDWARDS:

10

11

PENNINGTON:

Yes.

—

someone figured it out in house,

and I bet you they can figure it out in house.

12

MR.

PENNINGTON:

13

JUDGE EDWARDS:

14

MR. PENNINGTON:

Well,

they can —

I'd be stunned if they couldn't.

No, they can figure it out.

I'm

15

sure that whatever their increase discrete cost is they know

16

that.

17

JUDGE EDWARDS:

Right.

18

MR. PENNINGTON:

But the Commission has said since

19

1999 that the harder problem, the impossible problem so far is

20

to allocate the common costs, the cost of operating the

21

market, some part of that would have to be paid for.

22

Commission —

23
24

25

JUDGE GARLAND:

just looking for that.
MR.

So, the

Can you tell me where is that, I was

Is that in the final order?

PENNINGTON:

Which?
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JUDGE GARLAND:

1
2

The SEC's conclusion that it would

be impossible, or very difficult to figure out costs?

3

MR.

PENNINGTON:

4

JUDGE GARLAND:

Yes,

it's —

Can you just help me with that?

5

not saying —

6

on that now that you're emphasizing it.

7

of the order.

8

MR.

9

JUDGE GARLAND:

10

I'm

I'm sure it is in here, I'm just trying to focus

PENNINGTON:

Well,

It starts at J.A. 688

I've —

Maybe I'll give the Intervenor a

chance —

MR. PENNINGTON:

11

There's a quotation from the

12

special study, and it's where the Commission, it talked about

13

the —

14

finger on it, but —

there's a discussion in the opinion,

15

JUDGE GARLAND:

16

MR. PENNINGTON:

I can't lay my

Okay.

—

it is in there about how in 1999

17

we proposed it, nobody had a solution, the industry was

18

against it, the advisory committee was against it, it's not,

19

has not —

20

do it.

21

theoretical people be deprived of data that's professional

22

data, and it's not essential data, alternatively to undertake

23

this cost allocation process that nobody knows how to do our

24

choice is that we believe it's a competitive market, and we

25

believe there are available alternatives,

there's nobody has come up with a practical way to

So, if you have to make a choice between letting some

and that all in all
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1

the best result here is to allow competition to solve the

2

problem.

3

JUDGE GARLAND:

4

could just take a quick look and —

5

will know where to point us to.
JUDGE HENDERSON:

6

Okay.

After you sit down if you

or maybe the next speaker

Thank you.

All right.

ORAL ARGUMENT OF DOUGLAS W.

7

Mr. Henkin.
HENKIN,

ESQ.

ON BEHALF OF THE INTERVENOR

8

MR. HENKIN:

9

Good morning, may it please the Court,

10

Douglas Henkin representing the Intervenors.

I wanted to jump

11

to Judge Garland, your question.

12

were looking for, although it was just based on a quick look,

13

starts on page 61 of the order.

14

the —

I believe the place that you

But to jump into some of

15

JUDGE GARLAND:

Thank you.

16

MR. HENKIN:

issues that were being addressed,

—

17

under anti-trust law, and this is something that has not yet

18

been really dealt with by any of the speakers, one of the

19

important options that has to be considered in assessing

20

competition is market participants' abilities to just say no

21

to a product.

22

this, Judge Garland, I agree with your point about the tail

23

wagging the dog, because this is, depth of book fees are a

24

very, very, very small aspect of the market, they're not the

25

core fees, they don't represent core data.

And that's really where the action has been on

The SEC explained
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1

back in Reg. NMS in 2005 that it was going to allow

2

proprietary data to be sold by the exchanges under exactly the

3

rule and the regime that it set forth here.

So, just saying no is an option, and when you look

4

5

at the evidence that exists in the record that goes to in the

6

ISE case that when it was free, when ISE was giving the data

7

away only 15 percent of the professional, of the participants

8

took the data, NASDAQ only five percent buy the data.

9

Island went dark, and the Petitioners say when it went dark

When

10

completely, that's actually not true, it was a more controlled

11

experiment than that, when Island stopped displaying market

12

data for three ETF funds their market share for order flow

13

with respect to those three funds declined by 50 percent.

14

the SEC also looked at —

15

JUDGE GARLAND:

So, how do those two things fit

17

JUDGE EDWARDS:

Right.

18

JUDGE GARLAND:

That there's only a few people want

16

together?

19

it, but when you go dark all together you increase by 50

20

percent.

21

MR.

22

JUDGE HENDERSON:

23

JUDGE EDWARDS:

Decrease.

24

JUDGE GARLAND:

I mean decrease by 50.

25

And

HENKIN:

decrease by 50 percent.

Decrease.

Decrease.

Yes,

How do those two fit together?

you

If
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1

only a few people want it why does going dark lead to a

2

decrease of 50 percent?

MR. HENKIN:

3

Well, with respect to Island, I can't

4

speak to precisely why, the point is that it demonstrates the

5

connection between order flow and market data.

6

JUDGE GARLAND:

7

MR.

8

JUDGE GARLAND:

9

that —

HENKIN:

The Island one does,

but —

Correct.

—

how does that make up, how does

what do I do with the five percent figure?

That seems

10

like it's not particularly relevant to order flow, otherwise

11

more people would buy it.

12

MR. HENKIN:

It is, because it's indicative that the

13

SEC was correct about the importance of depth of book data,

14

and more importantly, who it's important to.

15

to people who are trading very large market sizes.

16

not about the retail investors, you need to look at the actual

17

market here, and all of the evidence is, including one piece

18

that I'm going to get to in a moment, all of the evidence

19

confirms that the SEC's views of the way this part of the

20

market works were right.

21

JUDGE GARLAND:

22

So, just so —

This is

this is

actually is an explanation —

23

MR.

24

JUDGE GARLAND:

25

Okay.

It's important

HENKIN:

Uh-huh.

—

and that explanation is that for

the big investors it matters, and where they go matters, that
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1

is it matters to which exchange they would go to.

2

ask two questions about that.

So, let me

3

JUDGE EDWARDS:

Do you agree with that?

4

JUDGE GARLAND:

Is that what you're saying?

5

MR.

HENKIN:

It depends by the word matters.

When

6

you say it matters for in terms of competition for order flow,

7

yes.

8

JUDGE GARLAND:

9

MR.

HENKIN:

Yes,

that's what I mean.

Whether the depth of book data is

10

actually important for their trading decisions I'm not sure I

11

would agree with,

at least —

12

JUDGE GARLAND:

Well,

13

MR.

on a

14

JUDGE GARLAND:

—

16

JUDGE EDWARDS:

Right.

17

JUDGE GARLAND:

—

18

MR. HENKIN:

15

HENKIN:

—

then why —
universal basis.

is order flow affected by that

if —

it doesn't affect?

Well, order flow is affected by it

19

because when a, depending upon what data,

what market data a

20

participant gets that will determine or help determine where

21

it sends its orders.

22

not getting,

23

market center is better than the quality of the data that it

24

gets from another center, all else being equal,

25

to nudge the orders to the market center where the better data

And if the quality of the data that it's

if the quality of the data that it gets from one

that will tend
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1

is coming from.

So —

2

JUDGE GARLAND:

So —

3

MR. HENKIN:

they're competing in that sense.

4

JUDGE GARLAND:

—

All right.

So, you're saying that

5

depth of book is important in the sense that it nudges you,

6

could nudge you from one exchange to another?
MR. HENKIN:

7

My only question is with the word

8

important.

It is something that is competitively of value.

9

The data itself isn't important.

Where I'm struggling is

10

whether it's important for the trade execution decisions

11

because the Petitioners' argument focused on evaluating their

12

best execution obligations, and what the SEC concluded is that

13

it's —

14

JUDGE GARLAND:

15

MR.

16

JUDGE GARLAND:

HENKIN:

Well,

then leave —

Yes.

I understand.

Leave that part

17

aside.

18

to be pushed from one exchange to another based on whether it

19

has depth of book if not because it's important to your

20

trading decisions?

21
22

But for purposes of evaluating why else are you going

MR. HENKIN:

Well, it could be because it's

important to where you steer the business, that is —

23

JUDGE GARLAND:

Yes.

24

MR. HENKIN:

one possibility.

25

—

And then all of

the other aspects that go into markets, or participants
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1

deciding where to route their orders.

And the SEC went

2

through a long list, and actually NYSE's submission in the

3

record went through a long list of how market participants

4

direct their data, first they try —

5

try to internalize it, then they try to send it to non

6

exchange markets like ECNs and alternative trading systems.

7

Only after they've gone through all of those do they then try

8

to send it to exchanges.

9

when they're trying to determine where to send the orders.

their orders, first they

That's the way the analysis goes

10

And in there, within there the availability of market data and

11

the quality of that market data can be a factor, and that's

12

why the competitive position that the —
JUDGE GARLAND:

13

All right.

So, this raises two

14

questions in my mind.

15

you're saying that with respect to retail there isn't really

16

any, there is no competitive effect here.
MR. HENKIN:

17

The first question is it sounds like

There is no competitive effect for

18

retail investors because they very, very rarely, and the

19

record clearly shows this, have any need for depth of book

20

data.

21

them differently if they feel that it's necessary for them.

On an access basis, though, the proposal doesn't treat

JUDGE GARLAND:

22
23
24
25

I thought the fee is different,

isn't it?

MR.

HENKIN:

The fee is different for professional

versus non-professional, but it's —
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1

JUDGE GARLAND:

Right.

2

MR. HENKIN:

available to both if they want it.

3

JUDGE GARLAND:

—

Right.

But the fee for non

4

professional you're saying there's no competitive pressure on

5

it.

6
7

8
9
10

MR. HENKIN:

Well, there is competitive pressure

|because if nobody buys it then the exchanges won't sell it.
JUDGE GARLAND:

That's different.

In other words,

the order flow pressure doesn't exist.
MR. HENKIN:

It is less in the individual investor

11

prospective, but that is primarily.

12

why this is true.

13

determine where their orders go, their broker/dealers usually

14

determine where brokers go.

15

And the record also shows

The individual investors generally don't

And so, if you look for example in the record one of

16

the things that the SEC relied on was the Schwab data, and we

17

also mentioned this in the Intervener's brief.

18

data that showed that I think it was 94 percent of orders were

19

directed by Schwab not to an exchange at all, and that

20

therefore there was no effect on, that depth of book data

21

could have asserted on those orders.

22

broker/dealer issue, not a retail investor issue.

23

JUDGE GARLAND:

The Schwab

So, it really is a

Mr. Phillip's other argument was,

24

that this raised in my mind is some things like his example,

25

at least hypothetical example was Google was traded with
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1

enough liquidity only in one exchange, so that there really,

2

this could not be, the order flow couldn't be a competitive

3

factor with respect to that, is that right or wrong?

4

MR. HENKIN:

With respect to that we just disagree,

5

and we think the record disproves it.

There has been

6

declining market share, and basically the theory goes, the

7

theory that the Petitioners are relying on is this notion that

8

listed markets have a monopoly, and listing markets have a

9

monopoly in trades of the shares that are listed in the first

10

instance on those markets.

The SEC looked at that, and looked

11

at it exhaustively in terms of statistics and concluded that

12

in fact those market shares had been declining, and that no

13

market, no listing market has a majority, or a monopoly share

14

of trading in its listed shares.

15

And in fact, from NYSE's perspective that share had

16

dropped from about just under 80 percent to around 30 percent

17

in just a few years.

18

like the BATTS (phonetic sp.) exchange, which is also

19

discussed in the record, which went from zero to just under 10

20

percent in about three years in part by offering some of its

21

market data for free.

22

And you contrast that with something

So, there is an extraordinary amount of fluidity in

23

the order flow as between exchanges, and the main reason for

24

this is that the SEC has as part of shepherding the national

25

market system allowed for unlisted trading privileges, and
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1

that's one of the things that has caused all the fluidity

2

between the markets in terms of where the order flow goes

3

versus where a security might be listed in the first instance.

4

We just think that the Petitioners have got the data wrong in

5

that regard, and the record clearly reflects that the SEC was

6

right.

Thank you.

JUDGE HENDERSON:

7

8

THE CLERK:

Mr. Phillips does not have any time

left.

11

JUDGE HENDERSON:

12

MR. PENNINGTON:

13

JUDGE HENDERSON:

14

question?

15

Garland that.

16

MR.

17

All right.

You have —

Do you want the pages now?
You have the answer to the

Why don't you go ahead and tell Judge

PENNINGTON:

In the opinion on page number 74

around notes 254, and page number 100, note 313.

18

JUDGE GARLAND:

19

JUDGE HENDERSON:

20

Does Mr. Phillips have

any time left?

9
10

All right.

Yes, I got the 100.
All right.

Thank you.

Mr. Phillips, why

don't you take a couple of minutes.
ORAL ARGUMENT OF CARTER G.

21

PHILLIPS,

ESQ.

ON BEHALF OF THE PETITIONERS

22

MR. PHILLIPS:

23

Thank you, Your Honor.

I will try to be brief.

I appreciate

24

it.

Your Honor, first of all, Judge

25

Garland, you asked the question about the tail wagging the dog
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1

in this particular context, and I think ultimately that's the

2

core problem with the Commission's approach in this case,

3

because what it's basically saying is that this is too small

4

an enterprise for us to spend any time worrying about it.

5

Candidly, that sounds an awful lot like what the Federal

6

Energy Regulatory Commission said about in the Texaco case,

7

which is that the small producers are just too small, and it's

8

too important for us to let them go out and handle their

9

operations, so what we're going to do is we're just going to

10

deregulate it.

11

that's fine, go tell Congress that you have the authority to

12

deregulate it, and then you can proceed along that path.

13

what you can't do is set up a scheme in which you're supposed

14

to make a determination of the fair and reasonableness of the

15

rates, and then decide unilaterally that you're not going to

16

do that because either they're too small, or too unimportant

17

under these circumstances.

18

And what the Supreme Court said there was

But

The reality is there is a market there, there are

19

people, they are captive, they have to go and look at depth of

20

book data as their own marketing materials say, and it may not

21

be true for everyone, but for those for whom it is true they

22

are subject to the monopoly pricing.

23

the question how do we know that there is no cross

24

subsidization going on here?

25

because we have no idea what the costs are,

You specifically asked

The answer is we can't know
and under those
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1

circumstances the assumption ought to be that there is the

2

possibility of cross-subsidization,

3

that Congress precludes in this particular scheme.

4
5

I see my time is up.

JUDGE HENDERSON:

7

JUDGE GARLAND:

8

MR. PHILLIPS:

9

JUDGE HENDERSON:

11
12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22

23
24

25

I'd urge the Court to set

aside the Commission's order.

6

10

something specifically

(Recess.)

All right.
Thank you.

Thank you.

Thank you.
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Information is power
When you dontknow thetrue depth ofthemarket you miss theopportunity tosbtjwhen to getinandoutofa stock. The more

you know about underlying price pressure prt astock, the more trading strategies become visible to yag.and the more «jrrfjrJertce
youli havemtee strategies. There areto^
withjustLevdZ Here isan example using real data from TotalView.

Two traders—one using LeveT2 and one using ToalWew—suspectTelbbs,lria (TLA8) might beheaded upsharply. Ttrey
aretrying to decide whetherto golong upto 1,000shares bylooking for buy-3ide pressure inthe market At 12:06 p.m.,

Eastemlrme (EI), me insitle quote for TLA? is:
bid 7,1$ ask 7.77 size 12,400* 6,600.

The TotaWtew trader hasanadvantage over the Level 2 trotter —he can seealmost four timesthe liquidity available fjjr

immediate execution within three cents oftheinside. In particular, hecan seelarge pockets ofextra-depth at-thesecond,
third andfourth price levels thataren't visible inLevel 2. Knowing there Issignificant price pressure onthe bid, hebuys800

shares. Dn theother hand, theLeye) 3trarjEr doesn'tseethe buy-side pressure, because LeveJ 2displays only modestdepth
at thesecond, third and fourth price levels. Asa result, hedoesn't anticipate arun-up in price and doesntplace a buy order.
Over thene/t several hours, thereisa run-up intheTLAB stock price. At2S4 p.m^ ET, thestock istrading at
bid a02 ask 8J)3 size 4,500x3,000.

Bottom Roe: Withoutthe information TotalView provides, the Laval 2 trailer misses a valuable profit opportunity. The
TotalView trader sells his 800sharesfor a tidy profit of $200. A profitmade possibleonlywith TotalView.

Opening and closing order imbalance information
TotalWew istheonly data feed fhat features Net Order Imbalance f.r#rMon for NASDAQ's Opening and. Closing Crosses a$ well
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their positrons by more accurately gauging thetrue buy and sell interest in securities going into the open, the close or an IPO or in
securities comingoutof a halt.

Take advantage of low TotalView pricing
Per non-professional users, TotalView costsonly$15' per month and includes access to Level 2 data.
Vkit www.HASDAQTQtatViflw.com. Jr. call 301,978.5307.
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INTRODUCTION1
NYSE Area, Inc. (Exchange) requested that the Securities and Exchange

Commission (SEC) approve a proposed rule change (the "Proposal") that would

allow the Exchange to establish certainfees for depth-of-book market data(also

known as unconsolidated, ornon-core, data).2 The SEC has issued aNotice that
presents a Proposed Order to approve that request and the SEC's basis for doing so,3

In the Proposed Order,the SEC describeswhat it calls a "market-based"

approach to itsoversight ofdepth-of-book data pricing and other terms.4 The SEC
bases its analysis on whether the exchangeis subject to "significant competitive

forces"5 in setting the terms, including any applicable fees, of its proposal for
unconsolidated data. If it believes the answer is yes, then the SEC will approve tiie

proposal unless it determines there is a"substantial countervailing basisto findthat
the terms nevertheless railto meet an applicablerequirementofthe Exchange Act or

the rules thereunder."6 If it believes that theanswer is no, then the SEC willrequire
the exchangeto provide "a substantial basis,otherthan competitive forces, in its

proposed rulechange demonstrating thatthe terms ofthe proposal arcequitable, fair,

reasonable, and not unreasonably discriminatory.''7
Based on this framework, the SEC presents its preliminary findings with
respectto the Exchange's Proposal. The SEC concludesthat "[a]tleast two broad

types ofsignificantcompetitive forces applied to NYSE Area in setting the termsof
1This Report was prepared attherequest of NetCoalition.
2Filing of Proposed RuleChange Relating toApproval of Market Data Fees for NYSEAna Data, SEC Release
No. 34-53952,71 FR 33496(June9,2006). As I discuss below, for the purpose ofanalyzing competition among
exchanges, allexchanges ownedby the samecorporate patentshould be aggregated because they arecontrolled
by thesameeconomic agent, whichseeksto maximize theprofits ofthecombined operations. Thus, forpurposes
ofeconomic analysis, NYSE Area andNYSE shouldbe considereda single entity, NYSE Group.

*Proposed Order Approving Proposal by NYSEArca, Inc. to Establish Fees for Certain Market Data and Request
forComment,SEC ReleaseNo. 34-57917,73 Fed.Reg,32751 (June4,2008) [hereinafter "Proposed Order"].
4At H32761.

5Id. at32762. For the purposes ofthis Report, Iam assuming as correct the standard that isspecified inthe
Proposed Order—that proposedterms for the saleofdepth-of-bookdata are"equitable, fair, reasonable, andnot
unreasonablydiscriminatory"if those terms are subjectto"significant competitive forces.'* In particular, I am not

addressing whetherdepth-of-book datanecessarily constitute a relevant antitrust marketbut am addressing only
whether"significant competitive forces" would necessarily constrainthe setting ofdepth-of-book fees by the
exchangesand thereby prevent the exerciseofmarket powerover those fees.
*/</.
7U.

its Proposal."8 One source ofcompetitive constraint claimed by the SEC isthe
availability ofalternatives to anexchange's depth-of-book data. The other source is
competition for order flow among trading venues, including exchanges, electronic
communication networks (ECNs) and alternative tradingsystems (ATSs).

This Report examines whether the SEC'sconclusion is sound as a matter of
economics andwhether it is supported by the evidence the SEC presents. I have
been askedto assumethatthe SEC is correct thatcompetition exists for order flow

and to address thequestion ofwhether that assumed competition would preclude an
exchange from exercising significant market power over the pricmg of depth-of-book
market data.9

I find thatthe SEC's preliminary conclusion regarding the existenceof

significant competitive constraints ontheExchange's pricing ofdepth-of-book data
is not supported by theanalysis and evidence that the SECpresents. Onthe contrary,
the economics and evidence indicate that:

• the Exchange likely has significant market power overthe pricing ofits
depth-of-book market data;

•

the availability of the alternative sources of depth-of-book data thatthe
SEC identifies would not constrain that market power; and

•

competition for order flow would not constrain thatmarket power.

The remainder of thisReport is organized as follows. Section II explains the
flaws in the SEC's conclusion that economically significantalternatives to an

exchange's depth-of-book data exist and that such alternatives constrain the
exchange's pricing ofitsdepth-of-book data. Section III explains the flaws inboth

'At at 32763.

' Market power refers totheability tocharge aprice that exceeds the price that would becharged under
competitive conditions. SeeDEKNisW.Ouu.TONftJErfiurYM.PEluXn'.MoOEr^

642 (4* ed. 2005). Since most firms have some limited market power, economists typically focus onsignificant
market power. Under the Horizontal Merger Guidelines, the ability toraise price above the competitive level by
5-10 percent for a sustained period of timeisconsidered significant market power. Sec U.S. DEr'T. OF Justice
and the Fed.Trade Comm'n,horizontal Merger guideunes (1992,Revised 1997).

the SEC's premise and conclusion that competition for order flow constrains the
pricingofdepth-of-book data. Section IV concludes.
EL

THE ALTERNATIVES IDENTIFIED BY THE SEC DO NOT
SIGNIFICANTLY CONSTRAIN THE PRICING OF AN

EXCHANGE'S DEPTH-OF-BOOK DATA AND ARE NOT
SUBSTITUTES.

The SEC concludes that alternativesourcesofinformation "impose
significantcompetitive pressureson an exchange in setting fees for its depth-of-book

order data."10 Itidentifies four categories of data that are supposedly alternatives that
constrainan exchange in pricing its depth-of-book data:
1. depth-of-book data from othertradingvenues;
2. the exchange's own consolidateddata;

3. "pinging"the various markets by routing oversizedmarketable limit
orders; and

4. the threat ofindependent distributionofdepth-of-book data by securities
firms and data vendors.11
A.

The SEC Does Not Adequately Support Its Claims of Alternative
Products.

The SECdoesnot present any evidence to support its claimthatthe four
alternatives that it identifies are in fact economicsubstitutes for depth-of-book data

thatwould constrain an exchange's pricing ofthatdata. Orriuiarily, an analysis of
whethertwo products aresubstitutes foreach otherwould considerwhether
consumerswould readilyswitch between products in responseto changesin relative

prices. The SEC provides no evidencethatany ofthe alternative sources ofdatait
mentions are treated as substitutes by market participants, allow market participants

10 Proposed Order, supra note 3, at32766.
"At at 32765.

to achieve the same objective, orhave similar costs. The SECsimply lists
alternatives and asserts thatthey aresubstitutes. That is not enough.
Common andwell-accepted methodsare used to determine whether products

are sufficiently closesubstitutes suchthat anincrease in the price ofoneproduct
would lead consumers to substitute anotherproductand thereby make that price

increase unprofitable. A basicinquiryis whetherproducts servethe same purpose

from thestandpoint ofthecustomer. If aconsumer were considering the substitutes
for a BMW, sheprobably would notconsider a bicycle asa substitute because, for
virtually alluses, a BMW and abicycledo notserve the same purposes in a

reasonably interchangeable way. Even within thecategory of automobiles, low-end
automobiles such as Kias maynotbe substitutes for high-end cars such as BMWs

because potential buyers of BMWs would notusually consider a Kia asa reasonably
substitutable alternative to a BMW.

As an alternative to the principle ofreasonable interchangeability, the SSNIP

(small butsignificant non-transitory increase inprice) test is commonly usedby the
U.S. Department ofJustice, theFederal Trade Commission, theEuropean
Commission, andmanyothercompetition authorities to identifywhichproducts are

sufficiently close substitutes so as to constrain the exercise ofmarket power." The
SSNIP testposes thehypothetical question of whether a producer could profitably
increase the price ofa product or group ofproducts by 5-10 percent abovethe
competitive level. If it is possible, then that product orgroup ofproducts constitutes
amarket andproducts outside that market are notsufficiently strong substitutes to

defeat anattempted price increase. If itis not possible, then other products must
provide good enough substitutes and should beincluded inthe market as competitive
forces that constrain the exercise ofmarket power.

The SEC neitherpurports to define a relevant marketnor presentsany

evidence that demonstrates thatits proffered alternatives to anexchange's depth-of
bookdata are reasonably interchangeable withsuchdata orwouldconstrain the
" EB4SR ELHAUGB & DAMTEN GERADIN, GLOBAL COMPETITION LAWAMD ECONOMICS 287-288 (2007).

pricingof such data underthe SSNIP (or any other) test As I discuss next, none of
those alternatives is likely a significantconstraint on the exchanges' pricing ofdepth
of-book data.

B.

The Alternative Sources of Depth-of-Book Data Identified by the

SEC Are Likely Not Substitutes for an Exchange's Depth-of-Book
Data.

The purpose ofassessing whether substitutes existfor NYSE Area(orany
other exchange's) depth-of-book data is to identify productsthat will act as

competitive constraints ifthe Exchange attempts to exercise marketpowerin its
pricing ofdepth-of-book data. The relevant substitutes must therefore come from

independent competitors that setprices independently of theExchange. Ifanother
potential source ofdepth-of-book data is controlled by thesame corporate entity, that
product does notprovide aneffective competitive constraint—the corporate entity's
profit-maximizing incentive is to coordinate thepricing ofboth products, not to use

one tocompete with the other.13
For thepurposes ofanalyzing market power overdepth-of-book data, the
combined shareofNYSE and NYSE Area is relevant, not their respective individual

shares. The pricing ofdepth-of-book data for both NYSE andNYSE Areaare
controlled by the samecorporate entity,NYSE Group. To the extent that,

hypothetically, a price increase in NYSE Area's depth-of-book data results in shifts

to purchases ofNYSE's depth-of-book data, those are revenues that are retained by
the same corporateentity.

The SEC observes thatNYSE and NYSE Area"operate as separate trading

centers with separate limitorder books, and each distributes its depth-of-book order

data separately for separate fees."14 That isbeside the point Even if NYSE and
MFor that reason, related corporate entities are treated asasingle economic actor for antitrust purposes. Cf.
Coppermld Corp. v.Independence Tube Corp., 467US. 752,769-72 (1984). InCcpperweld, theSupreme
Court rightly observed mat, where entities are not"separate economic actors pursuing separate economic

interests,'' they should beconsidered "asingle actor" onthe marketplace, id. at 769-70. The Court further slated

that"there can belittle doubt that theoperations of acorporate enterprise organized intodivisions mustbejudged
u the conduct ofa single actor.... A division witMna corporate structure pursues thecommoninterests ofthe
whole, rather than interests separate fromthose ofthe corporation itself Id. at 770.

14 Proposed Order, supra note3, at32763, n.184.

NYSE Area areoperated asseparate exchanges, the samecorporate entity controls
and profits fromboth exchanges andwill coordinate the pricing ofthe two.

Aggregating the shares ofdistinct products soldby the same firm is the routine
practice in mergerreview and in the antitrust caselaw.
I now consider the four data sources that the SBC claims are alternatives that

significantly constrain the pricing ofanexchange's depth-of-book data.
L

Depth-of-book data from other trading venues

The SEC first asserts thatdepth-of-book data from othertrading venues
constrainthe Exchange's pricingofits own depth-of-book data. At the outset, we

notethateachexchange's depth-of-book data are unique to thatexchange. Depth-of
book data from NYSE, forexample,reflectdifferentorders from depth-of-bookdata

from Nasdaq or BATS or Direct Edge. To havea reasonably comprehensive picture

of liquidity belowthetop ofthebook,depth-of-book data from allexchanges with
substantial trading are required. That proposition underlies the rulesand regulations
that have led to the consolidated tape—i.e.t the requirement mat all tradingvenues
contribute their data so that the national-best-bid-and-offer and the last-transaction

data can be compiled and displayed to the investment community.

In addition, depth-of-book data from different trading venues reflect liquidity

ofsubstantially different magnitudes and quality. Nasdaq andNYSE Group, for

example, operate by far the leading exchanges for trading inU.S.-listed equities.
Based on the statistics reported by the SEC for December 2007,NYSE accounts for

22.6percent of alltrading volumeand NYSE Area accounts for 15.4 percent. Thus,

the NYSE Group accounts for 38.0 percent ofall trading volume." Nasdaq accounts
for 29.1 percent ofall trading volume.16 NYSE Group and Nasdaq control the only
11 Id. at32763 (Table 1). NYSEis intheprocess ofacquiring theAmerican Stock Exchange which accounts for
a further 0.8percenL Press Release, NYSE Euronext, NYSBBuronext to Acquire theAmerican StockExchange
(Jan. l8,20TJ8),avaJM&<!rhtto:/ywww.rtf»

" Id. at32763 (Table IJ. Nasdaq hasalso announced thepending acquisition of thePhiladelphia Stock
Exchange, whichaccounts fora further 0.1 percent SeePress Release, NASDAQ,NASDAQto Acquire
Philadelphia StockExchange (Nov.7,2007),available at
r^//wwwji85daq,coin/newsroom/iKws/»ew
I070730P
R»4ZONEFULU,EED130788Juin&year-l l/07/2007%20+7X3a30AM.

trading venues ofany significantsize. While there are smallertrading venues—

j

primarily BATS andDirect Edge—they account forsubstantially lesstrading
volume.

In analyzingmarketpoweroverdepth-of-book data, it is important to
recognizethat the depth-of-bookdata fora given stock areunique. The depth-of

book data on trading in AT&T aredistinct fromthe depth-of-book data on trading in
Google. A traderinterested in trading AT&T stock needs dataon AT&T trading—if
one exchange has a significant shareof tradingin AT&T, data from another
exchange that has a significant share oftradingin Google is not directly pertinent to
the AT&T investment decision.
»

The dominance ofNYSE Groupand Nasdaq in pertinentliquidity is even
more apparentwhen we consider separately trading in NYSE-listed and Nasdaq
listed stocks. Fortradingin NYSE-listed stocks in December 2007, NYSE Group

exchanges had a53.6 percent share and Nasdaq had a 18.4 share.11 Bycontrast, the
SEC reported shares for BATS of5.1 percent and for Direct Edge of3.0 percent for

trading inNYSE-listed stocks." For trading in Nasdaq-listed stocks inDecember
2007, Nasdaq had a45.4 percent share and NYSEGroup had a14.8 percent share.19
{

By contrast, the SEC reported shares for BATS of7.9 percent and for DirectEdge of

i

6.9 percent.

!

Abroker-dealer interested indepth-of-book data is unlikely to ignore the
depth-of-book data available from the leading trading venues. The value ofthe

j

depth-of-book data from trading venues thathave a significant share oftrading

!

volume inasignificant group ofsecurities ishigher than the value ofdepth-of-book
data from a tradmg venue that does not have such a share.

I

The availability of data from other trading venues therefore does not

effectively constrain the prices that significant venues can charge. This finding is
1'Ihave used the same source and time period for these shares as reported bythe SEC SetArcaVistan,
available at http://www.arcavisiMi.com. NYSE hada shareof41.2% while NYSB Area had a shareof 12.4%.

" Proposed Order, supra note 3,at32763.
19 See ArcaVision, available athttpVAvwwjrcavitioacom. NYSB does notoffertrading ofNatdaq-listed stocks.
MProposed Order, supra note 3,at32763.

confirmed by theasymmetry that the SEC acknowledges in the pricing ofdepth-of

book data by different trading venues.21 Venues without significant liquidity ina
substantial number ofsecurities mayhave difficultycharging significant (orany)

prices for their market data and mayhave difficulty getting their market data
distributed (in theabsence ofregulatory requirements) while venues withsignificant

liquidity—NYSE Group and Nasdaq—can and do charge significant prices for thendata as I discuss further below.
2.

Consolidated data

The SEC's second claimed alternativeis consolidateddata. The consolidated

data consistofthenational best bid andoffer fora stock and the last sale fora stock

reported inany market22 Depth-of-book data, however, reflect liquidity below the
top-of-book that isdifferent from, and inaddition to, the liquidity reflected by
consolidated data. As NYSE Area explains:

Now more than ever, in orderto see and estimate true market

liquidity, youneed to look beyond justthetop ofbookprice. When
comparing all available liquidity atthe inside toArcaBook, you'll see
that within five cents ofthe NBBO, ArcaBook datamay provide six

times more liquidity than is offered by all market centers' topofbook
at the market inside.23

Thecustomers that purchase depth-of-book data are those that need the

significant additional information on liquidity provided by depth-of-book data.2* No
rational purchaser would pay significant fees in excess of the fees that heor shepays
for consolidated data to acquire depth-of-book data if thetwo were good substitutes.
MId. at32769; tee alsoSection m for a discussion of thisissue.
a/<£ *32770.

9 See ArcaBook: Speed, Depth and Value ataCompetitive Price, available at
htto:/Avvfw.m<xtbta.cmTi/nysea
S.

MTheSEC also states that "only 19,000 professional users purchase Nasdaq's depth-of-book data product and

420,000 professional users purchase core data inNasdaq-listed stocks." (As Idiscuss below, see biftu note 41,
this figure may understate the number of professional users ofall ofNasdaq's depth-of-book data products.) The
SEC believes that this strongly suggests that noexchange has monopoly pricing power for itsdepth-of-book data
because the substantial majority of professional users either donot believe they need the data orthat the cost
exceeds the value they place onthe data. That isthe wrong conclusion todraw. Monopolists commonly set
prices torestrict output—the fact that amonopolist isselling only toasubset ofpotential customers isconsistent
with its having set prices above competitive levels so that only those that value is product highly will purchase
the product

If thepriceof depth-of-book datawere increased, the consumers of those datawould
not increasetheir purchases ofconsolidated datasince they alreadyconsumethose
data and the data do not reflectadditional liquidity. Likewise,ifthe priceofdepth
of-book data were decreased, the consumers ofthose data would not likely purchase

less consolidated data. Thus, consolidatedand depth-of-book data are not economic
substitutes and the former cannot constrain the pricing of the latter.
3.

"Pinging"

"Pinging" ordersare "oversized marketable limit orders [designed] to access

an exchange's total liquidity available atan order's limit price orbetter."25 Pinging
orders are used to expose liquidity that is hidden in reserve orders on an exchange. A
pinging order will execute against any hidden liquidity, and thus reveal depth
information that is not available from the exchange's depth-of-book data. Pinging
orders find liquidity that is not displayed. They do not gather information on depth
of-book data that are available for purchase.

The SEC assertsmat the use ofpingingmaybe expanded into a viable
substitutefor an exchange's depth-of-book data. The SEC appears to arguethat,
because pinging orders extract data that are not available from the exchange's depth

of-book data, and is superiorin that respect,pingingcan also serve as a substituteto
the depth-of-book data. But the SEC has provided no evidence that pinging provides
a viable alternative that would significantly constrain the pricing ofdepth-of-book
data by the exchanges.

In fact, pingingdoes not appearcapable of replicatingan exchange'sdepth
of-book data. First, pinging places limit orders that incur the risk ofexecution to
gather the data. If the execution is not optimal, the trade can involve a cost greater
than the market data.

Second,the information on liquidity returned from a pingingorder is
substantially different from the informationprovided by an exchange's depth-of
' Proposed Order, supra note3, at32765.

book data. Whena pinging order is executed, theexecution reveals onlythat the
numberof shares specifiedin the orderwereavailable at the specifiedprice. The
executed orderdoesnotindicate whether more liquidity at thatpricewasavailable or
whetherany liquiditybeyondthat priceremains available.

Alternatively, whena pinging order is not executed, one knows onlythat the

specifically requested liquidity atthat price is notavailable. Butthatinformation
doesnot indicateifa lesser amount ofliquidity at or beyond that price is available.

Pinging is thus an inferior substitute, if a substitute at all,fordepth-of-book
data. Despite the SEC'ssuggestion, anincrease in thepriceof depth-of-book data
would not plausibly resultin a significant increase in pinging,anda decrease in the

price of depth-of-book datawould notplausibly result in a significant decrease in
pinging. TheSEChas not presented anyevidence to the contrary.
4.

Collaboration

The SEC's claim that the threatof potential entry by a collaborative venture

of securities firms currently imposes a significant competitive constraint on the

Exchange's pricing of itsdepth-of-book datais speculative, implausible, and
unsubstantiated.

The U.S. Department ofJustice andtheFederal TradeCommission's

HorizontalMerger Guidelines require entry to be"timely, likely, andsufficient in its
magnitude, character andscope todeteror counteract" attempts to exercise market

power.26 To be timely, entry needs to take place within two years.27 To be likely,
entry needs to be profitable atcompetitive prices.2* And to be sufficient, entry needs
to deter or counteract the exercise ofmarket power.

"U.S.DH>YOFjUSTICTANDTlUflro.TJIADEOOMMXH
1997).

"fd.i32.

aId. 53J. Spedfica%,tfaetforison^Jlfefser OuideuVa»usepre
'Id. {3.4.
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The SEC hasprovidedno evidence that the threat ofentry by a collaborative
effort is timely, likely or sufficient so as to impose a currentcompetitive constraint
on the Exchange's pricing ofdepth-of-book data In fact, securities firms almost
certainly could not successfully collaborate in a timely and sufficient manner so as to

imposea significantconstraint onthe abilityofthe Exchange to exercisemarket
power over its depth-of-book data.

Consider the hurdles and expense that the securities firms would face to
provide complete depth-of-book datathrough collaboration. To provide such depth
of-book data, hundreds of securities firms would have to come together, agree to join
a collaborativeeffort, and provide the depth-of-book dataon a timely basis. To form
a collaborative enterprise, one or more securities firms would have to act as

entrepreneurs to organize theirdirect competitors, enliststill othersecurities firms in
the venture,establish governance andvoting structures, and form an on-goingjoint
venture that compiles and distributescomprehensive data on a timely basis. The
organizational costs of doing so arelikely prohibitive.

The competing firms, which arediverse, would also have to agree how to

splitthe costsandrevenues associated withsupplying the depth-of-book data. The
processof securing such an agreement on acceptable business terms would likely be
ume-a>nsuining,challenging, and costly. Formingsuccessful joint ventures oftwo

firms is ordinarily difficult; forming one amonghundreds ofcompetitorswould be
j

more difficult by far. Forexample, the venturemay fail ifonly one significant
securities firm refusesto participate or iflarge securities firms, recognizing this,
refuse to participatein the absence ofreceivinga disproportionate share ofthe net
benefits. In addition, the joint venture would have to addressthe numerous

regulatory issues associated with collaborations among direct competitors.30
Even ifthe largecompetitorcollaboration could be formed, its productmay
be ofa quality that is inferior to that ofthe exchanges. To serve as an economically
relevant substitute for depth-of-book products,the hypothetical collaboration's
" Set,«vff., U.S.OB?*T. ofJustice AND THB FED.Trade CoMM'N, Antitrust Guidelinesfor Cottaboratlons Among
Competitors(April 2000).
11

depth-of-book data must be substantiallycomprehensiveacross exchanges, which in

turnwould requirevirtually industry-wideparticipation. In tile likely event that the

hypothetical collaboration's depth-of-book product is not substantially
comprehensive, its incomplete information on available liquidity may well not serve
as a viable substitute for an exchange's complete offering.

Moreover, the exchange would have to believe that the collaborative effort
could provide the depth-of-book dataat such a price that the exchange would not be

ableto exercisemarketpower. The collaborative venture, however, would facea
significantcost disadvantage relativeto the exchanges. The exchanges obtainthe

depth-of-book data for free asa byproduct oftheir being SROs. The collaborative
venturewould collectthe depth-of-book data ata higher cost and less efficiently than
the exchanges. The collaborativeventure would thereforeconfront a higher cost
structurewith greater logistical challengesthan those ofan exchange and, as a result,

would not likely impose a significantconstraint on the Exchange's pricingofdepth
of-book data.

5.

Summary on the availability of substitutes

Competition authorities and courtsconsiderthe availability ofonly close
substitutes—ones that consumers would, in fact, turn to in the face ofa price
increase—as constraints on the exercise of significant market power. The SEC's

analysis ignores thatestablished framework and asserts, with no economicor factual
basis, that several alternatives aresubstitutes for the depth-of-book data. The SEC
seems to further assume that any degree of substitution (e.g., bicycles for cars as
modes oftransportation) can constrain market power without any consideration of

whether the products at issue are reasonably interchangeable for the relevant end use
or whether one can defeat a price increase ofthe other.

12

m.

COMPETITION FOR ORDER FLOW DOES NOT SIGNIFICANTLY
CONSTRAIN THE EXCHANGE'S DEPTH-OF-BOOK DATA
PRICING.

In this section, I consider whether competition for order flow significantly

constrains the pricing ofan exchange's depth-of-book data, the other supposed
competitive constraint that the SEC has identified in tiie Proposed Order. The SEC
has claimed that competition for order flow and the pricing ofdepth-of-book dataare

"two sides ofthe same coin" and, therefore, competition for order flow is a
significant constrainton any market power the exchanges possess over depth-of-book
i

data. Both the SEC's premise and its conclusion arewrong.
A.

The SEC's Premise that Order Flow and Depth-of-Book Data Are
"Two Sides of the Same Coin" Is Wrong.

The Iynchpin ofthe SEC's argument is that order flow competition and

depth-of-book dataare"two sides ofthe same coin" insofar as a strong and direct
relationship exists between the two. That is wrong. The relationship between the
two is neither strongnor direct.
An exchange has at least three sources of revenue relevant to die Proposed

Order liquidity providers, liquidity takers, and depth-of-book market data
purchasers. The provision and taking ofliquidity generatesorder flow and
constitutes the trading process. Market dataare a byproduct ofthe trading process.
A strong and direct relationship exists between order flow and prices for

liquidity providersand liquidity takers. Liquidity providers are given rebates and

otherincentives to provideliquidity to the exchanges; those price incentives directly
affect the volume ofliquidity provided. Liquidity takers are charged for using this
liquidity, those fees directly affect the volume ofliquidity taken.
Depth-of-book data, by contrast, area byproduct ofthe process of providing

and taking liquidity (Le., order flow). Depth-of-book datado not directly lead to
order flow and they are not priced to encourageorder flow. Rattier, depth-of-book

data pricing reflects the value ofthe informationprovided—that is, the extent of
liquidity disclosed. Exchanges charge fixed fees for each person using the data
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independent oftheamount of orders generated by that individual. Firms responsible
for high trading volume are charged thesame as firms that usethedata for research

purposes and do not trade at all." Iexplain these points inmore detail below.
An exchange's trading platform depends on the participation of traders.

Sometrading participants provide liquidity to theexchange andother trading

participants takeliquidity. A trade takes place onlywhena party offering to buy or

sell atagiven price meets another party that is willing to take theother side ofthe
trade at that price. (Traders may be both liquidity providers andliquiditytakersat
differenttimes fordifferenttrades.) Liquidity providers andtakersarenot

symmetric, however, in their importance totheplatform. Theproviders of liquidity
attract users ofliquidity, aswellasother providers of liquidity, allofwhichgenerate
trading activity for the platform.

We therefore expect prices to favor the side that is moreimportant—orders

that provide liquidity.32 And, in fact, we observe pricing practices that offer
significant incentives for liquidity providers. NYSEand Nasdaq, for example, both
payrebates to liquidity providers. For NYSE, in 2007, liquidity rebates totaled $626
million, incomparison with itsnetrevenues of $317 million from fees for trading and

access to the trading platform.33 For Nasdaq, in2007, liquidity rebates totaled
$1,050 million,in comparison with its net revenues of$322million from fees for
trading and access to the trading platform.

" Indeed, theProposed Order suggests that charging differing prices for market data depending on the
purchaser's placement oforder flow maybeunreasonably discriminatory. See Proposed Order, supra note3,at
32762,32768. Ourpoint here, however, is that fees are currently structured inamaimer matdoes nothavea
direct effect on order flow.

31 Jean-Charles Rochet& Jean Tirolc,Two-Sided Markets: A ProgressReport, 37 RAND J.OF ECON. 645 (2006).

MNYSE Euronext Annual Report (Form 10-K) (March 25,2008). Gross revenues for NYSE Group in the
United States related to cashtrading were$1,165 million in2007, withnetrevenues of $317millionafter$626
million inliquidity rebates (Including payments to specialists) and $222million in routing andclearing fees.
(NYSE Group alsoreceived $86millionrelated to derivatives trading.)

MNasdaq OMX Group, Ino, Annual Report (Form 10-10 (Feb. 25,2008). Cross revenues for Nasdaq inthe
UnitedStates related to trading were$1,903 millionin trading feesand$77millionin platform accessfees.

Nasdaq bad nettrading related revenues of $322 million after S1,050 million inliquidity rebates, $35million in
tapefeesrevenue shared with market parlicipanu: forplacing orders andreporting trades to Nasdaq (undertwo
separate programs), and $575millionin brokerage, clearance andexchangefees.
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Smaller trading venues offerevenmore aggressive liquidity rebates. For

example, theBATS ECN pays a $0.0024 rebate per executed share for orders that
add liquidity for Tapes A and C securities and charges a$0.0025 fee per executed

share for orders that remove liquidity.35 That is,of the $0.0025 transaction fee it
receives from thetakerofliquidity, it pays $0.0024 outto the trader thatprovided the

liquidity. For Tape B securities, BATS pays more inarebate ($0.0030) than it takes
as a transaction fee ($0.0025).

NYSE Arearecently announced similar pricing. ForTapeA andC securities,

thepricing structure is inverted, including arebate of $0.0028 for orders that add
liquidity anda fee of$0.0027 for orders that takeliquidity. For Tape B securities,
the rebateis $0.0023 fororders thataddliquidityandthe fee is $0.0028 fororders

that take liquidity.36
As the Proposed Order observes, orders thatprovide liquidity attract other

traders to theplatform. The more liquidity and trading on a given platform, the
greater the numberof traders thatare interested in participating on thatplatform.
Trading venues compete to attract liquidity, which generates trading volume, which
in turn generates trading revenues forthe platform. Accordingly, the pricesthat are
most relevantto attracting orderflow are the transaction fees, includingthe liquidity
rebates, associatedwith placingorderson a tradingvenue.

The pricing behavior reviewed above confirms that competition for order
flow among trading venues is reflected most directly in the transaction fees they

charge andthe liquidity rebates they offer. Each trading venue setsits transaction
prices andliquidityrebates to provide direct incentives formarketparticipants to

MSeeBATS Fee Schedule. Effective July1,2008, available at
httoy/www.batsbading.conv'subscriber resouree&BATS%20Fee%20Schodule%20

%20effecu've%20July%201,%202rj08id£ BATS also charges arouting charge of$0.0029 for orders routed to
other venues.

MTheseare NYSB Area'sfees for itsmostactive tieroftrading customers. The fees for othertiers also reflect
significant liquidity rebates. NYSEArea also charges arouting fee of$0.0029 for orders executed by another
marketcenteror partietpani, excepton the NYSB wherethe routir^feeis $0.0008(or $0.0006 forcustomers

using NYSE Area'sPrimary Sweep Order). These fees areeffective July1,2008. SeeNYSE Group, NYSE Area
AnnouncesUnifiedEquities Transaction Pricing. EffectiveJuly I (June 19,2008),available at

Mrpy/www.ny^e.coin^ress/l2138707718l5Jmnl.
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offer liquidity toand place orders on that venue. Supply and demand forces work as
expected—fees are decreased and rebates are increased toattract more order flow.
Fees for depth-of-book data, however, do notvary withthepurchaser's order

flow generally or with the purchaser's order flow on the providing exchange. The
exchanges therefore do not use depth-of-book data to stimulate trades, as they use
rebates and fees for liquidity providers and takers. Rather, depth-of-book data are

typically priced ona fixed monthly fee per device subscribed. In addition, some
exchanges offer an option for an enterprise license to cover all users, aper company

mnriniirm fee cap, and aper company access fee.37 I am not aware ofexchanges'
pricing their depth-of-book data based on the extent to which those data are used for
orders.

B.

The SEC's Conclusion that Order Flow Competition Significantly
Constrains Depth-of-Book Data Pricing Is Wrong.

Based onthe faulty premise that order flow and market data are twosides of
the same coin, the SEC draws the conclusion that competition for order flow limits
anexchange's ability to setprices for depth-of-book data. Thatis wrong.

Although an exchange mayhave an incentive tomake available itsdepth-of
book data, the exchange nevertheless cancharge prices above competitive levels for

those data iftheexchange isnotconstrained by significant competitive forces intheir
saleand such data havevalueto customers by reflecting substantial liquidity. Once a

seller makes aproduct available, theprice that the seller charges for theproduct is a
function ofthedemand for theproduct andwhether economically significant

substitutes are available. Inthecase ofdepth-of-book data, theexchange will

identify the profit-maximizing price for the data even if that price ishigher than
would bepaid by asignificant number of potential purchasers. The SEC implicitly

recognizes that important point bynoting that Nasdaq's depth-of-book product,
which is presumably profitably priced, ispurchased bya small percentage of
Nasdaq's professional users.38
" SEC ReleaseNo. 34-53952. supra note2, at 33496-33497.

"See Infra oote 41.
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Nasdaq's publicly reported revenue information confirms that exchanges with
significant order flow have significant pricing power for their unconsolidated data.
In 2007, Nasdaq received consolidated data revenue of$87 million and
unconsolidated data revenue of$88 million.40 Thus, of itsmarket data revenue, more
than halfwas received from consumers ofunconsolidated data. This figure is
particularly striking because, according tothe SEC, "only 19,000 professional users
purchase Nasdaq's depth-of-book data product and 420,000 professional users

purchase core data in Nasdaq-listed stocks."41 That means that Nasdaq was able to
extract more than 50percent of its2007 market data revenue from itssale of
unconsolidated data, even though less than 5 percent of professional users purchased
its depth-of-book data.

Furthermore, wewould not expect pricing for market data to beconstrained

by"fierce" competition for order flow. Order flow competition implies that traders
can and do switch easily among many alternative trading venues and that an
exchange would have little ornoleverage to charge higher prices to itstrading

participants. That competition appears to bereflected inthe exchanges' transaction
pricing and thesubstantial rebates they pay to liquidity providers.
Bycontrast, as discussed above, an exchange with substantial liquidity
mnintninn significant leverage over the consumers of itsdepth-of-book data. That
dynamic—significant leverage over market data customers and little ornoleverage

over providers and takers of liquidity—results inprices for market data that reflect

" 1discuss Nasdaq's revenues asNYSE does not report its revenues from consolidated versus unconsolidated
data.

* Thisis netof $46million inconsolidated date fees that Nasdaq collects and isrequired (asaresult ofib role u
theSecurities Information Processor for Nasdaq-listed securities) toshare with other trading venues based on
their respective shares of trading inNasdaq-listed securities.

41 Proposed Order, supra note 3,at 32766. The SEC's reference to 19,000 professional users ofNasdaq's depth

of-book data may bean understatement The Nasdaq lettercited bythe SBC indicates that there were 19,000

professional users ofTotalView. The Nasdaq letterdid not indicate how many professional users purchased its
other depth-of-book data products. See Letter from Jeffrey Davis. Vice President and Deputy General Counsel,
TheNasdaq Stock Market, dated May 18,2007, at6.

a 1have already shown In Section Uthat the purported alternatives offered bythe SEC do not In fact provide
economic substitutes for depth-of-book data and thus do not significantly constrain depth-of-book data pricing.
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significant market power and prices for order flow that reflect competitive
conditions.43
C.

The Evidence on Which the SEC Relies Does Not Support the
SEC's Conclusions.

The SEC presents four sources ofsupport for its conclusion that order flow
competition constrains pricing for depth-of-book data:
1.

An industry textbook.

2.

TheReport of the SEC Advisoty Committee on Market Information.

3.

The strategy followed by BATS (an ECN) of not charging for market

data.

4.

Island's choosing notto display its order bookto avoid beingsubject

to the Inter-market Trading System (ITS) regulations and losing significant order
flow.44

None supportthe SEC's conclusions.
The first two sourcesare statementsto the effect that, in the absence ofthe

regulatory requirement for consolidated data from all trading venues tobedisplayed,
many data vendors would notdisplay data from smaller trading venues and that those
venues would therefore findit difficult to compete fororderflow. Those statements
do no more than acknowledge: (1) thatthe pricing powerofmarketdataderives

from the significance oftheliquidity that the market data reflect; and (2) that some
degree of transparency may beanimportant component of aplatform that is
appealing totraders. Both points were discussed above, and neither establishes that
competition for orderflow constrains marketdata pricing.

41 TheSECasserts that, if "NYSE Area were truly able toexercise monopoly power in pricing itsnon-core data,

itlikely would notchoose afee that generates only asmall fraction ofthetransaction fees that admittedly are
subject to fierce competitive forces." See Proposed Order, supra note 3,at32769. That isanon-scquitur. That a
firm charges fees for oneproduct that result intotal revemie that isgreater orless man thetotal reventie from the

saleofanother productsaysnothing about the firm'smarket powerovereitherproduct
44Id. at 32764.
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The thirdreference is to statements by the BATS ECN regarding its strategy

ofnot charging for market data. That strategy is hardly surprising, as market data
reflecting little liquidity have little value and the smaller trading venues that supply
such data have little pricing power.

Andthe fourth reference isto the experience of the Island ECN whenit chose

not to display its order book at all to avoid the Inter-market Trading System (ITS)
regulations and lost significant order flow. That experience hardly establishes that
order flow constrains the prices of market data. Asdiscussed above, even if aviable
trading venue must make some of its market data available, theprices that can be
charged for those data depend both onthe significance of the liquidity that the data
reflect and on the availability ofeconomically significant substitutes.

Indeed, the Report ofthe SEC Advisory Committee onMarket Information
itselfconfirms that thelarger exchanges retain market power over their data even if
the smaller trading venues do not:

Supporters of the Display Rule point out, however, that while the
abandonment oftherule plainly would take away anyartificial market
power ofthencu-primary markets, itisunlikely tobeasignificant
restraint onthepricing power of theprimary markets. To the extent
that market participants need the data generated by, for example, tiie
NYSE orNasdaq, theywould still be forced to buy it Accordingly,
theabsence oftheDisplay Rulewould notensure theappropriate level

of fees for the primary markets' data.45
In sum, theevidence proffered bythe SEC suggests onlythe following
unremarkable propositions:

• smaller exchanges cannot charge significant prices for depth-of-book data
becausethose datado not reflectsignificantliquidity; and

• larger exchanges can charge prices above competitive levels for depth-of
book data because they control—as noted in Section II—a significant

portion of theliquidity for each stock (e.g., 53.6 percent inthe case of
41 SEC advisory Committee on Market Information, Report of tub advisory Committee On Market
Information: a Blueprint For Responsible Chakob (Sept 14,2001).
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NYSE Group for NYSE-listed stocks) and are not constrained bythe
availability of reasonably interchangeable substitutes.

The SEC has presented no evidence or analysis tiiat could support its claim that order
flow and depth-of-book data are "two sides ofthe same coin" and that, therefore,
"fierce" order flow competition necessarily constrains the exercise ofsignificant
market power inthe provision ofdepth-of-book data.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

Scholarly literature and case law provide an analytical framework for
assessing whether firms can exercise significant market power over prices and
whether substitutes orother constraints discipline that market power. TheSEC does

notrely on that framework (or substitute acoherent one ofits own) to reach its
conclusion that the Exchange necessarily charges "equitable, fair, reasonable, and not
unreasonably discriminatory" prices for its depth-of-book data because of
"significant competitive forces."

To the contrary, economics and the relevant facts establish:

• the Exchange likely has significant market power over the pricing of its
depth-of-bookmarketdata;

• the availability ofthe alternative sources ofdepth-of-book data that the
SEC identifies would not constrainthat market power; and

• competition for order flow would notconstrain that market power.
I therefore conclude, asamatter of economics, that theSEC has presented no

credible analysis or evidence tosupport the position that the pricing ofdepth-of-book
data is subject to significant competitive forces.

I

* Indeed, comparing the absolute prices ofseveral products, as the SEC docs with respect to the depth-of-book
productsofNYSE, Nasdaq, and NYSE Area (fee Proposed Order, jHpra note 3,at 32769), does not speak to
wheuwUw price ofanyofthe reluctsreflects sgmfic^
The price ofagiven product relative
toanolherprc^isafunaionoflhedemandfcTtheglvcnproducl,a]lelsebeiBgequal. Sellers ofproducts for
which demand isrelatively greater will bo able to set relatively higher prices, and vice versa, even assuming the
absence ofeconomically significant substitutes for both products.
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INTRODUCTION1

NYSE Area, Inc. (NYSE)3 requested the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) to approvea proposed rulechangethatwould allow NYSE to

establish certain fees fordepth-of-book marketdata (also known as unconsolidated,

ornon-core, data).3 TheSEC has issued aNotice that presents aProposed Order to

approve that request and the basis for doing so.4
In my previous Report, I demonstrated that the ProposedOrder's preliminary
conclusion that significant competitive forces constrain NYSE's pricing of depth-of

book data is not supportedby the analysisand evidence presentedby the Proposed

Order.5 To the contrary, the economics and evidence show that
•

NYSE likely has significant market power over the pricing ofits depth-of
book market data;

•

the supposedly alternativesources ofdepth-of-book data that the
Proposed Order identifies would not significantly constrainmarket power
over depth-of-book data; and

1ThisReport was prepared attherequest ofNetCoalidon.
9For thepurpose of analyzing competition among exchanges, all exchanges owned by the same
corporate parent shouldbe aggregated as underthe control ofthe same economic agent,which seeks
to maximize the profitsofthe combined operations. Indeed, NYSE Euronext itself has criticized
Nasdaq for"totally ignoring] the NYSE Area trading in NYSE-listed securittes." PressRelease,
NYSE EuronextOastvisited Oct. 9,2008).http^/wvAy.nvseL<»ni/pdfs/NYSE Response Lettcrl.pdf
[hereinafter "NYSE EuronextPressRelease"]. Thus, for purposes ofeconomic analysis,the NYSE
Areaand New York Stock Exchangetrading venues shouldbe considered a singleentity. Ordover
andBamberger do not appear to dispute thisconclusion.

1Filing ofProposed Rule Change Relating toApproval of Market Data Fees for NYSE Area Data,
SECRelease No. 34-53592,71 Fed. Reg.33,496 (June 9,2006).

4Proposed Order Approving Proposal byNYSE Area, Inc. toEstablish Fees for Certain Market Data
and Request forComment, SEC ReleaseNo. 34-57917,73 Fed.Reg. 32,751 (June 10,2008)
(hereinafter "ProposedOrder"].

*Dr. David S. Evans, AnEconomic Assessment ofWhether "Significant Competitive Forces"
Constrain an Exchange's Pricing of Its Depth-of-BookMarketData(July 10,2008) [hereinafter
"Reportl.

•

competition for order flowwouldnot prevent the exercise of significant
market power over depth-of-book data.

On August 1,2008, Nasdaq submitted a letter to the SEC urgingapproval of

the Proposed Order and attaching a supporting Statement ofJanusz Ordover and

Gustavo Bamberger.6 Those authors reach three principal conclusions:7
•

u[E]venthough market information from one platform may not be a
perfect substitute for market information from one or more other

platforms,die existence ofalternative sources ofinformation can be

expected to constrain the prices platforms charge for market data."8
•

"[A] tradingplatform cannot generatemarket information unless it
receives bade orders. For this reason, a platform can be expected to use
its market data product as a tool for attracting liquidity and tradmg to its

exchange."9
•

Competition among exchanges constrains the "total return" each
exchange earns from its "sale ofjoint products," and thus the "total price

oftradingon that platform" is constrainedby the "total price oftrading on

rival platforms."10

6Statement ofJanusz Ordover and Gustavo Bamberger (Aug. 1,2008) (herejiiafter "Statement"].
7Theargument that platform competition constrains thetotal return of(he exchange isonethat
OrdoverandBamberger makethroughout theirsubmission but is not presented in theirconclusions,
which insteadfocuson me fust two arguments.
In additionto the economic flawsin Ordoverand Bamberger'stotalreturnanalysisthat arediscussed
in Section IV below, Ordoverand Bamberger ignorean important partof the relevantlandscape—
namelythe legal framework withinwhichexchanges mustoperate. Forexample,NetCoalition has
advisedme that Congress, by way ofthe Exchange Act, requires an"exclusive processor" of market
data (suchas NYSE) thatdistributes quotation andtransaction data to do so on termsthatare"fair
andreasonable" and"notunreasonably discriminatory." Proposed Order, supra note4, at32,760&
n.156.

By arguing thata relatively low pricefortransaction services effectively onsets a relativelyhigh
price for market data,see Statement,supra note 6, Yl 8,23 & ul23-24, Ordover and Bamberger
ignorethe above-referenced statutory mandate andthereby maketheireconomic argument largely
irrelevantwithin the context in which U.S. exchangesmust operate.

*Statement, supra note 6,138.
' Statement, supra note 6,138.
10 Statement, supra note6,VI7 & 23.

Those conclusions are conceptually flawed, anddie authors provideno meaningful
factualsupport for any ofthem.
In Section ILI address Ordover and Bamberger's flawed claim that

alternative sources ofdepth-of-book data act as a significant competitiveconstraint

on the prices that a given exchange can charge for its depth-of-book data. They do
not, and could not, present evidence to supportthat claim. Neither Nasdaq nor any

smaller exchangeprovides depth-of-book data tiiat are reasonably substitutable for
NYSE's depth-of-book data.

In Section m, 1 show that Ordoverand Bamberger's claim that competition

for order flow acts as a significantcompetitive constraint on an exchange's pricingof
its depth-of-book datais analytically flawed and factually inconsistent with how
exchanges work. Ordover and Bamberger assume a symmetrical demand

relationshipbetween order flow and depth-of-book data where none exists. Depthof-book data prices do not affect the marginalincentive to place ordersand,
therefore, do not significantly affect order flow decisions. On the other band, depth

of-book data revenue can be used to offset the costs of liquidity rebates and discounts
that attract more order flow. Additional order flow increases the value of, and the

prices that an exchange can charge for, its depth-of-book data.
In Section IV, I show that Ordoverand Bamberger's "total return" analysis is
based on the incorrectassumption thatthe price ofdepth-of-book data is part ofthe
marginal cost faced by broker-dealers in making trading decisions. Even ifone were

to assume that depth-of-book data priceswere one component of the "total price of
trading" on a platform, that component does not affect the marginal incentives to.

executea trade. Becausedepth-of-book datapricesare not partof the marginal cost

ofexecuting a trade, depth-of-book data prices arenot constrained by inter-platform

competition fororders. Further, evenifdepth-of-book data andtrade execution
services are "joint products" with "jointcosts," the price ofone doesnot necessarily
constrain the priceof the otherbecause they aresold separately and face distinct
competitive conditions.

IL

PRICES FOR DEPTH-OF-BOOK DATA FROM ONE EXCHANGE
ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY CONSTRAINED BY THE
AVAn^ABILTTY OF DEPTH-OF-BOOK DATA FROM OTHER
EXCHANGES

OrdoverandBamberger claimtiiat "TE]ven thoughmarketinformation from
one platform may not be a perfect substitute formarket information fromone or
more otherplatforms, the existence ofalternative sources ofinformation can be

expected toconstrain the prices platforms charge for market data."1'
Ordover and Bamberger provideno evidence to supporttheir claim, other
than asserting that they "understand"that "many 'professional' traders... view

depth-of-book information from NYSE Area and Nasdaq as reasonable substitutes
because all depth-of-book productsareeffectively proxies for liquidity that would be

available should the current NBBO change."12 That assertion iscontrary towhat
happens in the marketplace.
As an initial matter, Ordover and Bamberger's claim applies to depth-of-book

dataonly from NYSE and Nasdaq. That is, even assuming Ordover and Bamberger

11 Statement, supra note6,138.
n Statement, supra note6,132.

were correct that the priceof NYSE's depth-of-book data constrainsNasdaq's depth

of-book dataprices, thatwouldimply a duopolyover depth-of-book data. Except for
special circumstances that Ordover and Bambergerhave not identified or

documented, duopolies do not have competitiveprices. Indeed, the variety ofprices

for depth-of-bookdata indicates the lack ofa market-clearing pricethat one would
expect in a competitivemarketwith significant substitution among products. Highest
amongdepth-of-book datapricesarethose charged by Nasdaqand NYSE, reflecting

theirmarket powerover theirrespective depth-of-book data products, while smaller
tradingvenues have no choice but to chargelittle or nothing for their depth-of-book
data."

Moreover, Ordover and Bamberger present no empirical evidence to support
their claim as to substitutabOitybetween NYSE and Nasdaq. They do not attempt to

show, for example, that traders actually do substitute between depth-of-book data
from NYSE and Nasdaq, and marketplace evidence is to the contrary.

While depth-of-book datafrom NYSE and from Nasdaq both provide
information about liquidity if the priceofa security changes from the NBBO,

NYSE's and Nasdaq's respective depth-of-bookdatareflect liquidity ofdifferent
magnitudes and quality. Although Ordoverand Bambergerassert that Nasdaq's and
NYSE's depth-of-book dataare"proxies" for each other, that assertion is
contradictedby differences in the quantity and quality ofliquidity across equities and

" TheSEC cited evidence initsProposed Order that suggested that small trading venues mayhave
difficulties getting distributionof their market datain the absenceofdisplay rules governing the
distributionofconsolidated data. See Proposed Order,supra note 4, at 32,764 n.195 (citing Larry
Harris, Tradmg and Exchanges, MarketMicrostructurefor Practitioners 99 (2003)).

bytheir own evidence ofthe volatility ofthe exchanges' shares oftradmg volume.14
If, as Ordover andBamberger suggest, trading volume in NYSE-listed andNasdaq
listed stocks constantly shifts, one exchange's depth-of-book datawill not provide a

reliable proxy for the other's data, which may reflect significantlydifferentliquidity

as aresult of volatile competition for order flow,11
The Security Traders Association ("STA") observes that, as a matter of

marketplacereality, a broker-dealer needs the depth-of-book data feeds from each
significant venue on which a given security trades for a useful perspective of

available liquidity:
We do not believe that the depth-of-book feeds from
the various exchanges are fungible. Depth-of-book
feeds are not substitutes for one another NASDAQ's
depth-of-book data for IBM will be different from the
NYSE depth-of-book data for IBM. On the contrary,
each depth-of-book data feed reflects the market
conditions for a particular security on that particular
venue. Fora full appreciation ofthe liquidity available
in the entire marketplace... as a commercial and
competitive matter, a broker-dealerneeds the depth-of
book feeds from each significantvenue on which the

security trades.16
Moreover, as I explainedin my previous report, a market professional'sneed
for inforrnation about a particular security can be satisfied only by data about that

particular security. For example, market information about the market depth ofthe

14 Statement, supra note 6, Ufl 10-12.
" For example, NYSEEuronext touts itselfasthe "thedominant source of liquidity inNYSE-listed
securities,especiallyin thinly traded issues" with "more volumethan NASDAQ in 99.4% ofNYSE
listed stocks." NYSE Euronext PressReleasesupra note 2. A customer interested in assessing the

liquidity andmarketdepthofstockslisted on theNew York Stock Exchange therefore couldnot
satisfy that interestby purchasing only Nasdaq'sdepth-of-book data.

" Bart M. Green &John Giesea, STAComment Letter at 3(Sept. 11,2008),
http^/www^ec.gov/cc«imieots/>4-57917/3457917-15.pdf. [hereinafter "STA Comment Letter"].

securitiesofMicrosoft would not be useful to a traderseeking to determine the

market depth ofIBM securities. Ordover andBamberger, however, do not address
thebroad variations in the liquidity ofindividual securities across exchanges. Nordo
they explainhow one set of depth-of-book data for all securities on one exchange
couldbe reasonably substitutable for depth-of-book data forall securities on another
exchange.

In sum, Ordoverand Bamberger provideno meaningful evidence to

demonstrate thatthe depth-of-book data from othertrading venues significantly
constrain the pricing ofdepth-of-book data from NYSE or Nasdaq. In my previous
submission, I demonstrated tiiatthe otherthree supposedly alternative sources of

depth-of-book data identifiedby the Proposed Order (NYSE's own consolidated
data; "pinging"the variousmarkets by routing oversizedmarketable limit orders; and
the threat ofindependent distribution ofdepth-of-book data by securities firms and

data vendors) are not material substitutes for an exchange's depth-of-book data.17
I thus conclude that no reasonably substitutablealternatives to NYSE's depth
of-book dataare available to act as the "significant competitive forces" that the

Proposed Order required to presume thatthe proposed NYSE prices are"equitable,

fair, reasonable, and not unreasonably discriminatory."18

17 Report, supra note5, Section IL

" Proposed Order, supra note4, at32,751.

DX

PRICES FOR DEPTH-OF-BOOK DATA ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY
CONSTRAINED BY COMPETITION FOR ORDER FLOW

In my previoussubmission, I demonstrated that competition for order flow
doesnot significantly constrainan exchange's marketpower over depth-of-book

data—that orderflow andmarket data arenot "twosides of thesamecoin."19
Without addressing my analysis,Ordover and Bamberger reach the opposite
conclusion, claiming that competitionfor attractingliquidityand trading constrains

prices for depth-of-book data.20 They rely ontwo propositions. First, Ordover and
Bamberger state that"a trading platform cannotgenerate market infonnation unlessit

receives trade orders."21 Second, they assert that, "[fjor this reason, a platform can
be expected to use its market dataproductas a tool for atbacting liquidityand trading

toits exchange."22
Ordover and Bamberger provide no economic analysis or evidence as to why

the second proposition should followfrom the first In economic terms, Ordover and
Bamberger are asserting that a change in the price ofdepth-of-book data would have

a similarimpact on demand for order flow as a change in the price oforder flow

wouldhave on tiie demandfor depth-of-book data. That symmetrical and reciprocal
relationship does not, in fact, exist

The following propositions demonstrate that the relationship between the

demandfor depth-of-book data and the demand for order flow is asymmetrical.

" Report, supra note5,Section Hi.
10 See, e.g.. Statement, supra note 6,U6 ("In Section TJ, weshow that competition between trading
platforms constrains the priceofmarketdatasoldby each platform.").

21 Statement, supra note6,138.
22 Statement, supra note 6, f 38.

(1) The input relationship between order flow and depth-of-book data is

asymmetrical. The price ofdepth-of-book datais at most only one ofmany factors
considered in placing trades. NYSE has itself explained that "[fjhe markets base

competition for order flow on such things as technology, customer service,

transactions costs, ease ofaccess, liquidity, and transparency."25 Changing the price
ofonly depth-of-book data is thus unlikely to have a significant effect on the demand
for transactions.

Market data are also used for purposes other than trading and, in that regard,

arenot an input to order flow at all. As OrdoverandBambergerexplain, market data
are"useful in a number of ways" that do not involve trading,including "valuing
securities and portfolios," "evaluating the performance ofa broker or trader," or

obtaining a"barometer of market sentiment."24 They acknowledge that market data
are useful to "firms that act as intermediaries between trading platforms and the

public but do nottrade themselves," such as Google and Yahoo!23 For customers
purchasingdepth-of-book data and not placingtradeson an exchange, the depth-of
book data price thus stands entirely on its own.
In contrast, order flow is the sole input for generating and increasing the

value ofdepth-of-book data. Indeed, depth-of-book data are a byproduct of order
flow. Without order flow, depth-of-book data would not exist

23 Proposed Order, supra note 4,at32,764 n.193 (citing Letter from Mary Yeager, Corporate
Secretary, NYSE Area,to the Honorable Christopher Cox, Chairman, Commission, dated February
6,2007, at 16).

24 Statement, supra note6, Kl20-21.
25 Statement, supra note6,\ 20il21.

(2) Theeffectsofchangesin prices oftrading on the demandfor depth-of
book data, and vice versa, are also asymmetrical. Depth-of-book date are priced and

sold separately from trade execution services. Depth-of-book data are sold in

monthly subscriptions and are typicallybased on a fixed monthly fee per device.26
That fixed subscription fee is independent ofthe amount oforders generated by die

subscriber and is not expressed as partof, or affected by, trade execution services.
An exchange charges subscribersthe same per-device fee whether or not they
place orders on the exchange. Indeed, as the SEC recognizes, an exchange may not
"unreasonably discriminate among types of subscribers, such as by favoring

participants in the NYSE Area market or penalizingparticipants in other markets.
In addition, each monthly subscriptionprovides data on all securities traded on an
exchange, and customers arecharged the same pricewhether or not they examine the
depth-of-book data for one security, all securities, or some number in between.
In contrast, each trade is executed with respect to an individual security, and

exchanges charge fees (with separatediscountsand rebates for trade execution
services) that are separate from depth-of-book data subscription fees. The trade

executionfees aredetermined on a transactional basis and aredesigned specifically
to affect trading incentives and attractliquidity. Those transaction-based fees for
order flow allow traders to assess the costs and benefits of placing a given trade for a
given security on a given venue and thus affect traders'marginal incentives to direct

order flow among exchanges.

24 In addition, there may beacap onthe total monthly data fees paid byeach company. There may
also be per-company fees for accessto the datafeeds fromthe exchange's servers. SEC ReleaseNo.
34-53592, supra note 3, at 33,496-33,497.

27 Proposed Order, supra note4, at32,768.
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An increase or decrease in the monthly subscription fee for depth-of-book
data,however, does not change a trader'smarginalcost to purchase or sell a

particular security on a particular exchange. That is, in choosing where to place the
next trade, an entity wouldnot consider the cost ofthe subscription fee. Likewise, in
setting the depth-of-book monthly subscription fee, the exchangewould consider the

effectofthat fee on the marginal incentive to subscribe to depth-of-book data, but not

on the marginal incentive to trade generally or for aparticular security.28
(3) The asymmetrical relationship between thedemandfor orderflow and
depth-of-book data is illustrated by considering theconsequence ofa small but

significantprice increase for each product.29 A five percent increase in the monthly
subscription fee for depth-of-book data would not have any materialeffect on the
demand for order flow for two reasons. First, as noted above, the increase in the

priceofdepth-of book datawould haveno effect on the priceof, and thereforethe
marginaldemand for, order flow. Second, as also noted above, depth-of-book data
arejust one ofmany inputs into the demand for order flow.

On the otherhand,a five percent increase in the priceoftransactions might
well have a material effect on order flow and thus on the demand for depth-of-book
data. If increasingthe price oftransactions would reduce the amount oforders, it
would thereby reduce the amount of, andvalue of, depth-of-book data. In such a

21 Myposition here and in mypriorReport does not assume that norelationship whatsoever exists
between the pricing ofdepth-of-book data andthevolumeof order flow. Even if sometraders may
deemanexchange to be a non-viable trading venueifit declines to makedepth-of-book data
available at all (or at an extremely high price), the level ofdepth-of-book datapricingwithin a range
that includesthe exercise ofsignificantmarketpowerwiII not afreettraders'marginal incentives as
to where to place their next buy or sell order.

29 A price increase of approximately five percent is generally viewed assmall butsignificant. See
U.S. Dep't ofJustice andFed.TradeComm'n, Horizontal Merger Guidelines §1.11 (Rev. 1997).

case,the willingnessofcustomers to pay for depth-of-book data would decline,
especiallyifthose datereflected a significant reduction in liquidity.
*

*

*

*

*

OrdoverandBamberger, andthe Proposed Order, have ignored the
asymmetry discussedaboveandthushave erred in theirassessment as to whether an

exchange can exercise marketpower overdepth-of-book data. AlthoughOrdover
and Bamberger recognize that depth-of-book data are a directbyproductoforder

flow,30 they donotexplore theimportant implication of that byproduct relationship.
That relationshipindicatesthat competition for order flow will not constrain
an exchange's depth-of-book data pricesand may serve to increasethem. Lower
order flow prices generallywill increase order flow, which, in turn, will increase the

value ofdepth-of-book data. That is, by attracting additional order flow, an

exchange will notonly gain the transaction fees associated withthe order flow, it will
also increase the amount it can charge for its depth-of-book data.
Increased depth-of-book revenue can be used to offset the costs of liquidity
rebates and discounts that attractorder flow. Indeed, the STA observes that "raising

the market data fees would enable [the exchanges] to pay higher rebates and thus,

attract more order flow."31 We see that observation empirically verified inthecase
ofconsolidated tepe data. Tradingvenues use revenue from consolidated tape data to
compete for order flow. As Nasdaq states: "Participants in the TJTP Planhave used

30 Statement, supra note 6,lfl[ 7 & 17.
11 STAComment Letter, supra note 16, at3.
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tape feerevenues to establish payment fororderflowarrangements with their
membersand customers."32
The economically rationalstrategy for exchanges, given the asymmetrical
relationshipoforder flow and depth-of-book data, is thus to set lower prices fororder
flow, which has the effect of increasing the value of, and the prices the exchanges
can charge for, their depth-of-book data.

IV.

PRICES FOR DEPTH-OF-BOOK DATA ARE NOT SIGNDJICANTLY
CONSTRAINED BY INTER-PLATFORM COMPETITION

Ordover and Bamberger focus on the "total return" or "aggregate return'' that

a platform receives from trade execution services anddepth-of-bookandother

market data.33 Theyclaim that the"total price of trading" on a platform is

constrained bythe total price of trading on alternative platforms.34 Ordover and
Bambergerinclude in the price oftrading the pricesof(at least) market date and

trade execution.33 Ordover and Bamberger thus appear to argue that, evenifan
exchangecharges relatively high prices for marketdata, inter-platform competition
will cause those market date prices to be effectively offset by relatively low prices

for other products or services offered by the exchange, such as providing access to

liquidity.36

MNasdaq Stock Market, Inc., Annual Report (Form 10-K), at17 (Feb. 25,2008).
MStatement, supra note 6,17.
MStatement, supra note 6,J 23.
MStatement, supra note6,123 & no23-24.
MStatement, supra note 6, fl 7-8,23 &iul23-24.
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Even if one assumes that depth-of-book data prices are a component ofthe

"total price oftrading," as discussed in the previous section, that component does not
affect the marginal incentives of a broker-dealer to execute a trade. On the other
hand, transaction fees can and do affect order flow decisions. Thus, while inter

platform competition for tradmg may constrain the prices of trade execution services,
it does not significantly constrain depth-of-book data fees.
Ordover and Bamberger further attempt to advance their "total return"

argument by characterizing trade execution services and market date as "joint
products" with "joint costs" and by asserting that trading platform competition will

necessarily constrain thetotal return from those joint products.37 To the contrary,
where two '^'oint products" ofthe same facility are sold separately—as trade
execution services and depth-of-book dataare—the pricing of each product is
determined by the distinct competitive conditions that each product confronts.

A classic example ofjoint productswith joint costs is the productionofwool
and mutton. Wool and mutton arejoint productsofa sheep, and many ofthe costs of
producingboth products (i.e., the care, feeding, and handling ofthe sheep) are the
same. However, the demand conditions for wool could be independent ofthose for
mutton.

Suppose, for example, that market conditions are such that only one firm can
producedesirable wool (because its sheep have much better wool than its
competitors' sheep), while many firms can produce desirable mutton (because the

37 Statement, supra note 6, f 7 ("Competition among trading platforms can beexpected to constrain
the aggregate returneach platformearnsfrom its saleofjoint products....").
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"•

mutton from allsheep is perfectly substitutable). Under those conditions, tiie

i

competition to produce mutton, however intense itmight be, will not significantly

H

t

constrain the monopoly wool producer's pricmg of wool. If other firms cannot

1

produce wool ofsatisfactory quality, the monopoly wool producer will face no

•

competition inthe pricing of wool, even as thepricing ofmutton faces intense

competition. Ofcourse, that is unlikely to be the case for sheep farmers—our point
is only that the existence ofjoint costs/joint products does notensure aparticular
competitive outcome in either product market
In the case oftrading venues, competition fororder flow doesnot

significantly constrain depth-of-book data pricmg simply because they are viewed as
joint products. Regardless ofcompetitive conditions for trade execution, an

exchange can charge supracompetitive prices for depth-of-book data if the exchange
does notface significant competitive constraints inthesale of such data and such
data have value by reflecting substantial liquidity. As demonstrated in my previous
report and Sections U and III above, that isthecase here.

V.

CONCLUSION

As explained above, Ordover and Bamberger's unsupported assertion that

supposedly alternative sources of depth-of-book data act as a competitive constraint
onan exchange's depth-of-book data iscontradicted by empirical evidence. Data

from different trading venues are not meaningfully substitutable. Exchanges with

significant liquidity thus may charge prices for depth-of-book date that would exceed
competitive levels.

IS

In addition,Ordoverand Bamberger'sclaimthat competition fororder flow

acts as a significant competitive constraint on an exchange's pricing ofits depth-of
book data incorrectly assumes a symmetrical and reciprocal relationship betweenthe
demand for, and the pricing of, order flowand depth-of-book data. In fact, their
relationship is asymmetrical andresults in anincentiveto charge lowerorder flow
prices and higher depth-of-book dataprices.

Finally, Ordover andBamberger's assertion thatdepth-of-book data prices

are constrained by inter-platform competition for trading incorrectly assumes thatthe
cost ofdepth-of-book date is part ofthe marginal costoftrading. In fact, depth-of
book data prices do not affectbroker-dealers' marginal incentives to place trades.
Nor does labelingdepth-of-book dateand trade execution services as "joint products"

with'joint costs" make onea constraint onthepricing ofthe other. Each mustbe
assessed in lightofthe individual competitive conditions thatit confronts. Here, the
lack ofreasonably interchangeable sources of depth-of-book data provides exchanges
with significant market power over the pricingof those data.
I conclude by reiteratingthe main propositions from my prior Report:

•

NYSE likely has significant marketpowerover the pricmgofits depth-of
book market date;

•

the supposedly alternative sources ofdepth-of-book data that the
Proposed Order identifies wouldnot significantly constrain market power
over depth-of-book data; and

•

competitionfororderflowwould not preventthe exerciseof significant
market power over depth-of-book data.
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